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Abstract
This is a study of the microstructural influences on thermo-mechanical behavior of
selected metals and ceramics using computer simulation, with original contributions
in both theoretical and applied aspects. There are three major thrusts. First, by
constructing a many-body empirical potential for ZrCx and then carrying out MD
simulations to calculate its lattice thermal conductivity, I obtain the first quantitative
evidence ever that the vibrational contribution is only a small part of the total thermal
conductivity of refractory carbides at realistic carbon vacancy concentrations. This
is a long-standing problem which even the most recent review article on the subject
give what I now believe is the wrong estimate.
Second, ideal strengths are calculated for Ar,Cu,SiC crystals using both lattice and
molecular dynamics methods. A set of homogeneous instability criteria are derived.
Tension tests are performed on amorphous and nanocrystalline SiC at room telllpera-
ture, based on which a grain size cutoff of rv 20 nm is extrapolated for the Hall-Petch
effect. Nano-indentation is performed on single-crystal and nanocrystalline Cu, and
bursts of dislocation loops is observed at a local stress level consistent with recent
experiments on Cu thin films.
Third, an invariant loop summation similar to the J-integral is derived for the
driving force on defect motion, but with the loop size now down to nanometers, and
the summation now expressed in terms of interatomic forces instead of stress, a field
concept which is hard to use in atomistic calculations and becomes ill-defined when
defect separations approach the nanometer scale. It is shown first that the change in
a system's total Helmholtz free energy due to a defect's move can be approximated by
a local quantity involving only scores of atoms immediately surrounding the defect.
Then, perturbation expansion is used to evaluate this local invariant for defect trans-
lation using only the current configuration. This driving force measure is then tested
on a) self-interstitial diffusion near free surface in a-iron, b) crack-tip extension near
a void in Si, c) screw dislocation translation in Si, with convincing results down to
literally r = 1 nm, at a fraction of the cost of a full relaxation or free energy calcula-
tion for the whole system. This means that defect mobility can now be characterized
by a universal and invariant standard, computable from a tiny atomistic calculation
without relying on elasticity formulas or image summations. The standard is then
used to determine the true Peierls-Nabarro stress in Si-like materials.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Materials research is widely recognized for its relevance to technological innovation
and competitiveness. With the advent of high performance computing, this field,
which traditionally has relied on experiment and theory, now embraces a third ap-
proach: computer simulation. Increasingly materials modeling has taken on the mean-
ing of theory and simulation of materials properties and behavior across length and
time scales from the atomistic to the macroscopic.
As materials research expands in both in breadth and depth, molecular engineer-
ing of materials becomes more of a reality. This is the long-held dream of every
materials scientist and engineer where new materials can be created with such ben-
efits as enhanced performance, extended service life, and acceptable environmental
impact, not to mention cost reduction. Even though computer-aided materials de-
sign has yet to achieve the success of computer-aided molecular (drug) design, there
is impressive progress being made, especially in the area of functional materials for
microelectronics, optical and magnetic applications. In contrast, for structural ma-
terials the complexities of mechanical, thermal, chemical (alloying, corrosion, etc.)
phenomena continue to pose formidable challenges to reliable and predictive model-
ing. As a result, it is believed that the most promising approach to understanding
and control of these phenomena is to effectively combine several modeling techniques,
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each one being suited for a particular length and time scale. This is another way of
seeing the relevance of multiscale materials modeling.
The overall theme of my research has been to develop an approach to materi-
als modeling which combines contemporary theoretical concepts with the simulation
and sampling techniques of molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo. Since particle
simulations are well suited to deal with highly nonlinear, inhmogeneous, or nonequi-
librium processes, a variety of physical phenomena in crystalline, amorphous, and
liquid states of matter can be investigated to provide information on local molecu-
lar environments, interatomic bonding and forces, and various microscopic det ails
pertaining to structure and dynamics.
In this thesis my focus is directed at t~e mechanistic understanding and analysis of
materials phenomena as manifested in stress-driven or thermally activated structural
instabilities, thermal transport.in crystalline and defected systems, and atomic modes
of defect mobility and microstructural evolution.
1.2 Problem Statement
This is an investigation of the deformation response and thermal conduction of solids
through theoretical formulations and atomistic simulations, with emphasis on cor-
rectly handling the property-controlling microstructures so as to make quantitative
predictions.
Both the simulations and the analyses are based on fundamental concepts in solid
mechanics, lattice dynamics, and statistical thermodynamics, and which are inte-
grated with visualization tools for the specific purpose of extracting intrinsic physical
properties and gaining mechanistic insights from atomistic modeling.
1. Determination of lattice thermal conductivity of a technologically important
ceramic material, ZrC, for which an empirical interatomic potential model of
any kind did not exist.
A many-body empirical potential, with six parameters, has been successfully
constructed using the heat of formation, cohesive energies of three cubic phases,
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and the interatomic force constants generated from ab initio calculations. This
is possible only by thoroughly understanding the nature of chemical bonds in
ZrC, revealed by its electronic structure. The model is validated by comparison
of predicted hexagonal phase properties, point-defect formation and migration
energies, and finite-temperature vibrational behavior including melting with
available experiments and with recent electronic-structure calculations in the
tight-binding approximation for TiC. Using the model developed, thermal con-
ductivities of a single crystal as well as the effects of various point defects at
concentrations appropriate to realistic off-stoichiometry are computed through
the Green-Kubo expression in linear response theory. The results show a tem-
perature dependence that is similar to the expermental behavior observed of
SiC, which we have previously studied using a bond-order potential model.
The implication of this finding is that the observed temperature variation of
ZrC, anomalous in the sense of total thermal conductivity rising with increasing
temperature, should be attributed to direct electronic contributions for which
a mechanism of ambipolar diffusion had been previously suggested.
2. Ideal strengths are calculated for Ar, Cu, and SiC crystals and amorphous
SiC under uniaxial, hydrostatic, and shear modes of loading, using both lattice
dynamical and molecular dynamics methods. Finite-k lattice instabilities are
found in both Cu and SiC, previous unaccounted for by elastic instabilities.
Materials with existent microstructures such as void and nano-grains are de-
formed in simulations and are observed to result in a significant reduction in
strength, combined with a softening of the transition abruptness. This is ex-
plained by a "condensation" model of point-defect-like inhomogeneities caused
by soft vibrational modes. In the tension test of Ar perfect crystal the coa-
lescence of these uniformly distributed inhomogeneities results in the abrupt
slip of an entire plane, creating of a stacking fault; but if a void exists, such
inhomogeneities become unstable prematurely near the void, resulting in the
arrest of its propagation and a partial release of the strain energy before the
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main transition occurs.
Failure of nanocrystalline SiC is found to occur by intra-granular fracture at
a critical stress value of 20 GPa at which the amorphous SiC also fails, and
that agrees with the observation that the GB of SiC is largely amorphous.
This means that the strength of a SiC nanocrystal is upper-bounded by the
strength of amorphous SiC which "glue" the grains together. On the other
hand, if one assumes the controlling flaw size to be proportional to the grain size,
then inter-granular fracture stress versus grain size relation similar to the Hall-
Petch relation can be derived, and my computed SiC surface energy leads to a
Griffith fracture toughness value that agrees with an experimental measurement
of SiC fiber strength. Combining the two considerations we arrive at a maximal
strength prediction for SiC nano-crystals at grain size 20 nm, beyond which
further grain refinements would have no impact.
Molecular dynamics simulation of nano-indentation in a thin film model of crys-
talline Cu showing successive events of stress reliefs in variation with indenter
depth, thus providing an atomistic link between heterogeneous deformation re-
sponse and the theoretical strength of the bulk material.
MD simulations and data analyses enable the direction correlation between the
variation of nominal indenter pressure with indenter depth on the one hand
and visualizations of dislocation nucleation and punch out also as a function of
indenter depth. The results, quite preliminary at this stage, suggest that the
first instability observed occurs at a critical stress approaching the theoretical
strength of the bulk material, and this phenomenon is associated with the nucle-
ation and motion of dislocation loops. Sample temperature plays a significant
role, lowering the critical stress threshold by as much as a factor of two from
zero to room temperature. Further work is clearly indicated.
3. Formulation of a method of invariant cluster for determining the thermodynamic
driving force for defect mobility through atomistic simulation, and demonstra-
tion of its utility in the determination of the Peierls-Nabarro stress for moving
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a screw dislocation in Si.
We propose a definition of microscopic (local) free energy by introducing a
buffer layer in the domain decomposition of an atomistic region surrounding
the defect of interest from a surrounding which is less perturbed when the
defect undergoes a unit displacement. in effect, the buffer layer decouples the
atomistic region from the surrounding and enables the development of efficient
ways of computing the relevant free energies. Implementation of the method is
first demonstrated in the illustrative example of calculating the driving force for
an interstitial in the bulk moving toward a free surface, and further elaborated
in the problem of crack-tip extension in Si in the vicinity of a void. In the most
revealing application to date, we show that an invariant result for the Peierls-
Nabarro stress can be obtained for a screw dislocation in Si, a quantity which
can be compared with recent determinations in the literature. There are severa~
significant and far-reaching implications of this study which will be discussed
later in this thesis.
In addition to the above, there are important theoretical developments such as the
rigorous connection between classical and quantum phonon scattering, the possible
existence of nonlinear diffusive heat carriers as revealed by the Ar heat current corre-
lation function, and methodology developments such as a definition of atomistic local
strain, improved Parrinello-Rahman method, O(N) MD simulation with deformable
box, O(N) method to calculate the local density of states, spectral method to com-
pute time-correlation function integrals, and fast rendering methods for the computer
visualization of atom configurations.
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chap 2 we discuss the basic concepts needed
to describe the mechanical and thermal behavior of interest in the present study, and
the atomistic simulation methodologies that will be used throughout the thesis. The
concepts were originally developed in the classical disciplines of solid mechanics (Sec.
2.1), thermodynamics and statistical mechanics (Sec. 2.2), and lattice dynamics (Sec.
2.3), which existed before the field of materials science came into being. As we will
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see they are also fundamental to the materials modeling investigations that will be
discussed in the chapters to follow. Similarly, a set of simulation techniques has been
developed to specifically treat the problems of large-strain deformation and lattice
thermal conductivity calculation, the two phenomena being studied in this work;
they are described in Sees. 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. Application of the concepts and
tools collected in Chap 2 is immediately taken up in Chap 3 which contains results
for argon, perhaps the simplest elemental solid, and for SiC, a relatively more com-
plicated covalent binary compound. Chap 4 follows with an in-depth investigation of
the thermal conductivity of ZrC, a refractory ceramic for which a suitable interatomic
potential model had to be constructed. We then return to the theme of mechanical
deformation and present results relevant to the understanding of strength, deforma-
tion and toughness through atomistic simulations. In Chap 5 we discuss a molecular
dynamics study of nano-indentation in Cu and show that experimental observations
of dislocation bursts can provide a strength measure approaching the theoretical limit.
In Chap 6 we describe a new method of determining the thermodynamic driving force
for defect mobility which involves the concept of microscopic (and local) free energy
and that of invariant loop summation, in a way reminiscent of the J-integral in frac-
ture mechanics. Usefulness of the method is illustrated by considering the driving
force for interstital motion near a surface in Fe, crack-tip extension in Si near a void,
and the Peierls-Nabarro stress for a screw dislocation in Si. A summary of the results
and their implications is given in Chap 7, along with comments on future work. A
number of detailed calculations and developments of simulation techniques and vi-
sualization, undertaken during the course of the thesis research, are collected in the
appendices for the benefit of future workers.
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Chapter 2
Fundamental Concepts and
Simulation Determination
2.1 Stress, Strain and Elastic Constants
Stress and strain have many definitions, which although do not change the physics,
differ in efficiency representing it.
Strain is relative. To define strain, one must first declare the reference state. That
is reasonable because strain describes deformation. Strain should be frame-covariant
like any true second-rank tensor [1], since how an object is deformed does not really
depend on the angle one looks at it. Here on I denote the geometrical configuration
of an object by X, Y or Z, which describes its shape, i.e., surface constraints.
Affine transformation of an object from one shape to the other is specified by
the tensor J, expressed as Y = JX, which is homogeneous in the sense that surface
constraints of the object change uniformly according to J. But it does not have to be
a microscopically homogeneous transformation, as different kinds of atoms may have
different atomic-scale relaxations.
The Lagrangian strain is defined to be,
y _ 1 T
7}x = 2(J J - 1).
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(2.1)
X in TJJc denotes the reference state and Y denotes the final state. If the final state
is apparent in the current context we may omit the superscript and simply write as
TJx·
The Polar Decomposition Theorem [2] states that every matrix can be uniquely
expressed as the left or right product of a symmetric matrix and a rotational matrix,
J = RM = ML
Therefore,
1( T ) 1 2 )TJx = "2 J J - 1 = "2(M - 1 .
There is one-to-one correspondence between TJx and M, as,
Let Y = JX, Z = KY = KJX. There is
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
~(KTK -1),
~(JTKTKJ-1)
2
1 T( Z
"2 (J 1+ 2TJy) J - 1)
JTTJ~J + TJk, (2.5)
which is the law of TJ-conversiori between reference systems.
Contrary to strain, stress should be absolute, meaning it should not depend on
any reference besides the current state of the object. We use two definitions of stress
in this thesis: the first is the external stress Tij, which is the usual "force per area"
definition used by engineers and mathematicians,
(2.6)
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where d1i is the external traction force, nj is the outward surface normal and dS is
the surface area. Tij is what the outside environment exerts on the object. To prevent
rotation, it must satisfy Tij = Tji.
The second kind of stress is the thermodynamic stress t ij , also called the intrinsic
stress, whose definition is based on the Helmholtz free energy F(N, T, X) of the
object: [3, 4]
F(N,T,./Y) = E-TS =-kBTlnZ(N,T,X)
where Z(N, T, X) is the partition function,
(2.7)
(2.8)
Here F is a function of the particle number N, temperature T, and geometrical
constraint X. Since the Hamiltonian ll(qN,pN) is usually rotationally invariant, F
is also rotationally invariant. Thus,
F(N,T,Y) F(N,T,JX)
F(N,T,RMX)
F(N,T,MX)
- F(N, T, Jl + 217x X )
- F(N, T, 17x, X), (2.9)
i.e., F is a function of 17x, once X is chosen.
A function can always be expanded into Taylor series:
(2.10)
Because 17ij is symmetric, the expansion should only involve 6 independent variables:
17u, 1722, 1733, 1712, 1713, 1723· But that is often inconvenient for index contraction, so
what people do is to symmetrize the expansion coefficients over 17ij and 17ji whenever
possible, but pretending 17ij, 17ji to be different summation variables. Let me define
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second and 4th rank symmetrization operators:
The thermodynamic stress at configuration X is defined to be,
1 A (8F(ryX, X) I )
tij(X) = n(X) 82 8 .. '
'T}zJ 71X=O
and the elastic constant:
1 A (82F ('T]x, X) I )
Cijkl(X) = n(X) 84 8· ·8 '
TlZ] 'T]kl 71X =0
(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
where n(X) is the volume of the object at X, so tij and C ijkl are made intensive
quantities. By definition,
F(TJx, X) = Fo + n(X) { tij(X)TJij + ~Cijkl(X)T/ijTJkl } ...
tij = tji, C ijkl = C ij1k = C jikl = C ji1k . (2.15)
Notice that since tij and C ijkl are expansion coefficients of'T]x in F('T]x, X) at Tlx = 0,
they themselves are not functions of Tlx, but only of X. That means the definitions of
thermodynamic stress and elastic constant do not require a reference state, since to
evaluate them the object uses itself at the moment as the reference state. This "co-
moving frame" in defining stress and elastic constant has some "weird" properties, as
generalized in differential geometry [1]. For instance, in general,
(2.16)
which is not what one may expect for the Taylor expansion of the "first-order deriva-
tive" in terms of the "second-order derivative" , which people use in fixed frames.
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In fact, in light of (2.5),
F(Z) F(TJ~,Y)
F(Y) + f2(Y)Tr (t(Y)TJ~) + 0 ((TJ~)2)
F(TJ~, X)
F(X) +.n(X)Tr (t(X)r&) + n~)Tr (1Ji C(X)1Ji)
+ 0 ((TJ~)3)
F(X) + n(X)Tr (t(x)1Ji) + n~x)Tr (1Jic (X)1Ji)
+ 0 ((TJr)2) TJ~ + 0 ((TJ~)2) .
(2.17)
(2.18)
The linear coefficient of TJ~ in (2.17) and (2.18) must be equal. Plugging in (2.5) to
(2.18), we have,
F(Z) = const + f2(X)Tr (Jt(X)JT TJ~) + f2(X)Tr (JTJrC(X)JT TJ~)
+ 0 ((TJr)2) TJ~ + 0 ((TJ~)2) . (2.19)
Therefore matching the linear coefficient of TJ~ to that of (2.17), we have,
(Y) = Jt(X)J
T J(C(X)TJ'f)JT 0 (( Y)2)
t det IJI + det IJI + TJx . (2.20)
It will be shown in section 2.4.1 that if J is constrained to be symmetric, then
(2.21)
where Bijkl(./Y) is the elastic stiffness coefficient (equation 2.240). Bijkl(X) is equal
to Cijkl(X) only when tij(./Y) = 0, therefore the use of elastic constant as the linear
expansion coefficient of stress versus strain is only a valid practice for objects under
zero loading.
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2.1.1 Atomistic Local Strain
It is not too difficult to define local strain when the reference state is known: one
may carry out a least-square fitting procedure outlined in (6.34) to get a best fit of
the affine transformation matrix J to the relative positions of atoms nearby. The
problem is harder when there is no given reference system, for example a dislocation
would cause lattice mis-registry that makes the original reference hard to keep track
of. What we need is a geometrical characterization of the local atomic environments
that works in much the same way as the coordination number, but provides strain
information when the measure is applied to a piece of deformed yet perfect lattice.
Because there is no reference frame, it can at best output the matrix invariants of
the strain tensor, e.g., the dilatational component
(2.22)
and the shear component,
(2.23)
calibrated to the cases of hydrostatic dilatation l7xx = l7yy = l7zz = 17m, and pure shear
l7xy = l7yx = l7s·
Consider 3 x 3 matrix,
Mi = I: qijq'f;,
jENj
(2.24)
defined at each atom i, where qij is the relative position between atom j and i,
(2.25)
and j E Ni is the set of i's neighbors, whose definition is to be chosen. Two possible
choices are,
(2.26)
where R is a cutoff distance, usually picked to be between the first and second nearest
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neighbors at the material's perfect crystalline state; or,
N~ = N!li with /N!li I= Ct - l' t , (2.27)
i.e., we sort j according to Iqij! and pick only the nearest C atoms, where C is the
ordinary coordination number of the crystal, like 12 for fcc, etc. Anyway, Ni must be
chosen such that,
M? = dol, (2.28)
at the material's perfect crystalline equilibrium. Satisfying (2.28) may seem quite
impossible at the first glance, but actually materials with cubic or Td symmetry
automatically do, including fcc, bcc, hcp (perfect c/a ratio), diamond cubic, and
NaCl, ZnS, CsCl binary structures.
Consider how local strain and rotation influences (2.24) of a perfect crystal. For
a given local affine transformation J,
(2.29)
Therefore, if neighbors do not enter or leave N i ,
(2.30)
But if requirement (2.28) is satisfied, there would be
As the local Lagrangian strain at atom i is defined to be,
1 T )
"l = "2(J J - I ,
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(2.31)
(2.32)
the local strain hydrostatic invariant is,
and the local strain shear invariant is,
"1s - V~Tr(7J - 7Jm1)2
- V~Tr7J2 - ~7J~
- V~Tr(JTJ - 1)2 - ~7J~
-
VI 1 Tr1 3
-TrJTJJTJ - -TrJTJ + - - -"12
8 4 82 mJl 1 Tr1 3
-
~TrJJTJJT - -TrJJT + - - -"12
8 4 82 m
- V~Tr(JJT - 1)2 - ~7J~
- V~Tr(diilMi - 1)2 - ~7J~
- V~Tr(diilMi - 1)2 - 214 (dii1TrMi - Tr1)2
- d01V~Tr(Mi - Tr~i1)2. (2.34)
After obtaining {Mi } for all atoms, one may also compute system average (M)
and evaluate local deviations from (M). The above scheme (2.24) to (2.34) works
extremely well in practice, allowing one to directly visualize microstructures and
their strain fields with color-encoding. Successful examples include point defects,
dislocations, cracks, grain boundaries, stacking faults and even kinks.
2.2 Thermodynamic Ensembles and Fluctuations
This section deals with the thermodynamic state of an atomistic simulation which can
either be molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) [7]. In MD, one numerically
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integrates the time trajectory (preferably smooth) governed by a certain dynamics.
The choice of the integration algorithm is not very important for the thermodynam-
ics, but it is very important for calculating transport coefficients and time-correlation
functions. To save effort, here when I introduce MD implementations of thermody-
namic ensembles, I will also introduce integration algorithms, which together may
serve as a pointer to some recent developments in MD methodology.
Given an ordinary Hamiltonian 1-£(qN,pN) = T(pN) +V(qN), if we pick an initial
condition and rigorously follow its Hamiltonian dynamics, by the ergodic hypothesis
[5] we generate a phase space probability distribution 8 (1-£(qN, pN) - E) 1, which is
defined to be the micro-canonical ensemble.
There exist two competing families of numerical integrators for integrating Hamil-
tonian dynamics. The first family is the predictor-corrector algorithm, explained in
[7], which can be extended to order rv 14 following Gear's original derivation [12]
for double-precision floating-point architecture. The other family is the so-called
symplectic integrators which exploit the property of phase space volume conserva-
tion (Liouville's theorem) of Hamiltonian dynamics. The well-known Verlet leap-frog
algorithm [13], after slight modification [14], is shown to be symplectic, followed
by higher-order extensions by Yoshida [15, 16] and Sanz-Serna [17]. As with the
predictor-corrector algorithm, symplectic integrators tend to perform better at higher
order, even on a per cost basis [18, 19].
I have benchmarked the two families of integrators by numerically solving the
Kepler's problem (eccentricity 0.5) which is nonlinear and periodic, to compare with
the exact analytical solution. The two families have different numerical error versus
time characteristics: non-symplectic integrators all have linear energy error (~E ex: t)
and quadratic phase point error (I~rl ex: t 2 ) with time, while symplectic integra-
tors have constant (fluctuating) energy error (~E ex: to) and linear phase point error
1This is not exactly true since there are other conserved quantities like the total momentum.
For the most up-to-date treatment see [11], and also [9, 10]. Because the micro-canonical ensemble
~ (ll(qN ,pN) - E) is more widely used, I take it to be the object of study, and simply assume that
certain dynamics, which should not be too far from the Hamiltonian dynamics, is able to generate
that phase space probability distribution.
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(l.6.fl ex: t) with time. Therefore the asymptotic long-term performance of a sym-
plectic integrator is always superior to that of a non-symplectic integrator. But, it is
found that for a reasonable integration duration, say 100 Kepler periods, high-order
predictor-corrector integrators can have a significantly better performance than the
best of the symplectic integrators published at large integration timesteps, or small
number of force evaluations per period. That is important, because it says that if one
does not care about the correlation of a mode beyond 100 oscillation periods (say, the
natural decay time of the mode is only 50 oscillation periods due to mode-scattering,
so there is no point ensuring numerical fidelity much beyond that), then the high-
order predictor-corrector algorithm may preserve the physics at a significantly smaller
computational cost.
On the other hand, via modified Langevin-type dynamics [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]
such as the Nose-Hoover thermostat, one can generate canonical ensemble phase space
probability distribution exp( -/31l(qN,pN)). For such dynamics, phase space volume
is not conserved in the normal sense, but one may still in specific cases construct
symplectic integrators for the extended system [27, 28, 29]. The predictor-corrector
algorithm is also widely used here, but sometimes with curious differences in the
coefficients. For example, in the 5th-order (a misnomer, better called 6-value) Gear
predictor-corrector algorithm, F02 = 3/20 is used in Gear's own paper and book [12],
but F02 = 3/16 is used by Haile in his MD primer, his Fortran code, and his book
[8], by Rahman in his early paper on MD and Fortran code, and is apparently quite
widespread. I find that F02 = 3/20 gives better accuracy than F02 = 3/16 by 1 or 2
magnitudes for the Kepler's problem.
Returning to the main topic: we see that a system can be simulated either with
Hamiltonian-like dynamics in the micro-canonical ensemble, or with Langevin dy-
namics in the canonical ensemble. How do that influence the results? As one will see
in the following discussions: for the first-order derivatives of thermodynamic poten-
tials, such as T, P, tij etc. which I call the thermodynamic variables, it matters little,
meaning that the atomistic expressions one derives for the variables in one ensemble
can be directly used in another ensemble, with negligible 0(1/N) error. Examples
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include the expression for T in terms of particle kinetic energies. People often do not
switch expression for T when they switch ensembles, which is fine.
Nothing can be further from the truth for the second-order derivatives, also called
the static susceptibilities, where I am going to list a collection of atomistic expressions
classified as fluctuation formulas, following the derivations by Pearson et al [9], Ray
[30], and Lutsko [31, 32]. They all have the same feature of evaluating the averaged
products of fluctuations, which by themselves are small (meaning not intensive, ex VN
in an N-particle system), and then divide by N. Here, if one switches ensembles
without switching the expressions, one would get 0(1) error, which makes the practice
useless. An example is (~E2) / N: in canonical ensemble one can show that it is
proportional to Cyl and therefore is a route to compute Cv. But taking the same
expression to the micro-canonical ensemble, one would get 0, which is clearly wrong.
2.2.1 Canonical Ensemble
Atomistic expressions for the thermodynamic stress and' elastic constants can be de-
rived for the canonical ensemble. [30, 31] The partition function for a deformed system
is,
where we assume,
N -T -
'1J(q-N, p-N) ~ Pn . Pn V( - - -)TL - L..J + ql, q2, ... , qN .
n=l 2mn
Under a change of variables <in -+ qn, Pn -+ Pn:
(2.35)
(2.36)
- il/f - M-1qn =lVlqn, Pn = Pn,
the Hamiltonian can be written as,
n = l..N, (2.37)
(2.38)
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Using (2.4) and also,
M-2 _ 1 1 - 2T/x + 4T/~ + ... (2.39)
the partition function can be written as:
Z(X, T/x) = Ix exp[-(3{
(2.40)
where I threw away the N!h3N constant. Using index notation T/ij for matrix T/x:
where,
and
8F . 1 8Z 1 1 ) N N
- = --. - = - Tijexp(-(31l dq dp
8T/ij. (3Z 8T/ij Z x. (2.41)
(2.42)
N
-L:
n=l
pi(-8jk + 4T/jk)Pk +
mn
(2.43)
Setting T/x to zero, we get the atomistic formula for the thermodynamic stress:
(2.44)
The () means canonical ensemble average in the original configuration X.
One may wonder why the sum (2.44) does not always give 0 at T = 0, since
VjV(qN) =0 for bulk atoms at equilibrium. The answer is that if we were to compute
the stress using (2.44) directly, we must count those atoms on the surface, whose
equilibrium conditions Fp = VjV (qN) in general require the presence of external
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force Fl, ,vhich is the force the wall exerts on the atom to keep it within X. Since
those Fn's are weighted by qn,s in (2.44), this surface contribution does not vanish in
the thermodynamic limit as the surface energy.
On the other hand, it appeals to one's intuition that stress originates from the
bulk, not from the surface, and is an intensive quantity. This can be validated in the
following way: because V (qN) in general is the sum of local interactions, for instance
V(qN) = E{lmn} W(q" qm, qn), where W is a three-body interatomic potential. Due
to translational symmetry: W(q, + 8, qm + 8, qn + 8) = W(q" qm, qn), one must have
V'W + VmW + VnW =0, and the contribution of this specific interaction to the
total (2.44) sum is (q! - qi)V~W + (qi - qi)VTW, conceptualized as t:.F . t:.q,
i.e., force contribution weighted by the relative distance between action and counter-
action. Through this localization procedure, one can convert all qn weighting factors
to t:.q's which are no longer than the interatomic distance. In this localized form,
which should be constructed from (2.44) as soon as the potential model is known,
the surface contribution would vanish in the thermodynamic limit like the surface
energy. Thus, for local interactions, we can prove that the stress is intensive and
indeed originates from the bulk.
To get the atomistic formula for elastic constants, we need to further differentiate
(2.41):
(2.45)
From (2.43) we can get:
(2.46)
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So we get the unsymmetrized form of elastic constants:
The first term is defined to be the fluctuation term. The last term is defined to be
the Born term, usually written as Ci~kl. The elastic constant is therefore
(2.48)
which is valid at finite temperature and stress.
It is interesting to study the zero temperature limit of the first term in (2.47),
because as we approach T = 0 the fluctuation -+ 0, but (3 -+ 00. The school starting
from Born [41] look at the T = 0 elastic constant from a different perspective: since
F = V at T = 0, they directly evaluate the second-order derivative of V due to
deformation, provided that V is always fully relaxed. After careful analysis a general
formula was derived by Martin [42] where the T = 0 elastic constant can be computed
by lattice methods. I give a new and more direct derivation in section 2.2.1 by
separating the surface and bulk atoms. The equivalence of the static derivation with
(2.47) will be shown in section 2.2.1 where I analytically take the T -+ 0 limit of
(2.47), following Lutsko [31, 32].
Static Derivation
Separate qN (total) into qS (surface) and qB (bulk) atoms. We know from previous
discussion that they play different roles in (2.44). For bulk atoms at equilibrium,
there are yrBV(qN)lqN = 0, but it is not the case for the surface atoms. Define force
constant matrix D at X to be,
Dmi,nj -
8V(qN)
8qr8qj qN .
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(2.49)
One can do a quadratic expansion,
(2.50)
The free energy at T == 0 is the minimized potential energy:
F(M, X) == min V(qN).
qNEMX
(2.51)
In order to study the M dependence of F, a very simple approach is to "stick" the
surface atoms on walls, and minimize V with respect to the bulk coordinates qB.
We know from the previous discussion that the actual surface state does not affect
bulk properties in the thermodynamic limit. Here although the surface atoms are not
allowed to relax, the method will still give the correct bulk expression.
Denote 'TJx by matrix 'TJ. Since affine transformation is applied to the surface
atoms,
{
qS == Mijs == ijs + 'TJijs - ~'TJ2ijS + 0(1]3),
qB = MijB + r B = ijB + 7JijB + rB + 0('TJ2),
(2.52)
where in addition to uniform affine transformation, the bulk atoms are allowed to
relax by r B . It will be shown later that r B <X 7J. There is,
(2.53)
where we have used the fact that \7BV(ijN) = 0, and so first-order expansion for MijB
is enough. The minimum happens at,
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0, (2.54)
and so,
(2.55)
Therefore to second order in T], the relaxed total energy is
where the last term results from relaxation. We can evaluate the unsymmetrized
t(X) and C(X) using definitions (2.13), (2.14):
(2.57)
where we define the total stress functional T(qN) to be
(2.58)
which is the same as (2.44) at T = o. Then,
The first two terms are identified to be the T = 0 Born term, while the last one
corresponds to relaxation. To eliminate the surface entirely from our derivation, we
observe that,
8(qN\7V(qN))
8qB ijN
= \7B (qN)lijN + ijNDtb
= DbtijN,
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(2.60)
and thus if we define matrix constant
which can be evaluated for any localized model, we will have,
Cijkl(X) = Ci~kl(X) + Ci1kl(X)
1
= O(X) {i]kijf Dml,nj - TkjOil - AijlmcD~~,ndAkl,nd}'
(2.61)
(2.62)
which yet needs to be symmetrized. This expression is the same as Martin's result
[42).
The described relaxation does not occur in simple monoatomic crystals, as well as
for crystals with inversion symmetry [43, 44) like NaC!. This can be shown by (2.55),
since both D and TJ are even under inversion, while ijN is odd, so rB = O. It would
be useful to tabulate group-theoretical results for Ci1kl for other structures.
Zero Temperature Limit
I want to show that in the limit of T 4- 0 the fluctuation formula (2.47) reduces to
the same result as (2.62). This was first shown by Lutsko [32), here I put down more
details.
As T 4- 0, the second term in (2.47) vanishes because ((pi)2) scales as T. The
third term just gives C8kl' the unrelaxed elastic constant. The limit of the first line,
the fluctuation term, is not yet clear: but if one inspects (2.44), it can be seen that the
momentum part, -piPj /mn , gives zero contribution to the fluctuation limit because
its magnitude scales as T, and it is also not correlated with the second term, qiVjV,
which is defined as T(qN) in (2.58). So there must be
(2.63)
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where
When T is small, the atomic displacements
Ann -nuq· = q. - q.z z z ,
from equilibrium positions are small, and so one can expand
N 3
~Iij = L L Aij,mc~q~ + O(q2),
m=1c=1
following A's definition in (2.61). Thus,
(IijTkl) - (Tij) (Tkl )
(~Tij~Tkl)
N 3
L L Aij,mcAkl,nd (~q~~q~) + O((q4)).
m,n=1 c,d = 1
(2.64)
(2.65)
(2.66)
(2.67)
One can also expand the potential energy as (2.50) when ~qr's are small. Ex-
cept for atoms near the wall, the probability distribution of atomic displacements
approaches that of Gaussian, with
dP - dqN exp( _[3V(qN))/Z (2.68)
What we have in mind is a saddle point expansion of the partition function in order
to get the leading order fluctuation amplitudes. The wall atoms, though having the
same problem of VjV(qN) =I 0 as which leads to the stress localization procedure in
section 2.2.1, is not a big problem here because unlike q, (~q2) is always finite. For
the bulk atoms, one can show that
(2.69)
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which follows from the well-known identities
and
(21r)N
detlKI
(2.70)
8 In(det IKI)
8Kij
K~·1)
det 11(1 (2.71)
where Q' is a vector and K is a Hermitian matrix.
So following (2.64,2.67,2.69) there is,
N 3
L L Aij,mcD~~,ndAkl,nd/n(X),
m,n=l c,d= 1
(2.72)
which is the same as (2.62).
There is a simple test, where the elastic constants of fJ-SiC are calculated using
the fluctuation formula, with Ci1kl identified as the fluctuation term in (2.47). Long
enough MD simulation is performed to ensure numerical convergence at T = 2K.
What happens is that Cli = C~ = 0, but C~ has finite value, accounting for about
20% of the total C44 • The combined Born and relaxation term agrees very well with
results from direct stress-strain simulations.
2.2.2 Micro-canonical Ensemble
Let us consider systems of N identical particles with mass m, contained in a volume
described by geometrical configuration variable Y. Each system evolves according to
the Hamiltonian
(2.73)
If we consider all such systems with total energy E, we have a micro-canonical en-
semble. From now on let us regard N as fixed. The appropriate thermodynamical
potential for micro-canonical ensemble is system entropy, [5]
(2.74)
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with fundamental relations
and
1 aSI
T - aE y'
F(T, Y) = E - TS(E, Y).
(2.75)
(2.76)
One can integrate out the momentum degrees of freedom from (2.74) as follows:
consider {p~}, n = 1..N, i = 1..3 as a large vector p with 3N components, then the
total kinetic energy K is simply p2/2m with p = Ipl. Also, for a 3N-dimensional p
hypersphere,
N 3
dpN = II II dp~ = S3Np3N- l dp
n=l i = 1
if all angles are integrated over, with S3N being a constant. Then,
Iv dijNdpN8(E _ll(ijN,pN))
Iv dijNS3Np3N-1dp8(E - p2/2m - V(qN))
Iv dijNmp3N-2d(p2/2m)8(E - p2/2m - V(ijN))
const x Iv dijNK 3N/2- 1 ,
where
(2.77)
(2.78)
(2.79)
and it is implicitly understood that the Jy dijN integration is carried out in {!( (ijN) >
0, iin E Y} regions.
Thus, it follows that for any symmetric homogeneous deformation Y - M X (see
(2.1) to (2.9)) from a certain reference configuration X,
where
S(E, Y = MX)
const + NkB In det IMI + kB In II,
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(2.80)
(2.81 )
and qN are particle coordinates in "undeformed frame" whose bounds are independent
of ]\,II.
To get some flavor, let us derive the heat capacity at constant volume, Cv (really
should be Cy ), using microcanonical ensemble samples. If we vary E (and T) in
(2.75),
(2.82)
and so
Cv
(2.83)
In order to get microscopic expressions, let us vary E in (2.81),
all I
aE y
(3N/2 -1) I dqN(E - V(MqN))3N/2-2
(2.84)
for 3N/2 - 1 > 0, because modifications of JdqN integration bounds with E does not
give contributions as long as the integrand vanishes there. Since N is usually much
larger than unity, we will not mention this boundary term from now on. Then,
1 aln Il I ( -1 )kBT = aE y = (3N/2 - 1) K , (2.85)
where the 0 average is taken over microcanonical ensemble samples (or a single
evolution trajectory if the ergotic hypothesis holds). One can further differentiate
(2.85), and it is straightforward to show that
(3N/2 - 1)(3N/2 - 2) (K-2 )
-(3N/2 - 1)2 (K-1)2 .
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(2.86)
And so combining (2.85), (2.86) and (2.83), we arrive at a fluctuation formula for Cv
that can be directly evaluated in a MD or Me simulation[7].
Now let me derive fluctuation formulas for the thermodynamic stress tensor tij(X)
and the isothermal elastic constants Cijkl(X), defined in (2.15), using micro-canonical
ensemble samples. The reason is because tij(X) and Cijkl(X) are the more useful
quantities in various applications, although micro-canonical ensembles are easier to
realize in MD. Except for the SeE, Y) -)- F(T, Y) translation, the procedure is similar
to what we did in section 2.2.1 using canonical ensemble samples.
Imagine a homogeneous and symmetric deformation of the system Y = MX,
which is also uniquely determined by the small Lagrangian strain 'fJ = 'fJk -
(M2 - 1)/2. We are thus eligible to write SeE, Y) as SeE, 'fJ, X) and F(T, Y) as
F(T, 'fJ, X), and the dependence on X is usually not explicitly stated. For finite 'fJ,
there is a correspondent change of energy ~E if the temperature is to stay constant,
as in (2.15). To get ~E, we can expand (2.75) around X,
and thus
82 S I .82S 2 2
o = 8E2 x~E + 8E8'fJij 'T/ij + O(E ,'fJ ,E'fJ), (2.87)
(2.88)
where we keep track of orders because we have to do a second order expansion later.
And so, if we expand (2.76), holding T fixed,
~F =
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and plugging in (2.88), we obtain
6.F =
which, when compared with (2.15), suggests that
(2.91)
and
(2.92)
In order to get microscopic expressions, we need to work with (2.80) and (2.81).
First, because
lndet IMI - TrlnM = Trln VI + 21]
Tr1] - Tr1]2 + 0(1]3),
it is easy to show that
and
Second, because
(2.93)
(2.94)
(2.95)
in (2.81), where qN are particle coordinates "before deformation", and referring to
(2.4), we have
(2.96)
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It follows that
(2.97)
and so
(2.98)
(2.99)
and
8
2
K I 82V I n m 8V I 8 n
8 8 = - 8 n8 m qj q, + 8 n jlqk,TJij TJkl 11=0 qi qk X qi x
where Ix means taking derivatives in undeformed state X, and as before I treated
TJ as if it has 9 independent components but will symmetrize the expressions in the
end. Thus, following (2.80), (2.81) and (2.98),
and so
(2.100)
tij(X)
- ~(~)S2 (N8ij + (3N/2 -1) (EFNJ/K)) , (2.101)
where the first term is clearly the "ideal gas" contribution and second term the Virial
contribution. (2.101) is not very different from (2.44) formula for the canonical ensem-
ble samples, beside that the Virial contribution is scaled by the total kinetic energy
K, which is a persistent feature in micro-canonical ensemble expressions, reflecting
the effect of constant total energy constraint on fluctuations. Because in the limit
of large N the relative fluctuation of K is ()(N-1/2), one only makes vanishingly
small error in tij(X) calculation even if (2.44) expression is used for microcanonical
ensemble samples. However, as we will show next, it is not so for Cijkl(X) calcula-
tion, because (2.47) is a fluctuation formula, and the constant total energy constraint
severely distort fluctuations.
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Following (2.100), it is straightforward to show that
8
2
S I
aE 8T}ij 1]=0
(3N/2 - 1)(3N/2 - 2)kB ( ( - ;~ Ixq'j) /K2)
-(3N/2 -1)2kB ( ( - ;~ Ixq'j) /K) (K-1)
(3N/2 - 1)kBS2[(3N/2 - 2) (~ Ftq'j /K2) -
(3N/2 -1) (~Ftq'j/K)(K-1)].
Lastly, combining (2.81), (2.98) and (2.99), it is not difficult to show that
82ln n I
8T}ij 8T}kl 1]=0
(3N/2 - 1) [(3N/2 - 2) (Ftq'jFkqi/K2)
-(3N/2 - 1) (Ftqj / ]() (FJ:qi / K)
- ( (f);2~k Ixq'jqi + FN':8jl) / K) ],
and so, with (2.80), (2.85) and (2.92), we arrive at
N (](-1)-1 -1 -1 "
Cijkl(X) = (3N/2 _ 1)0 (8ik8jl + 8il8jk ) + (K ) .84
[/( t f)~2~ml q'jqi+ t Ftq'k8jl)/Kn)
\ n,m = 1 z k X n=l
+(3N/2 -1) (~Ftq'j/Kvn)C~IFr:'qi/Kvn)
-(3N/2 - 2) (E 1 F'tq'jFr:'qi /K20) ] +
(](-1)-1 ( 8 2 S I /k Ifi) ( 82 S I /k Ifi)8E8T/ij 1]=0 B V ~ l 8E8T/kl 1]=0 B V ~ l
(3N/2 - 1)2 [(3N/2 - 2) (K-2) - (3N/2 - 1) (K-1)2]·
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(2.102)
(2.103)
(2.104)
Hydrostatic Response
Consider mainly a liquid or gaseous system which cannot sustain static shear loading,
and the pressure P is only a function of system volume
P - P(T,O).
(2.105)
(2.106)
The discussions will also apply to any solid system that has cubic symmetry and is
under hydrostatic loading. With that, one can define the isothermal bulk modulus
8P IBT = -81nO T'
and the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient
(2.107)
(2.108)
We want to seek relations between BT and Cijkl(X), such that we could use our
fluctuation formulas (2.92) or (2.47). But before that, let us consider a seemingly
irrelevant question: does ideal gas has finite C44?
The intuitive answer is no, because ideal gas cannot provide shear stress no matter
how it is deformed. However, if one refers to (2.104),
N(K-1)-1
(3N/2 - 1)0
NkBT
o (2.109)
or work out the (2.47) expression for canonical ensembles using Gaussian variable
contraction rules:
(2.110)
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and thus
(tijtkl) - (tij) (tkl)
~2 f, ((p?pj Im)(p'kp/,1m}) - (p?pj1m) (P'kP/'1m)
n,m= 1
1 ~ / n n m mJm2)0 2 L...J \Pi PjPk PI linked
n,m= 1
1 N
0 2 L k~T2(8nm8ik· 8nm8j1 + 8nm8il ·8nm8jk )
n,m= 1
Nk~T2
0 2 (8ik8jl + 8il8jk ),
and
so (2.47) turns out to be
for ideal gas, which can also be derived if one simply expands
(2.111)
(2.112)
(2.113)
(2.114)
So, all analytical evidence indicate that ideal gas has non-zero C44 , in fact on
the same order of magnitude as Br and P. How can one compromise this with the
intuition that ideal gas can never have shear stress? The answer lies in the fact that
Cijk1 is not the "derivative" of tij with strain, so t 23 =0 is not contradictory to
C44 #- o. One should use the elastic stiffness coefficients, Bijk1(X) , to relate stress
with strain (see (2.21)).
Referring to (2.240), (2.105), (2.113) and ideal gas law
NkBTP(T,O) = n
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(2.115)
one has
Bijkl(X)
1
Oijkl + 2" (8iktjl + 8jkt il + 8il t jk + 8jl t ik - 28kl t ij)
NkBT
n [8ik8jl + 8il8jk + 8kl8ij -
(8ik8jl + 8jk8il + 8il8jk + 8jl8ik ) /2]
NkBT
n 8ij8kl , (2.116)
in perfect agreement with our intuition and what would happen if one just plugs
(2.115) into (2.105) and differentiate with respect to "Iij'
Since it is well established now that Bijkl is the connection between stress and
strain, let us study the pressure response of the system to volumetric expansion when
(2.105) always holds. Then
and
so
t ll
"111
-P
"122
1
"133 ~ 3~ In n,
(2.117)
(2.118)
and since
there is
8P I 8tu I
- - 81n n T = 81n n T
- (BUll + B U22 + B 1l33 )/3,
BT = (Ou + 2012 + P)/3,
(2.119)
(2.120)
(2.121)
which can be directly evaluated using fluctuations formulas (2.104) or (2.47).
Let us study the thermal behavior of such systems. The geometrical condition is
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now only specified by one variable, n,
S(E, Y) = S(E, n), F(T, Y) = F(T, n), (2.122)
whether it is genuinely so as in liquids, or only appears to be for a solid with high
symmetry under hydrostatic loading. In this case, one can recover from (2.91) the
fundamental thermodynamical relation[5]
(2.123)
and so
api
aTn
-
aSI +Ta(~~IJI
an E aT n
P a2s aEI
- T +TanaE . aT n
p a2s (2.124)- T +CvTaEan·
Following (2.102), there is
(3N/2 - l)kB • S [3n 2 (3N/2 - 2) (~Fn . qn/K2)
(3N/2 -1) (~Fn'qn/K) (K- 1) ]{2.125)
and the fluctuation formula for Cv is already given in (2.83).
Because of the functional identity
(2.126)
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the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient is simply
1 ania -
naT p
1 api ani
- --- -
naTnaPT
api (2.127)-
aT n/BT'
and so a can be calculated by (2.107) and (2.124).
Lastly, let us find the representation for Cp , the constant pressure heat capacity,
defined by
aSICp = T aT p'
and so
(2.128)
Cp aSI aSI ani
- T aT n + T an T aT p
apiCv +nTaT na
- Cv +nTa2BT , (2.129)
where we used the Maxwell's identity
aSI api
an T = aT n' (2.130)
and (2.127). At this point we see that all thermodynamical derivatives are expressible
in terms of microscopic fluctuation formulas that can be directly evaluated in a single
MD simulation run.
Application to Pair Potential
Expressions such as
(2.131)
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N NL qrqfVrVjV(qN) - L qkV jV(qN)l5il
m,n=l n=l
appearing in (2.47) and (2.104) can be localized (see discussion in section 2.2.1)
through the following procedure: we first note that Aijkl is linear in V. That is, if
V == VI + V2 , then Aijkl is the sum of contribution only due to Vi and contribution
only due to V2 . So we only need to calculate each pair or triplet or n-Iet interaction,
and in the end simply add their contributions together.
Secondly, we need to show that the quantity to evaluate is in fact translationally
invariant, which means that if we make a rigid translation:
where a is the same for all particles, there is
TI ijkl
NL qkVjV1(qN)l5il
n=l
NL (q~ + ak)VjV1 (qN)l5il
n=l
N NL qk\7jV1 (qN)l5il + ak L \7jV1(qN)
n=l n=l
NL qk\7jVi (qN)l5il
n=l
llijkl,
since
NL \7jV1(qN) =0
n=l
(2.132)
(2.133)
(2.134)
for any translationally invariant potential VI (qN). We can prove the same thing for
N
f ijkl L qrqf \7r\7jVI (qN)
m,n=l
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by plugging in (2.132) and grouping free indices. And so, it does not matter in which
coordinate frame Aijkl is evaluated, and we can choose any frame that makes the
evaluation simple, such as by letting the origin sit on one particle.
For instance, if the particles interact via pair potential
V(qN) = L W(qa,q,a) -
a<p
L W(lqa - q,al),
a<,a
(2.135)
then we can single out any interacting pair W(lqa - q,a I) , and choose our frame such
that q,a = o. Then, all terms in
L qJ:qfY'rY'jW - L q~Y'jW8il
m,n = a,p n = a,,a
cease to contribute except for m = n 0:, and it is simply
(2.136)
where q = Iqa\, and we have simplified the two-body expression to a one-body
expression. Since
W ,qj- ,
q
(2.137)
and
there is
_ W"qjq, _ W,qjq, + W,8jl
q2 q3 q , (2.138)
and so
~Aijkl
(Wllqjql W,qjql + w,8
jl ) w,qj ~qkqi - - - - - qk -Vii,q2 q3 q q
(2.139)
(2.140)(WII W')84 (~Aijkl) = qiqjqkq, ---;j2 - Q3 '
which is just the contribution to Born elastic constant (see (2.47) from this single pair
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of interaction. One should remember that in this special coordinate frame q.B - 0,
so q should be replaced by qa - Q,B in a general frame.
For instance, in the Lennard Jones pair potential[7] for rare gas solids,
one can show from (2.140) that
84 (~Aijkl)
f . qiq~~kql [672 ( ~r-192 (~f] .
(2.141)
(2.142)
In general, one can always simplify a n body expression into a n-1 body expression
using the above coordinate frame invariant observation.
2.3 Lattice Vibrational Formalisms
Consider a 3D crystal with r atomic species. Denote the unit cells by L and atom
type by S, S = I..r. The position vector is R(~), and the atomic displacement
(2.143)
where a denotes Cartesian components. For convenience's sake, sometime we contract
(a, L, S) into a single index m, U m = U a (~).
Near equilibrium, the total crystalline potential energy V(qN) could be expanded
into
where
NIlV(q ) = '2<I>mn U m U n + '6<I>mmlm11UmUmlUm11 + ...
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(2.144)
(2.145)
(2.146)
For a crystal, <I>'s will only depend on relative distances between unit cells:
(2.147)
and by exchanging the order of differentiation, there is
(2.148)
and thus
(2.149)
From the translational and rotational invariance of the interaction potential, there
must be
(2.150)
(2.151)
For instance, Eq(2.151) could be proved by considering a virtual rotation in direction
L'
n for small angle 68, so the displacement of each atom is n x R 0 (s' )68. Consider the
force on atom (L, S), it's
Since FQ(~) should be zero for any n, it's obvious that Eq(2.151) must be satisfied.
Consider mass-scaled quantities
(2.153)
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and
<Pmmlmll
Dmmlmll = ,
vlMsMslMsII
(2.154)
We are concerned with the diagonalization of Dmn , i.e., finding a unitary matrix that
(2.155)
In doing this, we should know the fact that by using irreducibe basis functions
{exp(iq· r)} of the translational group we can easily block-diagonalize this 3rN x 3rN
matrix into N 3r x 3r matrices (only functions with the same q in the first B.Z. can
couple to each other through the Hamiltonian). This means we can label our normal
coordinates of the crystal by k, which is the contraction of two indices (qj):
such that
k .(L) 1 .Vn = Voq] S = IN exp(iq· R(L))e~(8) (2.156)
(2.157)
Here j(1..3r) denote the phonon branch, by which polarization vector e~(8) is speci-
fied. For Eq(2.157) to be correct, eqj's for the same q should be orthonormal to each
other,
L e~(8)*e~' (8) = 8jj l
o,S
(2.158)
Also, since {k} form a complete basis set, there should be completeness relation
(2.159)
To block diagonalize Dmn , there should be
(2.160)
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so
L-L'
L ~~SS' ) exp(iq· R(L'))e~(S')= w~exp(iq. R(L))e~(S)
f3 ,L' ,S' sMs'
( L-L')<Po f3L ss' exp(-iq . R(L - LI))e~(S') = wke~(S)
f3,L',S' JMsMs'
Define the 3 x 3 dynamical matrix in q space to be
D(q ,) = VM1M L cI>(L ,) exp(-iq· R(L)))
ss s S' L SS
then there would be
From time-reversal symmetry (conjugate invariance),
(2.161)
(2.162)
(2.163)
(2.164)
D(q ) - D*(-q) (2.165)
sS' sS'2 2 (2.166)wk = W_k
ek(S) = e-k(S)* (2.167)
Explicitly written, the 3r x 3r matrix equation is
D(~l) D(~2) D(~r) eqj (1) eqj (1)
D(:l) D(:2) D(:r) eqj (2) eqj (2)
D(:l) eqj (3)
=w2 .
eqj (3) (2.168)ClJ
.......
D(:l) D(:2) D(:r) eqj (r) eqj(r)
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and with
(eqj (1)*, eqj (2)*, eqj (3)*, .... , eqj (r)*)
eqj' (1)
eqj' (2)
eqj' (3) (2.169)
Diagonalization complete. We have 3rN unit vectors for the crystal now, and thus
the unitary matrix U~k = vkm.
Lagrangian Formulation
Decompose
(2.170)
Since U a (~) is real, there is
and
. (L) '" Q' k '" Q'* k*Va = L.J kVm = L.J kVm
S k k
the Lagrangian of the crystal then become
(2.171)
(2.172)
L=
(2.173)
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So
(2.174)
and
1-l=
(2.175)
From here we can see that
Uo(~) =
Po(~) =
(2.176)
(2.177)
And so the inverse
L VMsu" G) ~eXP(-iq .R(L))e~(S)·
o,L,S
1 (L) 1L n:;rPo I"i\T exp(-iq . R(L))e~(S)*
o,L,syMs S yN
Second Quantization
(2.178)
(2.179)
Second Quantization is to simply replace all the U o (~) ,Po (~) in the classical Hamil-
tonian
P~ (~) 1 (L) (LL') (L')1-l = L 2M + -2 uo <I>o,B , u,B , + ...
L S S S ss S0, ,
(2.180)
by operators Po (~), Uo(~). Starting from here is a bit cumbersome, but is much safer.
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Define Qk, P-k through Eq(2.178),Eq(2.179), then
If we also define
then
and
Then
and obviously
That's good. However notice that Qk and Pk are not Hermitian.
Define
Then
(2.181)
(2.182)
(2.183)
(2.184)
(2.185)
(2.186)
(2.187)
(2.188)
(2.189)
(2.190)
(2.191)
(2.192)
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With this in mind and with Eq(2.184) we have
(2.193)
So
11,=
(2.194)
But
Compare with Eq(2.194), we see that
1£ = I:/iwk(uluk +~)
k
(2.196)
Quantization complete. All conclusions of the algebra could be transported onto 3D
crystal. Notice that k and -k phonons are entirely decoupled, although they share
the same frequency.
Important dynamical operators:
(2.197)
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and
PQ(~) =
Phonons will form bands, as all excitations in a periodic lattice. One important
difference between phonon and electron band is that a pure phonon state Ink> won't
carry momentum, which is easily seen from Eq(2.199). A pure electron Bloch state
I'l/JJ: > however, does carry the momentum meVa, where Va is the group velocity:
Conservation Laws
8wn (q)Va = ---'-8q (2.200)
We now consider general conservation laws for peoriodic systems, not only under
harmonic approximation, but with arbitary interactions, and with external probes
inside the system, say, neutrons or photons. We know that conservation laws are
linked closely with some invariance operators, like the conservation of energy with
time-translational operator:
A 1-£T
Ur = exp( in )
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(2.201)
Here the infinitesimal generator of Or is il. Since obviously
as physical laws doesn't depend on the time origin, there is
[il, ill = 0
(2.202)
(2.203)
which we know directly otherwise. So the measurement of the generator of Or is
conserved, i.e.,
< 1-£ >= const
Consider the Hamiltonian of a general crystal,
(L)2A A 2
A '" Pa S A (L) P A A (L)1-£ = L.J 2M
s
+ V({Ua S }) + 2m + W(r, {Ua S })
a,L,S
(2.204)
(2.205)
Here F, f are operators for the external probe, W is its interaction with the crystal.
From Eq(2.204) we can see that
E tot _ E toti - f
in the case of a photon,
(2.206)
There are two kinds of spatial translations for a peoriodic system: one is the
common real-space translations with arbitary displacement,
This means
and obviously
A i (L) AU5 = exp(-1i(LP + P) . (5)
LS S,
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(2.207)
(2.208)
as the translation of the entire system in space for 8 won't change the energy. So,
< LP(L) +P >= const
LS S,
(2.209)
as the law of total momentum conservation. This law isn't so interesting since the
recoil of a crystal in a scattering experiment is negligible.
The other one is more subtle, which involves only the translation of labelings.
Consider the following operation
with R being a lattice vector. Obviously, this will also leave the total Hamiltonian
invariant, as the incident particle would find itself in the same environment as before.
The operator for this translation is
A Z A A
UR = eXP("h(K + P)· R)
where
k = L liq(atak )
k
This can be proven in the following way. Since
if we define f( which operates on opertators
kA = [k,A]
(2.210)
(2.211)
(2.212)
(2.213)
it's obvious that ak , at are the eigenvectors of f( with eigenvalues -liq and liq, and
so
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i A i A
exp(-K . R)ak exp(--K . R)Ii Ii
i ~
exp(*hK. R)ak
exp(-iq . R)ak
also
Then from Eq(2.198),Eq(2.199)
A A (L) A t A (L-1)
URPo S UR = Po s
(2.214)
(2.215)
(2.216)
(2.217)
(2.218)
(2.219)
And so indeed we have proven UR to be the the operator we descibed. This means
the measurement of UR shall always be conserved. Note that although we used ak, al
in our derivation, we do not have to be in the harmonic approximation.
Suppose before and after the scattering the incident particle is free, and we are not
far from a harmonic crystal such that the instantaneous configuration is represented
by a number state. For < Eq(2.210) > to be invariant, also for any lattice vector R,
there must be
. ~ IPi +L nj)iq = PI + L..J nkliq + G
k k
where G is a reciprocal lattice vector. Thus we can define the concept of crystal
momentum, which is just L:k nkliq. Crystal momentum isn't real momentum. It
defines the vibrational phase relation between different labeling but identitical atoms,
and that, adding the phase factor of the incident particle, should be conserved.
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2.3.1 Order-N Method to Calculate the Local Density of
States
This part is already published [65] whose abstract is quoted below. Due to length
limitation please refer to the original paper.
We present a rigorous and general method to extract the local density of states
Pi(W) of a system from its time response to a specified external perturbation. This
method is order-N when the matrix is sparse. In a single run it gives Pi(W) , pi(2w)
, .. ,Pi (nw) , .. concurrently, which enhances the total efficiency by two decades.
Application to a lattice dynamics problem of 4096 SiC particles in a supercell with
dynamical matrix generated from an appropriate interatomic potential shows excellent
agreement with exact phonon dispersion calculations; the accelerated algorithm yields a
full LDOS spectrum for each supercell k-point in 15 minutes on a desktop workstation.
Results showing the effects of an antisite-pair defect are given for which methods
requiring lattice periodicity can not be used.
2.4 Mechanical Deformation at Finite Strain
2.4.1 Elastic Instabilities
All homogeneous deformations can be described by the movement of a configurational
variable in deformation space, in general a 9 dimensional space with origin at an ar-
bitrarily chosen reference state X. In this space any configuration can be represented
by the deformation gradient J (relative to X). Morever, if there exists particular
constraints which allow us to uniquely determine J from 'r}x, then deformation space
becomes 6 dimensional, which we call unique to stress the fact that any configuration
can be specified in terms of'r}x instead of J. As an example, in the Parrinello-Rahman
method[34J for performing atomistic simulation at constant stress, J is usually con-
strained to be symmetric. Because J in this case can then be uniquely determined
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by 'T/x from the equation
J - V1+2'T/x 1 2- 1+ 'T/x - 2'T/x + ...
it is unique and we will give it a special name: symmetric deformation space.
There can be other unique deformation spaces. For instance, we can constrain
J to be always upper triangular: this case corresponds to deforming a cube while
constraining one edge on the x axis and one face on the xy plane. Thus J has 6
non-zero elements which can also be uniquely determined by 'T/x. The opposite of
unique is called general.
The classification of deformation space is necessary: because once we have some
constraints on how J can be perturbed, there might be instability paths in general
deformation space, but which is forbidden in unique spaces. So when the general case
is already unstable, the unique case might still be stable in the same configuration.
Since every point in deformation space is either denoted by J or 'T/x, we can treat
it as a 9 or 6 dimensional vector instead of a 3 x 3 matrix. Define the inner product
between two vectors(matrices) in deformation space to be:
We have
3
A . B - Tr(AT B) - L AijBij
i,j
A·B = B·A
A . (B + C) = A· B + A . C
A·A ~O
(2.220)
(2.221 )
thus it has the properties of Euclidian space and the measure of distance beween
vectors is well defined.
The purpose of this thesis is to study the stability behaviour of materials under
finite deformation. Obviously some kind of external loading must be present. It turns
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out that the accurate description of this loading condition is crucial to our stablity
analysis because we rely on second-order expansions: thus the loading condition itself
should be exactly determined to at least second order. A certain stability criterea is
only for a certain loading condition.
From now on we focus our attention on the so called (NTT) ensemble, meaning
constant particle number N, constant temperature T, and constant external stress T,
which is defined in previous section and commonly used in engineering. Before going
further, the authors want to make it clear that we choose this ensemble to be our
model system not because we have impeccable justifications for it, nor do we insist
on using it if a better description for a specific problem is available. Nevertheless,
the approach we took here is universal and can be applied onto any system once the
loading condition is known, so that the virtual work integral can be written down.
The (NTT) ensemble is considered to be the appropriate carrier for our discussion
because it is the most commonly used scenario, and leads to analytical results quickly.
As a warning, we think that some researchers might be unsatisfied with the fact
(as we will show later) that (NTT) ensemble is a dissipative system and no valid
thermodynamic potential exists: we want to say that (as far as in our knowledge) we
are the ones to first point out this feature clearly, not because we like it. On the other
hand, this situation enable us to set up an ad hoc theory based on thermodynamic
driving force in deformation space in the absence of a potential, and stability criterea
derived from this formalism will natually lead to the symmetrization of the B matrix,
which in turn can be understood as mapping a dissipative system onto an equivalent
conservative system with a symmetric A. This justifies the practical applicabilty
of the (NTT) stability criterea, because in realistic situations when the second order
feature of a certain loading condition is not known, we can use the (NTT) criterea as a
reasonable guess, which only requires input from the stress condition. Since constant
T does capture the main feature of many applications, we'd expect the criterea to be
of some predictive value.
Let's start from the beginning: there is a direct analogy between the commonly
used (NTP) ensemble and (NTT) ensemble, in fact the former belongs to the latter.
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The thermodynamic potential for (NTP) ensemble is the Gibbs free energy
G = F(N,T, V) + PV (2.222)
The stability criterea for this system is the requirement of convexity of V under
constant thermodynamic field (NTP). The term PV in (2.222) is just the virtual
work integral. (The significance of thermodynamic potentials come from the second
law of thermodynamics: dS 2:: 0, and are generated by integrating the inequality
under different constraint conditions.) We get the corresponding virtual work term
for (NTT) ensemble.
Imagine a path l in deformation space which starts from X and ends at Z. We
want to know the net work done by external stress T when we reach Z if we deform the
object along this path. To calculate this, let Y to be any point on the path: Y = JX,
and make a small deformation: J ~ J + 8J. This would cause displacements on the
surface area of this material by 8Ui, and the work done by T is then given by surface
integral
8W
- Is Tijnj . 8uidS
- Iv V· (T8u)dV
88ui
- f2(Y)Tij 8Y.
J
-
f2(Y) Tij ( 88ui + 88uj) (2.223)
2 8Yj 8Yi
Here 8u is the virtual displacement on the surface. Making use the fact that 8u -
(8J)X = 8J· J-1Y, which leads to
(2.224)
and the fact that the differential of (2.1) is
(2.225)
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or
we obtain for the incremental (differential) work,
(2.226)
The work done over the deformation path l is therefore
(2.227)
To examine system stability at configuration X we consider the difference between
the increase in Helmholtz free energy and the work done by external stress,
with
~G(Y,l) ~F(X, 1Jx) - ~W(l)
/,Tr (g(Y)d1Jx)
- /,§(Y) . dijx (2.228)
(2.229)g(Y) = 88F - O(Y)J-1rJ-T
1Jx
We define ~G to be the Gibbs integral in analogy with the Gibbs free energy, and
identify - §(Y) as the Gibbs driving force, a vector field spanning deformation space
whose path integral has the meaning of work. However, we have to show that this
"work" is path independent to establish it as a potential. If it is, then everything is
fine. If it is not, and yet we want to do something about the problem, we can go to
the lower level and study the properties of - §(Y) as a force field around equilibrium
position, to formulate an ad hoc theory. In both cases the Gibbs driving force and its
derivatives will play a central role.
Virtual work expression (2.227) is correct for general deformation spaces. How-
ever, when J is not a function of'T/x it is not always convienient to use the form.
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Sometimes we use another quantity
U J-1 (2.230)
which fully describe the configuration and has 9 degrees of freedom, thus
1
'T}x = 2{(1 + UT )(l + U) - I} (2.231)
Differentiate (2.231) and take back into (2.228). Make use of the fact that gij is a
symmetric matrix, we get the integral expression for general deformation space in U
representation:
with
b,.G(Y, l) b,.F(X, 'T}x) - b,.W(l)
1Tr (g*(Y)dU)
1§*(Y) . dO (2.232)
g*(Y) g(l + UT )
{8F _ n(Y)J-1TJ-T}(1 + UT)
8'T}x
Symmetric Deformation Space
In this section and next we study stability behaviours in symmetric deformation
space, which's often used in computer simulation. Since there is a one to one corre-
spondence between 'T}x and J, the space is 6 dimensional and all related second-rank
tensors(strain,stress) can be treated as vectors in space.
-§(Y) is defined as the Gibbs driving force in view of (2.228). Under the metrics
of the space in which the forces are defined, -§(Y) points to the direction of steepest
descent of the Gibbs integral, i.e, if a virtual move is made in ths same direction as
- §(Y), the system will have the most significant net loss combining the effect of de-
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creasing its Helmholtz free energy and letting work done by the outside environment.
So in a quasi-static process, the direction - §(Y) is pointing at should the be the most
likely direction of action for system at Y, and its trajectory would be the flow line of
this vector field. As an example, suppose we put a point charge into an electric field
and make such that it moves quasi-staticly, the trajectory will follow the flow line of
the electric field, although in order to do this, the electric field does not need to have
a potential: V x E = o.
The condition for equilibrium at X is simply the requirement of vanishing driving
force:
or
_ [88F -n(Y)(J-1rJ-T )ij]J=1
'TJij
- n(X)[tij(X) - 'Tij]
- 0 (2.233)
(2.234)
which states the equality between thermodynamic stress and external stress means
equilibrium.
Suppose the system, initially at equilibrium: §(X) = 0, is perturbed to config-
uration Y with corresponding strain 'TJX. In view of (2.229) the first-order expansion
for §(Y) becomes
9ij(Y) - 9ij('TJ3<,X)
- n(X)Bijkl'TJkl + ... (2.235)
where
Since
8(det IJIJi-;;rmnJ;/) IBijkl - Cijkl - --------=--8'TJkl 1]x=O,J = 1
1J-1 _ 1 +JI + 2'TJx - - 'TJx ...
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(2.236)
(2.237)
det IJI - 1 + Tr(l1x) + ...
(2.236) can be evaluated to give
(2.238)
(2.239)
AS'T/ij and 'T/ji ('T/kl and 'T/lk) are not separate variables, we need to symmetrize (2.239)
with respect to the interchange of indices (i ++ j) and (k ++ l). Thus,
(2.240)
(2.240) is the expression defining the elastic stiffness coefficient [4] B. We can see
that B does not possess (ij) ++ (kl) symmetry, so ~G is path dependent in general,
unless the applied load is hydrostatic, i.e., Tij ex 8ij •
The physical meaning of (2.235) is that in deformation space the shape of force
field around the origin is described by the "second-rank tensor" B. Consider the
following inner product between two vectors
A - fix' Bfix (2.241)
fix is the displacement from the origin, - Bfix is the direction of driving force, thus the
most likely direction for system evolution, at point Y. If we can show that A > 0 for
any fix, then in a quasi-static process the perturbed system will always he decreasing
its distance with the origin. And thus the system is stable. On the other hand if there
exists an fix for which A < 0, then a kinetic path could lead the system to instability.
Given that B is asymmetric in general, the stability of the system is governed by
its symmetrized counterpart,
(2.242)
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because
- fix' Bfix
- ~ijx· (BT + B)ijx (2.243)
for any vector fix. The stability criterion is then the requirement that all the eigen-
values of A be positive. Stated another way, the system becomes unstable when
det IAI - 0 (2.244)
for the first time. We can also think of it as mapping a dissipative system unto
its equivalent conservative system with a symmetric effective A, after some coarse-
graining.
Implementations
In the actual implementation of the criterea, we use Voigt's notation:
Original ij (or kl): 11 22 33 23 13 12
Contracted notation: 1 2 3 4 5 6
As said before, symmetric deformation space has only 6 independent variables, but
since it is easier to sum over Cartesian indices, we had always treated it as if we had 9.
Time has come to change back to explicitly 6 variables, because 'TJij and 'TJji are bound
together and an instability eigenmode which has 'TJij i= 'TJji is not possible. Please
be reminded that when we use Voigt's notation the times of'TJ4 (or 'TJ5, 'TJ6) appearing
should be doubled because it represent both 'TJ12 and 'TJ21.
In general a 9 x 9 matrix (not necessarily (ij) +7 (kl) symmetric, but has (i +7 j)
and (k +7 j) symmetry), with row and column index arraying as {II, 22, 33, 12,
13, 23, 21, 31, 32}, contracts into a 6 x 6 matrix in Voigt's notation in the following
manner:
A B B
A 2B
C D D => (2.245)
2C 4D
C D D
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Following this contraction rule, we can write down:
B6x6 - C6x6 + W6X6 (2.246)
In view of (2.240), we get the general form of W:
7n -7n -7n 2712 2713 0
-722 722 -722 2712 0 2723
-733 -733 733 0 2713 2723
(2.247)W6x6
0 0
-
2712 2711 + 2722 2723 2713
0
-
2713 0 2723 2711 + 2733 2712
-
2723 0 0 2713 2712 2722 + 2733
Because W6X6 is asymmetric,
~(B + BT ) 1A - C+ 2(W + W T ) (2.248)
so,
A6x6 = C6X6 + (2.249)
7n !1.l.±!2.2. !l.l.±L1a. 712 713 -723
-2 -2
!1.l.±!2.2. 722 !22±Iaa 712 -713 723
-2 -2
!1.l.±!2.2. !22±Iaa 733 -712 713 723
-2 -2
712 712 -712 2711 + 2722 2723 2713
713 -713 713 2723 27n + 2733 2712
-723 723 723 2713 2712 2722 + 2733
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Example 1: Hydrostatic Tension
Hydrostatic tension[38, 39] is the only case which retains the original symmetry of
the crystal, and with true Gibbs free energy. For crystals with cubic symmetry:
Cn C12 C12
C12 Cu C12
C12 C12 Cu (2.250)
Let 7"u - 7"22 - 7"33 - T and refer to (2.247), we get
so
4T
(2.251)
Cll + T C12 - T C12 - T
C12 - T Cn +T C12 - T
C12 - T C12 - T Cu +T
4(C44 +T)
(2.252)
Just by inspection we can see that
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o (2.253)
Cn - C12 + 2T - 0
Cn + 2C12 - T - 0
(2.254)
(2.255)
are the three instability modes. The first one is 3-fold degenerate, and is called shear
instability because the crystal tends to change shape without changing volume. The
second one is 2-fold degenerate, and is defined as the Born instability: it shows that
the material will automatically break the symmetry by elongating in one direction
and shrinking in the other. The third one is defined as spinodal instability in the
sense of weak bulk modulus, this is the case where the material is collapsing as a
whole, which happens in solid state amorphization[37].
Example 2: Uniaxial Tension
Impose uniaxial tension Tn = T on an originally cubic crystal. It will break the
symmetry, with
and
Cll C12 C12
. C12 C22 C23
C12 C23 C22 (2.256)
T -T -T
0 0 0
0 0 0
W6x6 - (2.257)
2T
2T
0
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so
Cu + T C12 - ~ C12 - ~
C12 - t C22 C23
C12 - ~ C23 C22
4C44 + 2T
From lower half of matrix we get two modes,
C66 = 0
1
C44 + ""iT - 0
corresponding to the shear instability.
From the upper half we get one obvious mode
4C44 + 2T
(2.251)
(2.2ft)
(2.2ft)
o (2.261)
corresponding to the Born instability.
The last two modes are not obvious, but has to rely on this quadratic equation:
General Deformation Space
(2.262)
All arguments used in constructing the "A criterea" for symmetric deformation space
still hold for general deformation space, the only difference is that we have 9 degrees
of freedom, so we should use the representation of (2.232),
L\G(Y, l) = l'rr (g*(Y)dU)
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with
g* (Y) = g(l + UT )
_ {aF _ n(Y)J-1TJ-T}(1 + UT)
aT/x
It is easy to show that
J- 1 = 1 1 U +l+U = - ...
J-T = 1- uT + ...
det IJI = 1 +Tr(U) + ...
and
(2.263)
(2.264)
(2.265)
T/x
(2.266)
The condition for equilibrium at X remains to be:
g;j(X) = g(l + UT ) IJ = 1,U =0
= n(X)(tij(X) - Tij)
= 0 (2.267)
Suppose g* (X) = 0 and we want to do first order expansion for g* (Y) near X.
Since 9 is first order itself, we can ignore the (1 + UT ) term behind it. Thus
and
g* ~ 9
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(2.268)
So
with
~ n(x){Cijkl'fJkl - Ukklij + Uiklkj + TikUjk}
1~ n(X){ 2Cijkl(Ukl + U lk ) - Ukklij + UikTkj + likUjk}
== n(X){CijklUkl - UkkTij + UikTkj + TikUjk } (2.269)
(2.270)
(2.271)
Similiar to the arguments in symmetric deformation space, stability behaviour in
general deformation space is governed by
vVhen
A* == (B* + (B*)T)/2
det IA*I = 0
(2.272)
(2.273)
for the first time, the system become unstable. Note that A* is a 9 x 9 matrix.
As an observation, when a configuration is stable in general deformation space,
i.e., none of the eigenvalues of A* are negative, the configuration would be stable in
all deformation spaces.
2.4.2 Deformation of a Periodic Simulation Cell
Basic setup
We will simulate particle systems that interact via short-ranged potentials of cutoff
radius rcut. Given any radial function w(r), this can be done by redefining a w(r),
_ { w(r) - w(rcut) - w'(rcut)(r - rcut), 0 < r < rcut
w(r) =
0, r ~ rcut
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(2.274)
which2 ensures continuity in both energy and forces as a particle crosses r = rcut. In
the case of multiple-component systems, rcut is generalized to a matrix r~~, where
Q = c(i), [3 = c(j) are the chemical types of atoms i,j. As a convention, i suggests
a "host" atom at the "frame origin", whereas j suggests a "client" atom. We then
define
(2.275)
Quantities such as the pair force fij =(-V' (rij) ) Xij are understood as the force on
j due to i. fij should be parallel to Xij when the potential is repulsive, a mnemonic
device.
The supercell is a parallelepiped, which can be tiled in space indefinitely if desired.
The three edges are row vectors
(2.276)
in Cartesian coordinates, with Hp.v forming a 3 x 3 matrix H. 3 The position of particle
i is specified by a row vector, Si = (Sil' Si2, Si3), with Sip.'S usually satisfying
o:::; Sip. < 1, J-L = 1. .3,
and the Cartesian coordinate of this particle, Xi, also a row vector, is
(2.277)
(2.278)
where Sip. has the geometrical interpretation of the fraction of the J-Lth edge to build
2An alternative is to define w(r) == w(r) exp(rs/(r - rcut)) which has all derivatives continu-
ous at r = rcut. Another efficient scheme for the LJ6-12 potential is w(r) == 4c[(~)12 _ (~)6 +
( 2 (-!L)18 _(-!L)12) (1:.)6 -3 (-!L)12 +2 (-ru )6], which expands in r6 instead ofr, and avoidsrcut rcut U rcut cut
using sqrt or expo
3This labelling scheme is literally followed in both my C (1- 3 becomes 0 - 2) and Fortran source
codes, irrespective of internal storage arrangements. That is, I may sacrifice efficiency for clarity
in Fortran (where columns are stored contiguously), to achieve easy-to-read correspondence with C
source codes, where this arrangement is computationally more efficient for edge vector operations.
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The volume of the supercell is
n == IdetH! == lal' {a2 x as)1 > O.
The inverse of the H matrix B =H-l satisfies
1== HB == BH.
If we define row vectors
then (2.280) is equivalent to
(2.279)
(2.280)
(2.281)
(2.282)
Since b I is perpendicular to both a2 and a3, it must be collinear with the normal
direction n of the a2/a3 plane: b t =Ibtln. And so by (2.282),
(2.283)
But lat' nl is nothing other than the thickness of the supercell along the at edge.
Therefore, the thicknesses (distances between two parallel surfaces) of the supercell
are,
(2.284)
The general design of the simulation should allow for deformation of H that in-
cludes rotational components, even though one may choose to impose the constraint
of symmetric deformation later, whose dynamics is derived in section 2.4.2. In gen-
eral one should use the Lagrangian strain '[1' a true rank-2 tensor under coordinate
transformation, to measure the deformation of a MD supercell as it is unlikely to be
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infinitesimal. To define '!l:' one needs a reference H o of a previous time, with Xo = sHo
and dxo = (ds)Ho, and then imagine that with sand ds fixed, dxo is transformed to
dx = (ds)H, under H o~ H =HoK.
The Lagrangian strain is defined by the change in the differential line length,
(2.285)
where by plugging in dx = (ds)H = (dxo)Ho1H = (dxo)K, '!l: is seen to be
(2.286)
Because '!l: is a symmetric matrix, it always has three mutually orthogonal eigen-
directions Xl'!l: = Xl1}l, X2'!l: = X21}2, X3'!l: = X31}3· Along those directions, the line
lengths are changed by factors JI + 21}1, JI + 21}2, JI + 21}3, which achieve ex-
trema among all line directions. Thus, as long as 'f/l, 1}2 and 1}3 oscillate between
[-1Jbound, 1Jbound] for some chosen 1Jbound, any line segment at H o can be lengthened by
no more than JI + 21Jbound and shortened by no less than JI - 21Jbound. That is, if
we define length measure
L(.6.s, H) =J .6.sHHT.6.sT,
then so long as 1}b 1}2, 1}3 oscillate between [1}rnin,1}rnax], there is
VI + 21}rnin L(.6.s, H o) ~ L(.6.s, H) ~ VI + 21}rnax L(.6.s, H o).
(2.287)
(2.288)
One can use the above result to define a strain session, which begins with H o =H
and during which no line segment is allowed to shrink by less than a threshold Ie ~ 1,
compared to its length at H o. This is equivalent to requiring that,
(2.289)
Whenever this condition is violated, the session terminates and a new session starts
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with the current H as the new H o. In my implementation of the O(N) molecular
dynamics program, this is associated with a repartitioning of the supercell into equal-
size bins, and is called a strain-induced bin repartitioning.
The purpose of a bin partition and a strain session is the following: it can be a
very demanding task to determine if atoms i,j are within rcut or not, for all possible
ij combinations. 4 Formally, this requires checking
(2.290)
Because Si, Sj and H are mobile - they differ from step to step, it appears that we
have to do this at each step. This O(N2) complexity would indeed be the case but
for the observation that, in most MD, Me and static minimization applications, s/s
and H often change only a little from the previous step. Therefore, once we ensured
that (2.290) hold at some previous step, we can devise a sufficient condition to test
whether (2.290) still must hold now or not, at a much smaller cost. Only when this
sufficient condition breaks down, which is taken to be less frequent, do we resort to a
more complicated search and check in the fashion of (2.290).
My implementation of the above idea is as follows: I associate each Si with a
semi-mobile reduced coordinate sf called atom i's anchor. At each step, I check if
L(Si - sf, H), that is, the current distance between i and its anchor, is greater than
a certain r drift :2: r~rift or not. If it is not, then sf does not change; if it is, then I
redefine sf =Si at this step, which is called atom i's flash incident. At i's flash, atom
4It is often more efficient to count pairs if the potential function allows for easy use of such "half-
lists" , such as pair- or EAM potentials. In these scenarios we pick a unique "caretaker" among i and
j to store the information about the ij-pair, that is, a particle's "personal list" only keeps possible
pairs that are under its own care. For load-balancing it is best if the responsibilities are distributed
evenly among particles. We use a pseudo-random choice of "if i + j is odd and i > j, or if i + j is
even and i < j, then i is the caretaker; othenJJise it is j." As i > j is "uncorrelated" with whether
i + j is even or odd, significant "load imbalance" is unlikely to occur even if the indices correlate
strongly with the atoms' positions.
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i is required to update records 5 of all atoms whose anchors satisfy
L{sj - sf, Ho) _ r cut + 2r~rift< rUst = Ie (2.291)
Note that the distance is between anchors instead of atoms 6, and the length is
measured byHo, not the current H. (2.291) nominally takes O{N) work per flash,
but I accelerate it to 0(1) per flash by partitioning the supercell into ml x m2 x m3
bins at the start of the session, whose thicknesses by H o (see (2.284)) are required to
be greater than or equal to rlist:
> rlist· (2.292)
The bins deform with H and remains commensurate with it, that is, its s-partition
11mb 11m2, 11m3 remains fixed during a strain session. Each bin keeps an updated
list7 of all anchors inside. Then, if at the time of i's flash two anchors are separated
by more than one bin, there would be
(2.293)
and they cannot possibly satisfy (2.291). Therefore we only need to test (2.291) for
anchors within adjacent 27 bins. To synchronize, all atoms flash at the start of a
strain session. From then on, atoms flash individually whenever L{Si - si, H) > rdrift.
8 We see that to maintain anchor lists that captures all solutions to (2.291) among
the latest anchors, it takes only O(N) work per step, and the pre-factor of which is
also small because flash events happen quite infrequently for a tolerably large r~rift.
The central claim of the scheme is that if j is not in i's anchor records (suppose
5Parts of the records may be stored in j's if pairs are counted and j happens to be the caretaker
of the ij pair.
6si =Si, though.
7When atom i flashes, it also updates the bin-anchor list if necessary.
8If two anchors flash at the same step in a loop, the first flash may get it wrong - that is, missing
the second anchor, but the second flash will correct the mistake. The important thing here is to not
lose an interaction.
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i's last flash is more recent than j's), which was created some time ago in the strain
session, then rij > rcut. The reason is that the current separation between the anchor
i and anchor j, L(sj - sf, H), is greater than rcut + 2rSrift , since by (2.288), (2.289)
and (2.291),
( ) (a) rcut + 2rSrift ( )L sj - sf, H > I· L Sj - sf, H o > I· rUst 2:: Ie . rUst = Ie . Ie . 2.294
In fact, we see that the rij > rcut conclusion maintains if neither i or j currently
drifts more than
_ I· rUst - rcut 0
r drift = 2 2:: r drift' (2.295)
from respective anchors. Put it another way, when we design rUst in (2.291), we take
into consideration both atom drifts and H shrinkage which both may bring ij closer
than rcut, but since the current H shrinkage has not yet reached the designed critical
value, we can convert it to more leeway for the atom drifts.
For multi-component systems, we define
a/3
rUst -
a/3 2 0
r cut + r drift
Ie (2.296)
where both Ie and rSrift are species-independent constants, and rSrift can be thought
of as putting a lower bound on rdrift, so flash events cannot occur too frequently - a
self-protection mechanism. At each bin repartitioning, we would require
> a/3maxrlist·
a,/3
(2.297)
And during the strain session, I 2:: Ie, we have
a _ . [ . (I. r~~ -r~~) . (I. r~~ -r~~)]
rdrift = mIn mJn 2 ' mJn 2 ' (2.298)
a time- and species-dependent atom drift bound that controls whether to flash.
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Improved Parrinello-Rahman method
I will present an extension to the Invariant Molecular Dynamics method [35], which
was an improvement over the Parrinello-Rahman method [34]. Given reference state
H o, a material point Xo = sHo is carried to x = sH under transformation H o~ H =
HoK as x = xoK, and the Lagrangian strain of H with respect to H o is (KKT - I) /2.
My improvement will be on the term of work done by constant external stress S,
under a loading condition of constant "traction force per surface area" - the external
stress' standard engineering definition. In Wentzcovitch the work term is the correct
but restricted -pn(H) where P is the constant external pressure. It turns out that
the generalization of work done by constant external pressure to constant external
stress is tricky, because as will be shown next, the work done is a path integral that is
generally dependent not only on the end point of the path but also on the path itself,
which is to say to work done by constant external stress is not a potential function in
K-space.
At our currently strained state H, there is x = xoK. For an additional small
change in shape <5K : K ~ K+<5K, each x point makes a small displacement <5u(x) =
xo<5K = xK-1<5K. Since traction force per area S is being applied to H's surface, it
means additional virtual work
<5W =ILdA SJ-tllnll <5uJ-t
= IILd3x (Sl'voul'l,v
= IILd3x SI'Voul',V
= n(H)SJ-tIl(K-1<5K)IIJ-t
= n(H)Tr (SK-1<5K) , (2.299)
where the Gauss' theorem was applied on the current body H to convert a surface
integral to a volume integral.
Now let us consider a deformation path that starts at K = I (H = H o) and ends
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at K = K f (H = Hf). The total work done is then
(2.300)
and by a bit of analysis of the integrand it can be shown that f:!,.W thus defined is in
general path-dependent, meaning f:!,.W is not a simple function of the end state K f ,
except for when S is hydrostatic pressure: S = -PI, in which case
f:!,.W = -pi K1 !1(H)Tr (K-18K)
= -P!1(Ho)iK1 (detK)Tr(K-18K). (2.301)
It happens that (det K) Tr (K- 1£5K) is the perfect differential £5 (det K), and therefore
f:!,.W = -PO(Ho)(det K f - 1) = -P (O(Hf ) - O(Ho)) , (2.302)
as we recover a more well-known result that is the only true deformation potential in
K-space.
The above may sound like an academic point, since in the physical world there is
no ready example of constant "traction force per surface area" loading condition with
respective to non-infinitesimal shape changes, except for constant external pressure
(an implement, say, in the deep sea). Nonetheless, if the goal of the molecular dy-
namics simulation is not to reproduce some quite specific real-world loading condition
!
and dynamics, but to serve as a generic probe of the desired parts of the material's
phase space and its Helmholtz free energy, then the dynamics proposed next (which
recovers to the Wentzcovitch method when S = -PI) would be superbly fit for the
purpose. It guarantees that, if the dynamics reaches equilibrium at H, then
t(H) + S
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0, (2.303)
where t(H) is the thermodynamic definition of the stress of system at H:
t(H) 1 8F(N, T, H')
- - n(H) . 8~:'
H'=H
(2.304)
which can be shown to lead to the well-known Virial summation formula:
\
N ..
1 p~p~ . N .
tpv(H) = r!(H) t; mi - (V~V(x )) x~), (2.305)
where 0 means ensemble average at H. Because V(xN ) is rotationally invariant, it
can be shown that tp.v = tvw
In comparison, the Parrinello-Rahman method does not guarantee (2.303) at equi-
librium: if one imposes a nominal "100 MPa shear stress", the system will relax to
a H at which the average internal shear stress from the Virial sum may be only 95
MPa. Were the system loaded to H in reality, the external "traction force per surface
area" would also be 95 MPa, since the thermodynamic and engineering definitions
of stress agree at equilibrium. This arises out of the Parrinello-Rahman method be-
cause the "100 MPa shear stress" is meant for Ho and not for H. It can be readily
seen in their paper because the authors treated pressure and shear components of the
external stress differently, and only the pressure component was guaranteed (2.303).
One may also regard what they did for the shear component as a tradeoff between
theoretical clarity and ease-of-useness, because although it does not provide (2.303),
the work term they assigned to the shear component is a genuine deformation po-
tential, and there is rigorous conservation of the Hamiltonian; whereas my dynamics
cannot provide such rigorous conservation due to the fact my work term (2.300) is
not a rigorous potential. However I can approximate (2.300) by a potential, which
allows for rough conservation. 9
9The conservation feature is not critically important in MD simulations, but is necessary for
static "Gibbs free energy" minimizations under constant external stress condition, because most
conjugate gradient minimizers require both energy and gradient inputs and would complain if large
inconsistency exists between the two.
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Let me define
U = K-I.
One can approximate (2.300) by a potential W(U),
W(U) = f [n (Ho(1 + AU)) Tr (8(1 + AUt1U)] dA.
(2.306)
(2.307)
which is nothing other than an evaluation of (2.300) along a straight path linking 0 and
U. (2.307) can be computed using one-dimensional numerical integration (Gaussian
or Romberg quadrature). On the other hand, if one is asked to provide the gradient
of W(U), it should be taken to mean,
(2.308)
(2.310)
(2.309)
following (2.299), since it is hard and out of our original purpose to evaluate the
actual numerical derivative of W(U). Thus there is slight inconsistency between the
"gradient" and the potential, but which often works out satisfactorily in practice.
If U is constrained to be symmetric, we have only 6 degrees of freedom, which
leads to,
aw(u) = n(H) (K-18) , /l = 1..3.
auJ1.J1. J1.J1.
aW(U) = n(H) (K-1S + 8K-1) , /l < v.
auJ1.V J1.V
Or, we can still nominally think of it as having 9 degrees of freedom, but letting
where 82 is the rank-2 symmetrization operator.
The Lagrangian is proposed to be
L:(s;, s;, U, U) = ~ (~miSiGS; + WTrU2) - V(xN ) +W(U),
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(2.311)
(2.312)
where G is the metric
(2.313)
and W is a constant of unit [mass][lengthf to be determined later. Then,
wu,
a[,
au
a[,
au
- 82 (~mivTviK-I) +82 (~fTxiK-I) + !1(H)82 (K-1S),
(2.314)
(2.315)
(2.316)
(2.317)
where Vi, the nominal velocity of particle i, is defined to be
Then the equation of motion for Si is
(2.318)
Si - ~HTG-l - SiGG-1
mi
where by plugging in (2.313),
(2.319)
(2.320)
And,
(2.321)
(2.322)
where t is the instantaneous internal stress, in the same form as (2.305) but without
the ().
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Let me estimate the timescale TU of D's relaxation, given (t) +S =1= 0 initially. As
U is almost equivalent to strain, there is l~tll'V CI~UI where C is the scale of the
material's elastic constant. It is then easy to see that TU 2 rv cn/w, or conversely,
W I'V CnT&. When C is not known, a rough estimate could be W rv 3.0NecohT&
where ecoh is the cohesive energy per atom and N is the number of atoms in the
supercell.
As heat is generated when this relaxation occurs, TU should be on the same order of
magnitude as the temperature coupling time constant TT, so no overheating happens
during the stress relaxation which might damage the configuration, such as melting.
Also, to prevent runaway decohesion due to inappropriate initial condition, one might
limit the amount of energy that can be carried by WTrU2/2.
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Chapter 3
Case Studies: Ar and SiC
3.1 Ideal Strengths of Ar
Introduction
The solid and liquid states of Ar are very well understood compared to most mate-
rials, principally because its closed-shell electron configuration does not allow it to
participate in covalent bonding with neighbors which is in general strong and com-
plex, but only to interact via weak van der Waals bonds that are perturbational in
nature and therefore mainly additive, which results in the well-known Lennard-Jones
potential function description [7].
There exists large amount of experimental results [71] for solid Ar, and many
theoretical models such as the self-consistent phonon theory [4] are quite successful
here. This combined with the fact that Ar has a larger mass than He and Ne which
puts its dynamics satisfactorily within the classical regime at T > TM /2 (TM is the
melting-point, 83.8K for Ar), make solid Ar a good testing-ground for MD simulation.
There is not a lot of experimental information on the mechanical properties of solid
Ar yet. So simulation plays a leading role here, whose purpose is rather not for real
applications but for revealing deformation mechanisms for fcc metals. Although there
are better potentials for such metals [171, 178, 166], the Lennard-Jones potential is the
only one with just two parameters that allows for calculating dimensionless constants.
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In practice however, it is not as straightforward to implement the Lennard-Jones
potential as what was just said because one must impose an interaction cutoff. As
I will shown soon, this has a rather significant impact on the outcome and on the
efficiency of the simulation. There are so many different ways people truncate their
Lennard-Jones potential that sometimes makes the results entirely non-transferable.
I list some truncation schemes in Appendix G, hoping that at least within a small
working group people reach a consensus as to what to use so they can communicate.
In this chapter I always use the (G.3) scheme, with the popular rc = 2.50" cutoff.
r c = 50" is occasionally used for contrast that can be taken to be the r c = 00 result.
But be warned that it is quite demanding to use r c = 50" in real simulations. For
definiteness, I use 0" = 3.405A and € = 119.8K = 0.01032362805932eV in the Lennard-
Jones potential, the standard parameters for Ar [7]. The mass is taken to be 39.948
amu.
Woon [66] recently fitted a pair potential for Ar by highly accurate quantum
chemistry computations of dimer energies. Since the fitting of the potential does not
rely on any experimental information, such potential is sometimes called ab· initio
potential [166], which is an approach to potential construction that has gained great
popularity recently 1 since any result one gets from this empirical potential is actually
a 100% theoretical prediction. The Woon's potential has been used to calculate the
transport properties of Ar liquids [68], and its melting curve [69], which we have
also used to compute the lattice thermal conductivity. And therefore its results are
sometimes listed side by side with the Lennard-Jones potential results for comparison.
3.1.1 General Properties
Table 3.1 lists the equilibrium properties of Ar crystals at T = O. We see that there
is a large difference in the cohesive energy when we use rc = 2.50" cutoff for the
Lennard-Jones potential. Also notice that the experimental 0 12 is very close to 0 44 ,
suggesting that the actual interaction is very pair-potential like.
IThe construction of the ZrCx potential in section 4.3 basically follows this approach.
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ao [A] Ecoh reV/at.] Cn [MPa] C12 [MPa] C44 [MPa]
LJ (rc = 2.5a) 5.304986 -0.068694 3616 2074 2074
LJ (rc = 5a) 5.256172 -0.086259 4311 2465 2465
Woon (rc = 2.5a) 5.289691 -0.077184 4257 2432 2432
Woon (rc = 5a) 5.282308 -0.080054 4372 2495 2495
exp't [71] 5.31108 N/A 4240 2390 2250
Table 3.1: Comparison of crystalline Ar equilibrium properties at OK.
EquDbrium Argon crystal (1..J6-12, r.K2.50) Equilt>rium Argon crystal (US-12. r.-50)
Figure 3-1: Comparison of Ar phonon dispersion at P = 0 of the Lennard-Jones
potential (solid line) with experimental measurements [70] (36Ar result (circles) is
rescaled for m = 39.948 amu). The plot on left is rc = 2.5a, right is rc = 5a.
Fig. 3-1 shows the phonon dispersion curves of P = 0 Ar crystals for the Lennard-
Jones potential at rc = 2.5a and rc = 5a, in comparison with experiment [70], which
was measured on 36Ar but which is scaled to compare with m = 39.948 amu.
Fig. 3-2 shows the phonon density of states of Ar at P = O.
The average Gruneisen parameter [211] is found to approach 2.9 at T > 10K for
rc = 5a, in fair agreement with the experimental result of 2.6. If we take the mode-
specific Gruneisen parameters /k = d log Wk/d log n to be independent of T, but use
the empirical rule that B(T) linearly drop to B(T = 0)/2 at T = TM 2, then one
arrives at the thermal expansion coefficient prediction shown in Fig. 3-3, which agrees
2This rule is observed to hold well for Ar in both experiment and simulation, and also works well
for most metals. However, it does not work for most ceramic materials.
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Phonon DOS of Ar (lJ6-12. r.-5o)
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Figure 3-2: Phonon density of states of Ar at P = 0, using the Lennard-Jones poten-
tial with Tc = 50-.
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Figure 3-3: Thermal expansion coefficient of Ar predicted using the OK phonon spec-
trum and Gruneisen parameter, assuming lk = dlogwk/dlogD stay constant with T,
but B(T) linearly drops to B(T = 0)/2 at T = TM .
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Figure 3-4: Phonon heat capacities predicted under the same assumptions as Fig.
3-3.
quite well with experiment.
Under the same set of assumptions, one can predict the Cv and Cp for the system,
shown in Fig. 3-4. They also agree well with experiments [71]. As I have checked by
direct MD simulations, these lattice dynamical predictions are quite accurate.
I am able to generate amorphous Ar by quenching it down from a liquid while
relaxing the total volume, but the configuration is found to be unstable at T above rv
20K, at which point one begins to observe infrequent annealing events in simulations
of rv 1 ns durations. Fig. 3-5 plots the g(r) of the amorphous configuration at
T = 10K, showing the characteristic split second peak.
3.1.2 Lattice Dynamical Calculation of Ideal Strengths
I impose shear, uniaxial, and hydrostatic strains on the P = 0 crystal. At a given
strain magnitude, I first compute the crystal force constants, and then randomly
sample the Brillouin zone 10,000 times. If none of those k-points yield imaginary
frequencies, then I consider the lattice system to be stable, and vice versa. Using
binary search I can quickly locate the critical strain magnitude, at which point the
phonon dispersions are shown in Fig. 3-6, 3-7, and 3-8.
I find that in all three cases the soft modes occur near k = 0, and furthermore
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Figure 3-5: g(r) of amorphous Ar at T = 10K.
Argon crystal (W6-12, rc-2.50) at £xy",0.087, oxy..s62 MPa. 0Ill=Oyy=-391 MPa
Figure 3-6: Phonon dispersion of Ar crystal under shear strain €xy = 0.087, with
uxy = 562 MPa, U xx = U yy = -391 MPa. A label tracks only one of the original
high-symmetry k-points. Notice the r'-point soft mode in the [111] direction.
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Figure 3-7: Phonon dispersion of Ar crystal under uniaxial tensile strain €xx = 0.138,
with Uxx = 266 MPa, Uyy = Uzz = 119 MPa. A label tracks only one of the original
high-symmetry k-points. Notice the f'-point soft mode in the [011] direction.
along the direction of an originally high-symmetry k-point (as the Brillouin zone
deforms with the lattice) which makes the task of illustration easier.
The value of the critical shear stress in Fig. 3-6 appears to be unreasonably large,
but actually is not so because it is not the resolved shear stress in the [112](111) slip
system. A more careful stress analysis can be found in section 5.2 for Cu. More work
still needs to be done before one can chart out the ideal strength behavior of the
Lennard Jones system.
3.1.3 MD Simulation of Ideal Strengths
Direct MD simulations of the uniaxial deformation on Ar perfect crystal are performed
at finite temperatures. Fig. 3-9 shows the stress-strain curve at T = 35.9 K. The first
cusp occurs at €xx ~ 0.1, with U xx ~ 130 MPa, followed by a second, almost identical
cusp at €xx ~ 0.15 at nearly the same stresses.
The atomistic configurations corresponding to the (a), (b), (c) arrows in Fig. 3-9
are shown in Fig. 3-10. We see that in (a), several local inhomogeneities very much
like point defects are formed. They have not yet relieve the stored strain energy,
but will soon serve as nucleation sites for a bigger defect that will release it on a
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Figure 3-8: Phonon dispersion of Ar crystal under hydrostatic tensile strain €xx -
€yy = €zz = 0.113, with O'xx = O'yy = O'zz = 234 MPa. Notice the r-point soft mode in
the [100] direction.
Uniaxial tension test of Ar perlect crystal at k BT/E=O.3
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Figure 3-9: Stress-strain curve in the uniaxial deformation of Ar perfect crystal at
T = 0.3€/kB = 35.9 K.
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Figure 3-10: Configurations corresponding to (a), (b), (c) arrows in Fig. 3-9.
massive scale. In (b), which is immediately after the release, we can clearly e that
an elementary slip has occurred on an entire (111) plane. This proce happens so
fast in the small system that it is hard to capture the intermediate configuration,
but figuratively speaking the following must have happened: a dislocation loop is
spontaneously created on the (111) plane, which enlarges at a v ry high pe d, co-
alesces with other loops (or what I have called inhomog n ities), until in the nd it
annihilates with itself on the opposite side of PBC, and an ntir (111) plane would
have shifted, either by b = [101]/2, or by [112]/6, cr ating a stacking fault (whi h i
the case here).
It is found that after (b), the material rotated a bit in such a way that the r olv d
shear stress on the slipped plane become less than that on plan s of oth r ori ntation
which have not slipped. Therefore as the strain i still increas d it is mor lik ly
that the next slip would occur on a different plan , or slip syst m. nd ind d th
configuration (c) indicates such. This activation of several dift rent slip y t m to
accommodate a single mode of deformation is relat d to the id a of geom tri ally
necessary dislocations [110].
Let us extend the discussion a bit to inhomogeneou loading. In the cas h r ,
the loading is homogeneous, and so everywhere on the slip plane is qually driven
and the dislocation loop, once formed, would have no relief until it weep lean
everything and di appears. But suppose the stres in inhomogen ou such as und r
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Figure 3-11: Comparison of stress-strain curves in the hydrostatic deformation of Ar
perfect crystal (star) and an 8 nm volume element with a void of 3 nm in diameter
(circle).
an indentor, then the dislocation loop may nucleate and initially propagates very fast,
but as it travels to less and less driven regions it slows down and eventually stops by
the Peierls barrier. Thus we would have generated a dislocation loop at the border
of the instability region, which would not move unless, say, the indentor is pushed
further. Therefore, there is an intimate relation between the simple example in Fig.
3-9, 3-10, and the dislocation nucleation problem [129, 137].
In the second example, I conducted hydrostatic deformation simulation on Ar
perfect crystal, to compare with that on a volume element of 8 nm in width but
which already has a built-in void of diameter 3 nm. The stress-strain curves are
shown in Fig. 3-11. The main difference is that while the instability (cusp) is sharp
for the perfect crystal, it is rather soft for the volume element with the void.
A closer look at the configurations indicates that while the perfect crystal remains
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Figure 3-12: Configurations corresponding to (a) and (b) arrows in Fig. 3-11. tom-
istic local strain is color-encoded.
largely defect-free 3 up to the cusp, the voided configuration already has a lot of new
defects long before its own main transition (Fig. 3-12). Tho e d fect hould aIr ady
have released some of the strain energy, making the p ak resistance som what oft r.
To understand this behavior we should continue the di cussion in the fir t exampI
After putting in microstructures, even an overall homogen ou strain would cau
inhomogeneous local stresses. Especially, near th void, th r hould b a tr
concentration factor, which make the transition occur earli r in c rtain latti r gion
near the void. However, as soon as the inhomog n iti s run a littl furth r, th y
cannot find enough local support and th refor i rapp d. Th main tran ition
only happens when an inhomogeneity can run all th way acro th 11 u lng
a catastrophe. In this case it can be postulated for (b) that th cata troph i th
creation of a link between two image voids, in th form of a crack.
3The said "inhomogeneities" of course exist due to soft long waves, but at a much small r
concentration.
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3.2 Thermal Conductivity of Ar
There are three main approaches to calculating the thermal conductivity of condensed
matter excluding the electron contribution: the first is the vibrational analysis ap-
proach, which in the case of a perfect crystal is exemplified by solving the phonon
Boltzmann equation [56,57, 58], and in the case of amorphous solid by the analysis
of vibrational lifetimes [78]. The second approach is the so-called non-equilibrium
molecular dynamics (NEMD) method [59], mainly used in liquids. The third ap-
proach is the Green-Kubo equilibrium fluctuation method [45, 50, 51, 75]. Of the
three approaches, only the Green-Kubo method is exact, and can be applied to all of
the crystalline, amorphous, and liquid phases.
I have implemented both the NEMD scheme by Gillan and Dixon [59] and the
equilibrium fluctuation method for the Lennard-Jones system. For general method-
ologies of using the spectral method to extract time-correlation functions, please refer
to Appendix E.
Fig. 3-13 shows a comparison between the NEMD and the equilibrium fluctuation
method results for Lennard-Jones fluid near triple point: TR = 0.69, PR = 0.84. The
thermal conductivity is in reduced unit, the X axis showing the time steps, with
one step ~t = lOps. A total number of 2745 NEMD runs had been taken within
the range of 340000 running steps. For the equilibrium correlation method, 329380
different origins had been taken (each running step after equilibration as a new origin),
with correlation length = 120 steps: the number of effective origins is much smaller
than the number of 329380 as these origins are highly correlated, but since it's a long
run we are quite sure that the phase space was fully sampled. The calculated !'lJ for
liquid argon at this condition is 0.99 ± 0.03, close to the publishd results by Gillan
and Dixon.
Fig. 3-14 shows the results for solid Ar at TR = 0.2983, PR = 0.90, with 256-
particle cell result on the left, and 108-particle cell result on the right. A total
number of 1887 NEMD runs had been taken within the range of one million steps,
the correlation length being 450, which is almost 4 times the length needed for the
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Figure 3-13: Comparison of the NEMD method result [59], with the equilibrium
fluctuation method, for Ar fluid near triple point: Tn = 0.69, pn = 0.84. The number
of particles is 256.
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Figure 3-14: Comparison of the NEMD method result [59], with the equilibrium
fluctuation method, for solid Ar at Tn = 0.2983, Pn = 0.90. The left is result with
256 particles, the right is result with 108 particles.
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Experiment versus Calculation for Argon Solid
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Figure 3-15: Comparison of calculated Ar crystalline thermal conductivity with ex-
periments.
liquid to converge.
Since thermal conductivity in a crystal mainly results from the aharmonicity of
the lattice, i.e., inelastic phonon-phonon collisions, the size of the simulation cell is
an important issue here, as it directly controls how many k points we have. We can
see that the equilibrium correlation curve changed little in Fig. 3-14, but the NEMD
curve became shaky after about 150 steps. For overall considerations we decided that
it does not make much difference between 108 and 256 particles if we use equilibrium
correlation method.
The thermal conductivities of solid Argon has been calculated [62] as a function of
T by the equilibrium fluctuation method. The results for the temperature dependence
of thermal conductivity for the free standing condition agree well with experiments
[63, 64], shown in Fig. 3-15.
We find that the heat flux autocorrelation function consists of two stages in solid
argon, both decaying exponentially, but the first stage decays much faster than the
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Figure 3-16: log-log plot of the heat flux autocorrelation function in Ar crystal at
T = 20K, illustrating the two stages and their sharp transition at T rv 1 ps.
second at low T, and .one can clearly see a sharp transition at T rv 1 ps, as shown in Fig.
3-16. The first stage is identified to be the contribution from certain nonlinear diffu-
sive heat carriers previously not accounted for by the phonon heat current expression
proposed by Peierls [52], while the second stage comes from these canonical phonon
heat carriers. At low T, the crystalline Ar thermal conductivity is dominated by the
phonon carriers, but at high T or when the lattice becomes amorphous the diffusive
heat carriers become important. Thus there is an intrinsic connection between crys-
talline and amorphous thermal conduction, revealed through the short-time behavior
of the heat flux autocorrelation function, which is not reflected in traditional phonon
theories on lattice conduction. For a detailed analysis, please refer to Appendix F.
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3.3 Thermal Conductivity of Crystalline and Irra-
diated SiC
This part is already published [74, 75] whose abstracts are quoted below. Due to
length limitation please refer to the original papers.
I. We present a two-part theoretical study of the thermal properties of crystalline
{3-SiC based on an empirical interatomic potential developed by Tersoff which empha-
sizes the bond-order nature of covalent solids. In part I we use this description of
interatomic interactions in both lattice dynamical calculations and molecular dynam-
ics simulations with a temperature-scaling procedure to obtain reasonably accurate
predictions of the heat capacity and the thermal expansion coefficient. Our results
notwithstanding, improvement of the potential to include ionic interactions for the
description of vibrational properties, and extension of short-range forces beyond the
nearest neighbors, would be quite useful.
II. In this the second part of a theoretical study of the thermal properties of crys-
talline {3-SiC, the thermal conductivity is calculated by using molecular dynamics sim-
ulation to evaluate directly the heat current correlation function and thus obtain the
conductivity through the Green-Kubo expression in linear response theory. Adopting
the same empirical potential model and the temperature scaling method as in part
one, we predict absolute conductivity values for a perfect crystal which are in satisfac-
tory agreement with available data, except in the low-temperature region (below 4OaK)
where quantum effects become important. The effects of carbon and silicon vacancies
and antisite defects are studied by introducing a single defect into the simulation cell,
allowing the atomic configuration to relax, and then performing heat capacity, thermal
expansion and conductivity calculations. We find that the heat capacity and thermal
expansion coefficient are affected very little by point defects even at a high concen-
tration of 0.5%. On the other hand, the thermal conductivity is observed to degrade
markedly as a result of the greatly enhanced decay of the heat current correlation,
clearly attributable to the dominant mechanism of defect scattering of phonons. The
defect simulations also reveal that the conductivity becomes essentially temperature
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Figure 3-17: Calculated crystalline and amorphous SiC elastic constants.
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Figure 3-18: Left: mean squared displacements in amorphous SiC as a function of
simulation time. Right: phase diagram of Si/C system.
independent. Both characteristics appear to have correspondence with observations
on conductivity behavior in neutron-irradiated specimens.
3.4 Strength of SiC
3.4.1 General Properties
In Fig. 3-17, the elastic constants of crystalline and amorphous SiC are plotted as a
function of temperature. We see that amorphous SiC is almost 50% softer than the
perfect crystal.
In Fig. 3-18, the mean squared displacements of atoms in amorphous SiC are
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Figure 3-19: Phonon dispersion of SiC crystal under shear strain f xy = 0.20, with
rJxy = 62 GPa. A label tracks only one of the original high-symmetry k-points.
Notice the L-point soft mode.
plotted as a function of simulation time. The apparent transition in behavior indicates
the amorphous SiC melts at around 3000K. The experimental melting point of SiC
is 2900K.
3.4.2 Lattice Dynamical Calculation of Ideal Strengths
In Fig. 3-19, the phonon dispersion curve of SiC crystal under shear strain f xy = 0.20,
rJxy = 62 GPa is plotted. The L-point soft mode is not a k = 0 long-wave instability,
different from all of our previous studies.
In Fig. 3-20, the phonon dispersion curve of SiC crystal under hydrostatic tensile
strain f xx = f yy = f zz = 0.24 and rJxx = rJyy = rJzz = 39 MPa is plotted. Here the
instability is of the long-wave kind.
3.4.3 MD Simulation of Ideal Strengths
I perform direct MD stress-strain deformation simulations on ,B-SiC perfect crystal.
Fig. 3-21 shows the collected critical shear strain and stress as a function of temper-
ature.
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Figure 3-20: Phonon dispersion of SiC crystal under hydrostatic tensile strain €xx =
€yy = €zz = 0.24, with O'xx = O'yy = O'zz = 39 GPa. Notice the r'-point soft mode in
the [111] direction.
Figure 3-21: Critical shear strain and stress as a function of temperature for f3-SiC
crystal.
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Figure 3-22: Critical hydrostatic strain and stress as a function of temperature for
,B-SiC crystal.
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Figure 3-23: Critical shear and hydrostatic stress as a function of temperature for
amorphous-SiC.
Fig. 3-22 shows the collected critical hydrostatic strain and stress as a function
of temperature.
3.4.4 MD Simulation of Amorphous Strengths
In Fig. 3-23 the critical shear and hydrostatic stress of amorphous SiC is plotted as
a function of temperature.
3.4.5 MD Simulation of Nanocrystal Strengths
An nanocrystal is prepared by the Voronoi construction, with 4 Voronoi sites arranged
in fcc structure in a 8000 atom supercell, each with a random orientation. About 20%
of the atoms are GB atoms (Idl < 1.4A from the Voronoi cut plane) after removal of
too-close atoms. I then compress and anneal the nanocrystal. The relaxed nanocrystal
has slightly larger equilibrium volume (4.32 nm compared to the crystalline 4.29 nm)
and fewer (7810) atoms.
I then load the nanocrystal by slowly increasing the supercell size. The stress-
strain curve is shown in Fig. 3-24. At cell size 4.63 nm (f = 0.0718) it fails, at
a critical stress of 20 GPa. In comparison, ,B-SiC crystal at this temperature and
loading condition fails at 38.1 GPa and f = 0.1512; so both the critical stress and
strain are halved. This is more likely to be an indication of the GB strength, which
is amorphous-like, than that of the grains.
The atomistic configurations corresponding to (a) and (b) arrows in Fig. 3-24
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Figure 3-24: Stress-strain curve in the hydro tatic d formation f SiC nano r tal.
Figure 3-25: Configuration corr sponding to (a) and (b) arrow in Fig. 3-24. Th
atoms are color-encoded by their atomi ti local h ar tr in.
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Figure 3-26: Cutoff to the Hall-Petch relation in SiC.
are shown in Fig. 3-25. In (a), one can clearly see regular nano-grains of different
orientations that are space-filling. In (b), however, we see that the nanocrystal has
come apart, not by the breaking of any grain, but by grain boundary decohesion.
Thus, the nanocrystal fails by intra-granular fracture.
The significance of this result in the broader context of the mechanical strength
of SiC is as follows: there is a well-known scaling relation called the Hall-Petch law
[83, 109] for ductile materials, which states that the yield stress of a polycrystal
is inversely proportional to the square ~oot of its grain size d. This law can be
explained by a model of dislocation pile-up at the grain boundary which can sustain
certain maximal stress, the analysis of which is not unlike the problem of a crack
that spans the whole grain. Thus, this law suggests that by shrinking the grain, one
can increase the strength of a material, which is a major reason for the use of nano-
materials. But on the other hand, this law clearly cannot hold forever in the limit
of small d, since small grain sizes facilitate diffusional creep and other deformation
mechanisms, which takes over the dislocation flow mechanism at d < 100 nm. This has
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been suggested by experimental evidences and was recently reproduced by simulation
[111, 112, 113, 114].
In brittle materials such as SiC, a scaling relation same as the Hall-Petch law
exists but takes on a slightly different interpretation. At low T, the yield stress
for ductile materials is replaced by the Ultimate Tensile Stress (UTS), under which
the polycrystal fails catastrophically by fracture. If we assume that the strength-
controlling flaw (a micro-crack) has a size equal to the grain size, then using fracture
mechanics one can easily derive this relation. In fact, I have calculated the surface
energies of SiC using the Tersoff potential in both crystalline and amorphous forms,
which ranges between 0.27 (amorphous) and 0.43 eV/ A2 , and they convert to fracture
toughness Kc rv 2 MPaml / 2 by the Griffith law K'8/E = Jc = 2" which leads to
the slanted line in Fig. 3-26 that has slope 1/2. Sacks [116] measured the tensile
strength of specially treated SiC fibers to be as .high as 3 GPa. By other means of
characterization, the dominant flaw size is found to be 0.2 to 0.3 j.Lm, which falls right
on the calculated prediction.
But this is not the whole story because we cannot strengthen SiC indefinitely by re-
fining the grains. At one point, a cross-over is going to happen. From our hydrostatic
deformation simulation of the nanocrystal, we see'that the strength of the amorphous
material control the strength of the whole system for nanometer-scale grains. There-
fore, by taking into account the stress concentration factor f for polycrystals under
uniaxial tension, which is usually taken to be 2, the UTS of nanocrystalline SiC is
predicted to be around 10 GPa, and the cross-over in dependence occurs at a grain
size around 20 nm. At smaller grain sizes, we predict that the UTS of SiC would not
improve or even may deteriorate, especially at high temperatures.
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Chapter 4
Thermal Conductivities of
Refractory Carbides
4.1 Statement of the Problem
ZrC is a typical transition metal carbide (nitride), which as a class of materials (also
called refractory carbides) has the following unique properties [138]:
• Hardness (Vickers microhardness of ZrC: 25.5 GPa) - among the hardest com-
pounds known.
• Very high melting temperature (ZrC: 3700 K). In fact, HfC, TaC, graphite
(sublimes), ZrC, NbC are the five highest melting point materials known.
• Ideal stoichiometry is generally not found in these materials, which contains at
least a few atomic percent and high up to 50% carbon vacancies. The defects
tend to form complex super-lattices.
• Chemically inert and resistant and nearly impervious to hydrogen to exceeding
3000K. At room temperature only very concentrated acid can attack it slowly.
• Extremely strong at high temperatures. Though brittle at room temperature,
they undergo brittle-to-ductile transition at < 1300K. For example, at 2100K a
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2-phase alloy of VC and TiC has the highest compressive yield strengths among
any known material.
• They manifest metallic behaviors in their electrical, magnetic, and optical prop-
erties. Some are even superconductors.
Due to their hardness, wear resistance, chemical inertness and good thermal shock
resistance, transition metal carbides are widely used as abrasives, machining tools,
wear resistant parts, and coating materials. Some have attracted attention as po-
tential chemical catalysts and high temperature electronic materials. ZrC, especially,
has application in the nuclear industry: for instance, ZrC coated graphite matrix are
used to embed nuclear fuel particles for advanced nuclear reactors.
Because their applications almost always involve heat generation at high temper-
atures, refractory carbides' thermal conductivities are of the utmost importance. It
is therefore surprising that till present day no one has given a fixed answer to even
the most elementary question: what dominates the thermal conductivity at high tem-
perature, electrons or phonons (lattice vibrations)? Different answer to this question
leads to very different directions of trying to modify the conductivity, which till now
are carried out experimentally on a trial-and-error basis. If the electron contribution
dominates, then one probably should focus on band structure and chemical means of
modifying it. If the phonon contribution dominates - as in SiC, then one may focus
on minimizing and annealing the lattice defects which are good phonon reflectors.
This is a challenging problem, both experimentally and theoretically. Fig. 4-
1 shows a collection of ZrC thermal conductivity measurements done by different
researchers. We see large scatter in the results, which is mostly probably due to the
different specimens. None of the tested samples were stoichiometrical: the reported
characterizations has> 2% and up to 10% carbon vacancies, and additional metal
and oxide impurities. Despite this, it is clear that the overall trend of conductivity
with temperature is increasing. This is puzzling. To put the problem in context, let us
review three types of materials whose thermal conduction we believe we understand
well, each representing a mechanism that might be dominant in ZrC.
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Experimental ZrC Thermal Conductivity
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Figure 4-1: A collection of experimental measurements of ZrC thermal conductivity
as a function of temperature. CRC Handbook [139] recommended values are plotted
in solid line.
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Figure 4-2: Comparison of experimental and simulation results for the thermal con-
ductivities of SiC, for both perfect crystal (experiment a: circles with solid line to
guide the eye; experiment b: squares; simulation: stars), and crystal with defects (ex-
periment on radiation damaged SiC: diamond; simulation with 0.5% point defects:
pIuses, crosses, triangles).
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Fig. 4-2 shows the thermal conductivities of SiC by both experimental measure-
ments and classical molecular dynamics simulation[75]. The higher values are those
of perfect crystal; in contrast, the lower values are of those after radiation damage,
which we simulate by putting in small concentrations « 0.5%) of point defects. It
can be seen that the simulation is quite successful at intermediate and high temper-
atures (at room temperature the quantum effects set in and a different method has
to be used, but that is irrelevant to the ZrC problem). Especially, it captures the
dramatic effects - reduction on the order of a decade and an almost complete loss of
temperature dependence - that a small amount of lattice defects can have on the ther-
mal conductivity, in agreement with experimental observations of radiation damaged
SiC. As a dielectric solid, SiC has no electron contribution to the conductivity. The
conduction mechanism it represents (namely, phonon scattering) is relevant to ZrC
because ZrC is also a binary, hard, ceramic carbide that has some similar applications.
Furthermore, we see that under appropriate conditions, the lattice contribution alone
is able to provide the magnitude of conductivity that is observed in ZrC. However, in
SiC the lattice conductivity does not increase with temperature.
Fig. 4-3 plots the experimental thermal conductivity of amorphous Si02 , which
is also a dielectric solid with no electron contribution to the conductivity. However,
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Figure 4-4: Experimental thermal conductivity of Au,AI,Na,Nb.
due to its amorphous lattice structure, the vibrational conductivity increases with
temperature, such that although the magnitude of conductivity is quite low at room
temperature, it rises to a quite significant value at 1400K. There are well-tested
theories explaining this behavior, and they could be viable models for ZrC, because
at such large defect concentrations, the mechanisms that explain the conductivity
increase with T in amorphous glass might carryover to ZrC.
Lastly, Fig. 4-4 shows the experimental thermal conductivities of four quite dis-
tinct metals: Au,AI,Na,Nb. In metals the electron contribution are known to domi-
nate over the lattice contribution. The most striking feature of Fig. 4-4 is that the
conductivities are almost all constants with respect to T, except when T is very low.
This is a consequence of the well-known Wiedemann-Franz law for metals, ~ = LaT,
where ~ is the thermal conductivity, a is the electrical conductivity and L, known as
the "Lorenz number" , is a universal constant (2.45 x 10-8 volt2/K2) that is material-
independent. The WF law can be rigorously derived [143] in both strong and weak
limits of electron coupling. Because a is rv l/T for metals above room temperature, ~
approaches a constant with respect to T. The metal model and WF law are relevant
to ZrC because unlike other ceramic materials, refractory carbides are electrically
conductive and are even sometimes called semi-metals. ZrC, for instance, has a elec-
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trical resistivity that is about twice as that of pure Zr. Therefore, it is highly probable
that the electron contribution plays a dominant role in ZrC. But before reaching that-
conclusion for ZrC, one must first solve two puzzles:
• Why does K, increase with T, while", of ordinary metals are constant with T?
• ZrC, even with its large defect concentration, has a thermal conductivity that
is bigger than pure Zr's. As we mentioned that ZrC has twice the electrical
resistivity as pure Zr's, or 1/2 the a, this is inconsistent with the WF law.
Eventually, at a deeper level, one must answer what physical mechanisms are respon-
sible for this unique electronic behavior, if one is convinced that this is indeed caused
by electrons.
The above questions were posed in as early as the 1960's (see references in [141]).
Indeed, several theoretical attempts were since made towards explaining Fig. 4-1. It
was proposed that the increase of '" with T is due to residual electrical resistivity,
namely, instead of a~1 rv T as in normal metals, a-I is actually rv ao1+T for refrac-
tory carbides. Then, to resolve the incoI;lsistency still between '" and a, a different
Lorenz number, 4 x 10-8 volt2/K2 , had been proposed for refractory carbides, that is
significantly larger than the "universal number" among ordinary metals. One expla-
nation for this is a so-called ambipolar diffusion mechanism, where it was proposed
that instead of electrons migrating alone, an electron and a hole travel together so as
to not carry net charges, but heat would still be transported when they recombine.
The above theories might be true or partially true, but the situation of published
literature is confusing, to say the least, for actual practitioners. The proposed theories
suffer critically from the fact that they are not quantitative enough as to resolve
without doubt the dominance of electron and phonon contributions. Indeed, the
latest review article on the subject [141] has a figure, reproduced in Fig. 4-5, that
imparts the impression that the phonon contribution is on par with the electron
contribution up to T = 2000K, which, turned out to dramatically disagree with my
MD simulation results - the main contribution of this work. Experiments cannot yet
help to resolve this issue because only the means to measure the total conductivity
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Figure 4-5: Reproduced Fig. 3 of a most recent review article [141]. Notice that the
proposed crossover in dominance occurs at T = 1000K. At T = 2000K, the vibrational
contribution is still thought to be non-negligible.
are known, which are already quite costly. Furthermore, the fact that the material is
not stoichiometrical and have complex defect microstructures poses a huge problem
to experimentalists (see Fig. 4-1) and theoreticians alike.
We think that to accurately describe the effects of defects on either lattice or
electron parts of the conductivity so as to quantitatively resolve their contributions,
one cannot do without atomistic simulation. Pure theory, no matter how sound, can-
not describe the effect of carbon vacancies without knowing its structural, energetic,
and vibrational details with the help of numerical computation. It is therefore our
strategy to do a clean job on calculating the lattice contribution to the ZrC ther-
mal conductivity, which, as we have seen in the SiC case, can reach the quantitative
accuracy required for the resolution.
This is the route I took, but not without its share of challenges and risks, the
foremost being that there is no empirical potential published on ZrC or any other
refractory carbides that is suitable for thermal conductivity calculation, itself be-
ing a rather difficult part in the MD methodology. In the case of SiC, the Tersoff
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potential[155] was already a well-known and well-tested potential (a Ph.D. thesis was
based on it in our group) when I undertook the thermal conductivity calculation.
Here, we must construct the potential from scratch, which entails the following steps,
• Understand the nature of bonding in ZrC, and propose an inspired functional
form for the interaction.
• Collect or generate property database for the material.
• Fit parameters against the above database. Make sure you know what is fitted
and what is not. It is very helpful to think about how many really independent
properties there are in the database, and that should be at least a few times the
number of free parameters in the potential. Make sure there is no "floating"
parameter in the model which does not reflect in the databse properties or
very weakly, and keep in mind that this is a dangerous game that is prone to
completely meaningless artifacts.
• Check the potential against properties that are not in the database. The more,
the better.
Only when the potential is fully tested in almost all aspects, can we begin to trust
the lattice conductivity it gives.
As it turned out, we did not use any experimental results in fitting this potential,
as the experimental data are either too complex or contain too much noise to be suit-
able for fitting purposes. All of the property database are based on modern electronic
structure calculations. Thus, whether I can correctly resolve the lattice conductivity
of ZrC becomes a true test of the predictive power of the entire computational ap-
proach, as it will solve a problem of practical importance, and which has no known
answer. One must proceed very carefully in each step.
4.2 Nature of Chemical Bonds in ZrC
Ti,Zr,Hf are group IV transition metals, whose zero-pressure ground-states are all
hcp. The electron configuration of an isolated Zr atom is 5s24cf2. In condensed
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Figure 4-6: Bond typesin fcc pure Zr and NaCI-ZrC.
phases the s-electrons can be promoted to p- and d-orbitals to occupy bonding states
with surrounding atoms. Exactly how that goes depends on the local environment.
In fcc pure Zr and NaCI-ZrC, the point group of the crystal field surrounding a Zr
atom is octahedral Oh group, under which the d-orbitals split into two irreducible
representations: t2g :{xy,yz,zx}, and eg:{x2-y2,3z2-r2}. In fcc Zr, the t2g orbitals
point to the nearest neighbor Zr atoms (bond type (a) in Fig. 4-6) and is lower in
energy. To fully occupy them, each Zr atom needs 3 electrons, and so one s-electron
is promoted to the d-band, leaving the other to the broader sp-band. Essentially the
same thing happens in hcp Zr which is only a few hundredth of eV/ atom lower in
energy than fcc Zr [191]. The electron density of states of pure hcp Ti and Zr is
reproduced in Fig. 4-7 [145]. Both are about 0.96 states/eV/atom at the Fermi level.
The reason fcc Zr is considered is because it serves as a reference state for NaCI-
ZrCx (see Fig. 4-8), which is a thermodynamically stable phase between X = 0.5
and X = 1 (Fig. 4-9). Because Zr is more than twice larger in Slater empirical
radius (1.55A) than C (0.7A) [144], one can think of ZrCx as carbon atoms filling
in the octahedral interstitial sites of a fcc Zr lattice, which hardly changes the total
volume. Even if all the interstices are filled, C only takes up 11.6% of the total mass.
Nevertheless, it has a profound effect on the material's properties, so much so that I
think it is worthwhile to a quick look at a comparison of elastic constants in Table
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Figure 4-7: Electron density of states of Ti and Zr, reproduced from Fig. 6 of [145].
The dash line is the Fermi level.
Figure 4-8: An intuitive view of NaCI-ZrCx.
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4.1.
hcp Zr[191] ZrC[193] TiC[197] TiC {TB)[197] ZrC (New)
Cn [GPa] 155.4 480.2 515 313 381.1
C12 [GPa] 67.2 101.8 106 207 121.0
C44 [GPa] 36.3 169.7 179 119 177.7
Table 4.1: A comparison of elastic constants of hcp Zr, ZrC and TiC. The first three
columns are from experiment and recent ab initio calculations. The 4th column is
of a recent tight-binding potential for TiC [197] that has been used on surface [196]
and dislocation slip-system [198] problems. The last column is from my empirical
potential for ZrC.
In the first column of Table 4.1, pure Zr shows the behavior of a typical metal,
namely, a large C12 and a small C44 , therefore having a positive Cauchy discrepancy
(C12 - C44 )/B. However once the carbon atoms are added (second column in Table
4.1), the bulk modulus would be more than doubled. Even more dramatically, C44
would be nearly quintupled, such that its relative strength against C12 is now com-
pletely reversed, and we have a large negative Cauchy discrepancy, typical of ceramic
materials. The fact that ZrCx has an extremely high melting-point and is stable
down to X = 0.5 (when C vacancies "percolate" and the fcc lattice collapses) can all
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Figure 4-10: Total and representation decomposed electron density of states in NaCI
TiC, reproduced from Fig. 4 of [199]. The Fermi level is at O.
be attributed to this extraordinary 0 44 • Something different from metallic bonding
must have occurred in ZrC to strengthen the material by so much, in particular 0 44 ,
The elastic constants of TiC are listed in the third column of Table 4.1, which
are very close to those of ZrC. Because Ti/C and Zr/C are very similar in chemical
properties, from now on I do not always distinguish them explicitly.
Another clue to what happens to the bonding is ZrC's large heat of formation:
2.14 eV/pair, in its synthesis,
pure Zr + graphite ~ ZrC.
In comparison, SiC's heat of formation is only 0.64 eV/pair. This and above suggest
that strong bonds of certain kind must be formed between metal and carbon, replacing
the old metal-metal bonds. And those bonds must be highly angular-dependent in
order to quintuple 0 44 -
What are those bonds? Structurally, the NaCI ground-state at first may suggest
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ionic bonding. There had been controversy about this [138, 204] historically, but the
situation is now very clear that it is not the case. The properties of ZrC are dominated
by the strong covalent bonds of pda type illustrated in (b) of Fig. 4-6, assisted by
weaker and slightly metallic pd1f bonds in (c) of Fig. 4-6. Though charge transfer
occurs appreciably from Zr to C (0.42 electron) [197], it happens in an isolated sd-
band 3.4 eV below the main band (see Fig. 4-10) and metallic screening neutralizes
its apparent effects. In short, ionic bonding and the original metal-metal dda bonds
are weak in ZrC that they can be neglected in the first approximation. The story of
ZrC is the story of how (b) and (c) bond types in Fig. 4-6 replaces the (a) bond type
of pure Zr to receive the huge benefit of chemical affinity proportional to the heat of
formation, and what prerequisites that demands on the configuration.
To illustrate the above, consider the total and symmetry-decomposed electron
density of states of TiC from a recent full potential LMTO calculation [199] in Fig.
4-10. At the Fermi level, the total DOS is 0.24 states/eV/atom, which is about 1/4
of that in hcp Ti. Below the Fermi level, C p- and Ti d- LDOS show a strong
correlation, indicating the formation of substantial chemical bonding, in which the
Ti d orbitals can be further decomposed into eg and t 2g symmetry parts. We see
that the eg d-LDOS is in general larger than the t 2g d-LDOS, but it drops to zero at
the Fermi level and is clearly split between occupied bonding and unoccupied anti-
bonding states, which means that the pda bond between C and Ti is purely covalent.
On the other hand, the Ti t2g d-LDOS, though weaker, is nonzero at the Fermi
level, and it correlates with the non-zero C p-LDOS at the Fermi level. Thus, pd1f
bonding between C and Ti is slightly metallic, which accounts for the fact that TiC is
electrically conductive. The original Ti-Ti dda bond plays little role in this electrical
conductivity: it is tiny below the Fermi level that it can have little effect. Only
when C is removed from the system does dda bond begin to have a more significant
influence, so we cannot ignore it completely.
If the main band is summed, one finds [197] that 3.01 electrons occupy the C p-
and 2.99 electrons occupy the Ti d- orbitals, thereby confirming the rule of local
charge neutrality in metallic alloys [147]. However, there is an isolated and narrow
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band 3.4 eV below the main band that has 1.41 electrons occupying C s-orbitals and
0.59 electrons occupying the Ti d-orbitals, which accounts for the total of 8 valence
electrons of a Ti/C pair. As a side remark, we observe no sign of sp-hybridization on
C of the types that occur in diamond or graphite.
Now comes the crucial question: why do pda bonds and maybe to a lesser degree
pd1f bonds, favor the octahedral arrangement and strongly resist its shear? This
clearly has do with C, because pure Zr has a very small C44 (see Table 4.1). To
put the question in perspective, let us consider the classical case of diamond. There,
Sp3 hybridization favors the tetrahedral arrangement. It penalizes shear deformation
relatively severely as compared to metals, because unlike volumetric deformation,
shear strain destroys the perfect orthogonality of hybridized orbitals in Hilbert space.
Recall that Sp3 orbitals achieve orthogonality in Hilbert space without requiring them
to be orthogonal in real space (bond angle 109.47°) due to the participation of s-
orbital!. Without hybridizing with the s-orbital, as the carbon p-LDOS in Fig. 4-10
clearly shows, the local orbitals on carbon pointing to the Zr neighbors composed of p-
states only, necessarily have to be mutually orthogonal in real space in order to remain
orthogonal in Hilbert space. Whenever that cannot be satisfied, the two pda bonds
involved should be both reduced in strength. Therefore, the octahedral arrangement
with 6 Zr nearest neighbors is the maximum that a C atom can accommodated with
the above criterion. If one adds in more neighbors, it would not receive nearly as much
benefit in band energy as previous due to the unavailability of p-orbitals, whereas core
repulsion would make this over-coordination attempt energetically unfavorable.
Thus the crucial points of a successful potential for ZrCx must be the same as
those of past potentials for Si or C, no matter whether it is formulated as empirical
[149, 155, 156] or tight-binding model [160]. That is, how can one correctly describe
the angular dependence of bonds, or bond interference effect.
Ilh[111)) = Is)+IPx)+lpy)+lpz), Ih[lII)) = Is)+IPx)-lpy)-lpz), Ih[I1I)) = Is)-IPx)+lpy)-lpz),
Ih[II1)) = Is) - Ipx) -Ipy) + IPz).
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4.3 The Potential Model
4.3.1 Introduction
The Finnis-Sinclair potential and its variants [161] based on the second-moment ap-
proximation [147] have been tremendously successful in modeling transition metals
and their alloys during the past 15 years. Compared with similar approaches like the
Embedded Atom Method [171, 174, 175] or the Effective Medium Theory [178, 183],
its winning feature is simplicity. In 1989, Willaime and Massobrio [190] fitted such
a second-moment potential for Zr with only 4 adjustable parameters. It has been
shown to work rather well for defect formation and migration, thermal expansion
and phonon properties in both hcp- and bcc-Zr; especially, it is able to capture the
temperature-dependent phonon anomalies in bcc-Zr that is related to the hcp -+ bcc
transition [191]. Recently the model has been used to study the fast diffusion of im-
purities in hcp Zr with additional parameterizations for Ni-Ni and Ni-Zr interactions
[192].
We think that the WF potential is a good basis which the new empirical potential
for Zr/C can use. True to its tradition, I decide that the number of additional
parameters should be minimized. As shown in the last section, angular dependence
(which is lacking in the WF potential) must now exist in the new potential to reflect
the fundamental change in bonding nature from pure Zr to ZrCx . The question is
what is the minimum number of parameters that is able to do that. I have tried 11, 9,
7, and in the end settled down with 6 parameters to describe Zr-C bonding, in which
2 describe core repulsion and 2 describe hopping strength that are the same as the
WF potential, and uses only 2 parameters to describe the angular dependence or bond
interference effect. There is no explicit C-C term [194] because carbon separations in
ZrC are well beyond their normal bond distance cutoffs, and attempting to fit them
would subject the model to artifacts. Based on physical insights from the last section,
a more plausible mechanism is proposed for the C-C force constants in ZrC, and my
model indeed fits well to the results from a recent GGA calculation [193].
During the fitting it was observed that as the number of free parameters dropped
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from 11 to 9 to 7, and to 6, there is a gradual but appreciable increase in the fitting
error. Nevertheless I sticked to the original plan of minimal-parameterization and
keep reducing the description. Among several plausible mechanisms that can have
similar effects, I only keep one that proves to be the most indispensable. In the long
run, I think this approach would payoff. My database of fitting targets, though
not small, is not wide and accurate enough that one can use to differentiate similar
mechanisms. And indeterminism, that is, several mechanisms having identical effect,
or one mechanism having no effect that reflects in the current database, is the most
common trap in constructing a potential, as it is likely to generate "black holes" in
the property space not fitted.
4.3.2 Second-moment approximation and WF potential for
pure Zr
The moments theorem derived by Cyrot-Lackmann [195] is based on the Local Com-
bination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) or Tight Binding (TB) picture of electronic
structure. It formalizes the idea that the spread (and higher-order shape factors) of
the valence electron LDOS at an atomic orbital is directly related to its "interactions" ,
or matrix elements, with neighboring orbitals, thus providing theoretical support for
the local interaction approach that is used by almost all empirical potentials. To
illustrate key concepts, let me briefly sketch its proof. For simplicity, allow me to
pretend there is only one generic atomic orbital at each site, labelled by i or j.
Define
hij = (il1llj), (4.1)
where 1l is the self-consistent valence electron Hamiltonian. Assume also that the
li)'s are Wannier function type orbitals [143] which are mutually orthogonal,
(4.2)
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Let me label 1-£'s global eigenstate by k, with eigen-energy Ek ,
The local density of states at i is,
Pi(E) = L c5(E - Ek )l(kli)\2,
k
and the total density of states is
p(E) = Lc5(E - Ek ) - LPi(E).
k
As a distribution, Pi(E)'s mean is,
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
(E)i = I dE Pi(E)E = L Ek \(kli)12 -
k
L(i\lllk)(kli)
k
(illlli) - ei·
(4.6)
This is quite intuitive. It says that when an atom is placed in condensed phase, its
discrete electronic energy level spreads into band(s), but still centers around the old
value2 •
Let me define the nth central moment of Pi(E) to be,
J.L~n) = IdE Pi (E)(E - ei)n = L(Ek - ei)nl(kli)12 = (i\(ll- ei)nli), (4.7)
k
which follows what happened before. But now comes the crucial step,
i,i' ,·.,i(n-2)
(4.8)
The product can be simplified using (4.1) and (4.2). j,j' etc. cannot be i, since
(4.9)
2It is not quite exact because 1£ is now the self-consistent Hamiltonian, not the Hamiltonian of
the isolated atom.
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but when they are not i,
(4.10)
Therefore,
(4.11)
which sums over all real-space paths of n hops that both starts and ends at i. Specif-
ically, for n = 2, there is
J-t~2) = L Ihii l2•
i#i
(4.12)
This remarkably clean result motivates the Finnis-Sinclair potential, which is based on
the observation that although distributions Pi(E) rigorously should be parametrized
by ei, J-t~2), J-t~3), .0. up to n = 00, a lot of times just ei and J-t~2) would be good enough.
Which is to say, one hypothesizes that there is an intrinsic character or shape to
pi(E) that is relatively stable with respect to changes in the local configuration, after
being shifted by ei and scaled by J-t~2). That one may assume in the first approximation
that pi(E) is parameterized by only ei and J-t~2). Note that this does not require the
shapes of Pi(E) to be the same for all i's. It can vary with the chemical species of i.
Figuratively speaking, species A can have a block shape Pi (E) whereas species B can
have a Gaussian shape pi(E), within the same configuration. It only requires that
pi(E) ::::;j PA(Elei, J-t~2)) for A and pi(E) ::::;j PB(Elei, J-t~2)) for B atoms.
Let us consider the system total energy Etot , which is our object of fitting. Within
the tight binding approximation, the total energy can be expressed as [146],
(4.13)
where Erep is the repulsive potential that comes from overlapping cores. The band
structure energy,
j EFEb = dE p(E)E, (4.14)
is attractive and describes the valence electron bonding effect that holds the material
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together. We may define localized version of the bonding energy as,
JEFEf = dE pi(E)E, (4.15)
The Fermi level Ep is determined by solving the implicit equation,
JEF dE p(E) = N, (4.16)
where N is the total number of electrons. The above is true for the general system,
but in metals and alloys, a even stronger condition should hold,
JEF dE Pi(E) = 1, (4.17)
which is the so-called local charge neutrality condition [147]. It is based on the obser-
vation that screening in metals is exceedingly efficient that there can be practically
no net charge transfer. If we start with some unequal distribution in charge, Gauss'
theorem would lead to a long-ranged electric field which simply cannot be tolerated in
a metal: electrons from afar would flow in/out to the field source until the condition
is corrected completely3.
Let us do a dimensional analysis on Ef by using JJ.l~2), the spectrum spread, as
the basic energy scale, and define the cumulative distribution,
JEF ( (2») _ 1(2) _ (Ep - ei )dE Pi Elei, J.li = Po,(EF , ei, VJ.li ,) - go, VJ.ll2) ,
where ai is the chemical type of atom i, and the second equality is due to
( (2») 1 (E - ei )Pi Elei, J.li = VJ.ll2/ i VJ.ll2) ,
(4.18)
(4.19)
3Charge transfer occurs in insulators and semiconductors because even as the surrounding
medium feels the electrostatic potential and does not like it, there is no way for their electrons
to flow in/out to the source because there is no extra states available at the source. The medium
can only put up incomplete screening - the dielectric response, by locally rearranging the charges.
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by dimensional argument. Therefore, the solution to (4.17) must be
(4.20)
where COi is a configuration independent constant. Using the same dimensional argu-
ment one can show that,
(4.21)
and therefore,
(4.22)
where f 0i is again a configuration independent constant. And so,
(4.23)
which is the conclusion of the second-moment approximation.
(4.23) provides valuable insights into how one may fit empirical potentials for
metals, especially for transition metals whose narrow d-band satisfies the (4.19) de-
scription very well. In practice, one may take hij to be Ihijl, because the phase factor
of the matrix element (il1llj) has no use in (4.23). For a monoatomic metal, the con-
stant fO i can be absorbed into hij and need not to be fitted separately. For an alloy,
fO i can also be absorbed, but we would then lose the symmetry hij = hji . However,
many people would not bother with that subtlety [192], and continue to assume that
hij = hji .
It is a common practice in tight-binding theory to assume that the core repulsion
Erep in (4.13) is the sum of pair interactions,
(4.24)
for which the simple exponential form ao/3 exp( -bo/3r) is widely used.
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The main conceptual proposition of the Finnis-Sinclair potential is that hij in
(4.23) can also be well-represented by a radial function hO i/3j (rij). This is to a large
degree a very good approximation in transition metals, for the following reason: there
are five d-orbitals at every atom, and each d-orbital has four lobes (expect 3z2 - r2)
that can point to four neighbors simultaneously, so overall there is less shortage of
empty orbitals that can bond with a new neighbor, and which still remains largely
orthogonal to other occupied bond orbitals in Hilbert space. In contrast, in ZrC, the
availability of C p-orbitals is a real issue: because there are only three p-orbital at each
site and a p-orbital has only two lobes that can form a-bond with neighbors. There-
fore, it should not be surprising that hij = h(rij) may be an excellent approximation
for Zr-Zr, but not so for Zr-C bonds.
A properly parametrized second-moment empirical potential,
(4.25)
can be a great improvement over pair potentials like the Lennard-Jones or Morse
potential, for metals. Foremost, the many-body effect of saturation is built in. If an
atom has Z neighbors, the bonding energy is ex: JZ instead of ex: Z as a pair potential
would give. This means lower coordination number structures like the bcc phase may
now be stabilized against the fcc phase. The strength of an individual bond, that is,
how much force a bond can convey when the other atom is displaced, is now ex: l/JZ,
which is the same for the energy benefit of adding a new neighbor. Secondly, the fact
that (4.25) is based on more physics is reflected naturally in its elastic properties.
A pair potential can only give C12 = C44 . Without much elaboration, most (4.25)
parameterizations would give a C12 that is closer to twice of its C44 , which is what
actually happens for most metals. Lastly, in terms of computational effort, (4.25) is
on the same order as a pair potential, in fact no more than twice as expensive. The
above features make (4.25) the method of choice for atomistic simulation of metals.
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Willaime and Massobrio (WM) published their potential for Zr in 1989 [190]:
(4.26)
Vi = {a L exp [-p (Tii - I)]} -{L ~2 exp [-2q (Tii - 1)] }1/~4.27)
Tij<Tc TO Tij<Tc TO
with the parameters listed in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Parameters of WM potential in (4.27) form
a[eV] Tc[A] P TO [A] ~[eV] q
0.179364 6.8 9.3 3.1744 2.2014548 2.1
Within the eV-A unit system, (4.27) can be massaged into a numerically simpler
form,
where
Thus there are only four free parameters in the model if one exclude Tc, and they are
listed in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Parameters of massaged WM potential (4.28) in the eV-A unit system
Azrzr[A-1] BZrZr[A] CZrZr[A-1] DZrZr[A]
2.9296875 2.58787395638939 1.32308467741935 4.3672464262563
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4.3.3 New Empirical Potential for Zr/C
To continue from last section, it is a common practice to extend the second~moment
potential to AB alloys,
E tot - I:: Vi + I:: Vi,
iEA iEB
Vi E A:
Vi - I:: <PAA(rij) + I:: <PAB(rij) - xl/2
jEA#i jEB
Xi I:: h~A (rij) + I:: h~B(rij),
jEA#i jEB
Vi E B:
Vi I:: <PBA(rij) + I:: <PBB(rij) - X i1/ 2
jEA jEB#i
I:: h1A(rij) + I:: h1B(rij),
jEA jEB#i
where one certainly can have
(4.30)
(4.31)
And although it is not supported by theory, to save parameterization one may stipu-
late that,
(4.32)
The new Zr/C potential follows the expression of (4.30) with A=Zr and B=C, but
with the following important modifications,
• Unlike hzrzr (r ), the so-called bare strength hzrc (r) would not be used directly in
(4.30). The so-called screened strength hzrc would take its place, whose value
is hzrc scaled by an interference factor depending on nearby hzrc strengths and
respective angular cosines.
• The bare strength is supposed to be the overlap matrix element when both
atoms have empty bonding orbitals pointing to each other. For Zr-Zr this is
not a big problem, but for Zr-C it is severely constrained by the availability of
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carbon p-orbitals, and its orthogonality preference in Hilbert space (thus in real
space).
• hzrc must be stronger than hzrzn but it must also be short-ranged. A cutoff
distance of r~rC = 3.5A is imposed arbitrarily, which is right in the middle of
the first and third nearest neighbor (both Zr-C) distances in NaCI-ZrC.
• I have set hcc = ¢Jcc = 0, which differs from the cohesive energy model of [194].
There is no evidence of direct C-C bonding in ZrC. C-C distances in ZrC (rv
3.3A) are well larger than their normal cutoff distances (rv 2.1A) [153, 156, 159],
and the size of Zr atom should provide excellent screening (see Fig. 4-8). The
large energy gain of Zr-C bonding should make C's electrons concentrate on
nearest neighbor bonds of mostly covalent character, in a Zr-rich environment.
• We will use simple exponential form for both ¢Jo{3(r) and hO {3(r) following the
WF potential. But the WF potential has no smooth cutoffs, which is prob-
lematic in atomistic simulations. We will impose smooth cutoff scheme on all
functions by multiplying with exp(r~c) with an arbitrarily picked K = 0.1 A,
which would make all derivatives continuous at r = re• The original r~rZr = 6.8
Ais now shifted to r~rZr = 7 Ato accommodate this change, and we have found
no significant differences in the fitted pure Zr properties after this modification.
• I will take the shortcut hzrc(r) = hczr(r) with the intent of saving one param-
eter. In the future, if the database is substantially enlarged and contains more
off-stoichiometry targets, I may release this constraint.
To recapitulate, ¢Jcc(r) = hcc(r) = 0, and,
¢JzrZr(r)
h~rzr(r)
[eV] ,
(4.33)
where ]( = 0.1 A, r~rZr = 7 A, and Azrzr , Bzrzr , CZrZn Dzrzr are listed in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4-11: An illustration of the Zr-C bond screening.
And,
cPZrC(r)
hzrc(r)
exp (Azrc(Bzrc - r) + r _~~rc ) leV],
exp (Czrc(Dzrc - r) + r _~~rc ) leV], (4.34)
with r~rC = 3.5 A, and Azrc , B zrc , CZrC , Dzrc are to be fitted.
After many iterations of selections and reductions, I decided that the screening of
hzrc should take the following form:
-. . ( VSii)hzrc('l = Zr,] = C) = hZrC(rij) x exp - h ( ..) ,
ZrC rtl
(4.35)
where i is the Zr atom and j is the C atom of the Zr-C bond, and the screening
strength Sij is,
Sij = L (1 + cos ()li j ) fJz,c h~rc(r;,) + L (1 + cos ()kji) Pcz, h~rdrjk)' (4.36)
IEC aZrC kEZr aCZr
where l's are all the C atoms that interacts with i, and k's are all the Zr atoms that
interacts j (see Fig. 4-11). For the sake of reduction I have taken azrc = aCZr and
!3zrc = !3czn so we have only two screening parameters to fit.
The meaning of (4.35,4.36) is the following:
1. How strongly ij matrix element is screened must depend on the bare strengths
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Figure 4-12: (a) Should screening loss be a geometrical series? (b) "Random" screen-
ing loss approximation.
of the screener: il or jk. We cannot have a new neighbor just entering the
cutoff to strongly screen other bonds which are much closer to i or j. Therefore
Sij must depend on hZrC(ril) and hZrC(rjk) in some fashion. As normalization,
hZrC(rij) ends up in the denominator.
2. VS;; is used instead of Sij in (4.35) for the following reason. When ij bond is
not perfectly orthogonal to the other bonds, the screening penalty might work
a bit like the Gram-Schmidt procedure in linear algebra: one keeps subtracting
off components that are aligned to the other vectors until finally ending up
with a part that can be called its own. When we put Sij in the exponential,
it can be considered as the loss rate during that procedure. The question is,
is geometrical series loss rate - meaning when ij is screened by the first bond
it losses a certain ratio, and when it is screened by the second bond it losses
another ratio of what's left, reasonable?
I consider it to be too drastic, since the vectors that inflict the loss have re-
dundancy in themselves (see (a) of Fig. 4-12). In my opinion, the screening
actions are not organized, so the total effect should be summed according to
the rule of summing random numbers, and thus the rationale for using h~rc (rit)
and h~rC(rjk) in (4.36), and VS;; is used instead of Sij in (4.35).
3. As for the angular dependence, I chose the simplest form available. {3zrc will be
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Figure 4-13: Illustration of the screening decay factor exp(-y'Sij) (assuming all h's
are equal).
large, so the screening would be practically non-existent when B~ 27f/3, but it
rises dramatically when B< 7f/2.
The procedure and results of fitting (4.34,4.36) will be detailed in the next section.
But the optimized parameters are listed in Table 4.4 here.
Table 4.4: Optimized parameters of (4.34,4.36) in the eV-A unit system
Azrc[A-1] BZrC[A] CZrC[A-1] DZrC[A]
3.24589393669854 2.05679804919117 0.82303818052368 4.15482225815134
azrc (3ZrC
1.80853303846249 14.59345494373451
With the optimized parameters in Table 4.4, the screening factor exp(-y'Sij) is
illustrated in Fig. 4-13, where we simplify by taking all h's to be of equal strength.
In NaCI ZrC, for each Zr-C bond there are 2 x 4 = 8 other Zr-C bonds attached, with
bond angle rv 7f/2 (2 other bonds ,vith angle rv 7f have little effect), so
exp( - J8( (1 + cos B) / azrc).BzrC) is drawn for an illustration of the magnitude and
stiffness of screening; and the same for 2 x 3 = 6 (ZnS structure) at B rv 109.47° and
2 x 7 = 14 (CsCI structure).
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Figure 4-14: Radial functions for bare interaction strengths. The 1st arrow is at the
nearest neighbor distance (Zr-C) in equilibrium ZrC; the 2nd arrow is at the second-
nearest neighbor distance (Zr-Zr) in equilibrium ZrC. The hcp Zr arrow is at the
nearest neighbor distance (Zr-Zr) in equilibrium hcp Zr.
Fig. 4-14 shows the bare strengths 2¢Jzrzr(r), -hzrzr(r), 2¢Jzrc(r), -hzrc(r). Note
that ¢J and h are not directly comparable, because ¢J's effect increases linearly with
coordination Z, but h's effect increases as ex: VZ. They are together in Fig. 4-14
only for illustration purposes.
4.4 Fitted Properties
1. Cohesive energies of three cubic phases: NaCI, ZnS and CsCl
2. The elastic constants comparison is given in Table 4.1. My results are much
superior than the tight-binding potential of Tan et ale
3. Atomic force constants
C force constants are illustrated in Fig. 4-16.
Zr force constants are illustrated in Fig. 4-17.
The phonon dispersion curve of ZrC is plotted in Fig. 4-18, along with exper-
imental results [201] and GGA calculations [193]. The agreement is excellent
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Figure 4-15: Cohesive energy curves
for the acoustic parts, and satisfactory for the optical parts since they do not
contribute significantly to the conductivity. The quality of Fig. 4-18 is on par
or even better than that of the Tersoff potential for SiC.
Phonon DOS and LDOS are shown in Fig. 4-19. They are in good agreement
with the results of Jochym et al [193].
4. Heat of formation
Exp't[202] New
eV/pair 2.14 2.47
Table 4.5: Comparison of the heat of formation.
4.5 Predicted Properties
The following properties were not used in the fitting in any way.
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Figure 4-16: C force constants in ZrC, comparing those of Jochym et al [193], with
the fitted.
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Figure 4-17: Zr force constants in ZrC, comparing those of Jochym et al [193], with
the fitted.
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Figure 4-18: Phonon dispersion curve of ZrC: comparing results of my potential (solid
line) with experiment [201] (circles), and recent GGA calculations [193] (dots).
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Figure 4-19: Phonon DOS (full line) and LDOS (dotted lines) in ZrC. Zr LDOS
almost completely fills the acoustic band, while the C LDOS almost completely fills
the optical band.
1. Hexagonal WC phase:
c/a E - ENaCI
FPLMTO [204] 0.8596 0.78 eV/atom
TB [197] 0.67 0.21 eV/atom
New 0.9706 0.5574 eV/atom
Table 4.6: Comparison of equilibrium structure and lattice stability for the hexagonal
WC phase. The FP-LMTO ab initio result is believed to be the most accurate ones.
2. Carbon vacancy formation and migration:
Sarian and Criscione [205] measured lattice diffusion coefficient in ZrC to be
1.62 x 102 exp(-113200/RT) cm2/s using radioactive tracer technique, which
converts to an activation energy of 4.9041 eV.
Harris and Bristowe [198] argued that this is in good agreement with their calcu-
lation using the tight-binding model [197], since 1.50+2.66 = 4.16 eV. But this
is actually not the case. Sarian himself has explicitly expressed [206, 207] that
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formation [eV] migration [eV]
TB [198] 1.50 2.66
New 1.91 4.86
Table 4.7: Comparison of carbon vacancy formation and migration energies.
the activation energy for carbon vacancy diffusion should be only the migration
energy because there is tremendous amount of existent vacancies already. For
example, the measurement [205] was done on ZrCO.965 ' It is inconceivable that
the vacancy concentration would then still depend on T in the fashion indicated
by the Boltzmann factor.
3. Metal vacancy formation and migration:
formation [eV] migration [eV] total [eV]
TB [198] 2.37 4.16 6.53
New 2.9196 5.4545 8.3741
Table 4.8: Comparison of metal vacancy formation and migration energies.
Sarian [207] measured the self-diffusion coefficient of Ti44 in TiC to be 4.36 x 104
exp( -176400 ± 36001RT) cm2Is, which converts to an activation energy of
7.6421 ± 0.156 eV. In this case the activation energy should of course be the
sum of both formation and migration energies, and my result is still on the
better side.
4. (001) surface relaxation:
Both TB and my model give the wrong direction for the rumpled surface relax-
ation, which should be C outward, Zr inward. However, the magnitude of my
wrong relaxation is much smaller than that of the TB model [196]. Since this
is a simple 10-parameter model which I have control of only 6, it should not be
expected to capture this rather subtle effect that has to do with surface electric
fields.
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Figure 4-20: Illustration of the bond shrinkage pointing to a carbon vacancy, and it
relation to bond angle stiffness.
I have computed the ZrC (001) surface energy to be 0.1012 eV/A2, but have
found no reference values to compare against.
5. Carbon vacancy relaxation:
The relaxation direction is indicated by the arrow in Fig. 4-20.
ITB[197] I New IExp't [208] I
nearest bond shrinkage [A] 0.1 0.028 0.03
nearest bond shrinkage [%] 4.62% 1.2% 1.39%
Table 4.9: Shrinkage of the nearest bond pointing to the carbon vacancy.
Again, my potential turns out better. The problem with the TB potential is
that its C44 is too small (see Table 4.1), a behavior in a sense more like the
pure Zr than ZrC; the reason being that the their hopping integrals are taken
to be purely pairwise with no angular dependence, whereas my model, though
crude, does capture the large stiffness that the pda bonds would like to keep
being orthogonal with each other.
6. Gruneisen parameter and thermal expansion:
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Figure 4-21: Overall Gruneisen parameter.
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Figure 4-22: Thermal expansion coefficient deduced from the overall Gruneisen pa-
rameter.
I can numerically evaluate mode-specific Gruneisen parameter,
dlogwk
dlogn' (4.37)
and then average it with mode-specific heat capacity to get the overall Gruneisen
parameter "'((T), shown in Fig. 4-21. The high temperature limit agrees very
well with the values recently reported for TiC: 1.33 [209].
The thermal expansion coefficient under the phonon approximation [211] is
a(T) = Cv (T)"'((T)
3B(T)
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Figure 4-23: Vibrational amplitudes (dash line is the average), and Lindemann's law's
prediction of the melting temperature. One experimental measurement of carbon's
amplitude at room temperature is shown in triangle, and five "averaged" experimental
points at other temperatures are shown in circles [210].
It is shown in Fig. 4-22, which is in excellent agreement with the experimentally
measured 6.7 x 10-6 /K [138].
A real heating MD simulation was performed, but to understand it requires
some knowledge about the quantum to MD temperature rescaling. Let me
postpone that discussion to section 4.6.1, but suffice to say that the agreement
there is also excellent.
7. Vibrational amplitudes and melting
The vibrational amplitudes of Zr and C are calculated separately using phonon
theory. They are shown in Fig. 4-23, in comparison with some experimental
measurements [210].
By the Lindemann/Gilvarry law[212], the solid melts when the atom's vibra-
tional amplitudes reaches a certain empirical fraction of the nearest neighbor
distance. Fig. 4-23 suggests that my model predicts a very high melting point
at around 4000K.
This is independently corroborated in the following manner. I created a 1000-
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Figure 4-24: Clu ter configuration at 3500K.
Figur -25: Clu t r configuration at 3650K.
1
atom ZrC solid cube that has six free surfaces, and gradually rise the tempera-
ture in an MD simulation. At high temperatures, there will be some disordering
on the surface, but I would not consider it to have melted as long as it maintains
the overall cubic shape. Especially, I monitor the vertices of the cube. When
they vanish, it is a sign that surface tension has taken control.
In the simulation, I found that the configuration is stable up to 3500K (Fig.
4-24), but becomes a droplet when T increases to 3650K (Fig. 4-25). There-
fore, the melting point should be around 3500K, in good agreement with the
experimental 3700K.
4.6 MD Calculation of Thermal Conductivity
By fitting to the phonon heat capacity of ZrC at 300K using a Debye model (section
D.3), the Debye temperature is determined to be 747.4K, in good agreement with
experimental determinations (each may be using a different property to fit) [138].
4.6.1 Heating Experiment
Fig. 4-26 compares the experimental measurement of the thermal strain [210] with
results from my simulation, where the Debye model of temperature rescaling is already
used.
4.6.2 Thermal Conductivity Calculation
Thermal conductivity calculations are performed on ZrC perfect crystal, ZrCO.99 ,
ZrCO•9S , ZrCO•97 , and ZrCO.9• Appendices C, D.3, and E and the original reference
[75] already explain the methodology, so I will not dwell on the details, but just to
mention the difference. In Fig. 4-27 the heat current correlation function of crys-
talline ZrC at 1000K is shown, which is fast-oscillating and appears to be dramatically
different from that of SiC. This may cause additional numerical convergence prob-
lems if the MD integration scheme is not accurate enough. But we pay to attention to
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Figure 4-26: Thermal strain measured in experiment [210] and In an MD heating
simulation.
Short-term behavior of the heat current correlation function of crystalline zrC at 1000K
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Figure 4-27: Short-term behavior of the heat current correlation function of crystalline
ZrC at 1000K
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Time-convergence of heat current correlation function integral of crystalline zrC at 1000K
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Figure 4-28: Time-convergence of the heat current correlation function integral of
crystalline ZrC at 1000K.
that by using high-order (10-value). predictor-corrector schemes, and the convergence
is seen to be satisfactory, in Fig. 4-28. Physically, the fast oscillation corresponds to
the motion of the carbon atoms, which though is of large instantaneous magnitudes,
do not significantly contribute to the lattice thermal conductivity as they mainly
resides on the optical branch that has very small group-velocities.
MD Simulation Results for the Lattice Conductivity of ZrCx
T [K] 300 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500
ZrC [W/m/K] 87.0 65.0 24.6 10.8 5.45 4.06 3.57 2.51
ZrCO.99 [W/m/K] 19.5 15.2 12.8 7.59 4.65 3.48 2.70 1.68
ZrCO.98 [W/m/K] N/A 10.0 7.0 4.54 4.63 3.09 2.28 1.95
ZrCO•97 [W/m/K] 6.5 6.0 4.15 3.8 3.32 3.4 2.36 1.83
ZrCO.9 [W/m/K] N/A 2.44 2.84 2.17 2.10 1.50 1.29 1.02
In Table 4.6.2 the MD simulation results for the lattice conductivities of ZrCx
are tabulated. Each data-point comes from at least one 8-million-timestep simulation
run with a 216-atom cell, and I have paid full attention to the convergence problem.
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Therefore these results, as with the potential itself, should be trusted.
We can see that even with X = 0.99, the calculated lattice conductivities are
much smaller than the recommended total conductivities at T > 1000K of Fig. 4-
1. In practice ZrCx, as with the specimens used in measuring Fig. 4-1, seldom
comes with ./Y > 0.98, therefore the results in Table 4.6.2 verify our suspicion that
the electron contribution dominates the total thermal conductivity at T > 1000K
to a degree that the lattice contribution can be safely neglected. This conclusion
is in contradiction with the hypothesized decomposition of the total conductivity in
Fig. 4-5, which is based on the assumption that the normal Wiedemann-Franz law
still holds in ZrCx . Therefore, by the principle of exclusion we have obtained the
first quantitative evidence ever that proves the normal Wiedemann-Franz law does
not hold in refractory carbides, with a modified Lorenz number of about 4 x 10-8
volt2/K2 • This in turn supports the existence of ambipolar diffusion in ZrCx, which
contributes to the heat transport while not to the the charge transport, thus causing
the anomaly.
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Chapter 5
Nano-Indentation of Cu
5.1 Calculation of General Properties
There exist many inter,atomic potentials for Cu. The so-called Effective Medium
Theory (EMT) potential [178], which has a strong ab initio flavor, originally includes
only nearest-neighbor interactions, but was extended by Hakkinen and Manninen
[179] to include up to the third-nearest neighbor interactions. This version of the
EMT potential, hence called EMT-HM, was applied to study edge dislocations [180]
and thermal properties [181] of Cu and AI, and (110), (100), and (111) surfaces of Cu
[182]. EMT-HM was also used by Heino et al to study strengths of Cu with built-in
defects [186], stacking-fault energies [187], and plastic deformation of nanocrystalline
copper [115].
The original nearest-neighbor EMT model is computationally very inexpensive.
Jacobsen et al gave a new set of parameterizations [183] in 1996, hence called EMT-
96-NN. In the same paper, they also described a scheme for extending beyond the
nearest neighbor interactions with a smooth cutoff 1, hence called EMT-96-MN, but
they did not give any details. It seems that EMT-96-NN cannot provide sufficient
stacking-fault energies, so Rasmussen et al [188] imposed an additional small pair
potential of Gaussian shape centered around the fifth-nearest neighbor, hence called
IThis is important because although EMT-HM seems to provide sound stacking-fault energies,
the lack of a smooth cutoff causes problems as pointed out by Heino et al [187].
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EMT-GP, so to reproduce reasonable stacking fault energies; but the authors did not
provide any details. EMT-GP was then used to study cross slip of screw dislocations
in copper [188, 189].
In another slightly different approach, Daw and Baskes developed the Embedded-
Atom Method (EAM) [170, 171], which was extended by Voter and Chen [172] and
recently by Mishin et al [173]. Baskes later generalized to the Modified Embedded-
Atom Method (MEAM) that describes the weak angular dependence in fcc, bcc and
hcp metals [174, 175], and even the strong angular dependence in covalent materials
[176]. In my opinion, due to its relatively high cost, MEAM is not very suitable for
large-scale simulations of mechanical deformation, but is very competitive for high-
accuracy tasks such as surface relaxation [177].
Chantasiriwan and Milstein recently developed an EAM-type potential for 12
cubic metals that incorporates higher-order elastic moduli data [184]. They then
used the potential to compute ideal strengths [126].
Lastly, there is the Finnis-Sinclair form of EAM that is derived from the second-
moment approximation, originally for transition metals [161], then extended to noble
metals and nickel [162], and finally to Cu-Ag-Au alloys [163] whose point-defect prop-
erties were studied by Deng and Bacon [164] 2. The above potentials are short-ranged
with smooth cutoffs. In a different development, Sutton and Chen modified the in-
teractions to longer-range but simple power-law decay forms [165], which Belonoshko
et al recently re-fitted for Cu [166] and Fe [169] (hence called BAJ potential) us-
ing a database that is 100% generated from FPLMTO ab initio calculations, and
which also include liquid configurations. The BAJ re-parameterizations are found to
improve significantly over the original Sutton-Chen parameterizations in liquid and
melting properties while not significantly damaging the solid-state properties. Due
to its very simple form (4 free parameters in all), I shall focus on using BAJ, and
ElVIT-96-NN, for my calculations.
In Table 5.1, the calculated equilibrium properties using BAJ and EMT-96-NN
2Deng and Bacon also made small changes to the pure eu parameterization of Ackland and Vitek
[163] to improve the high-pressure behavior.
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ao [A] Ecoh [eVlat.] Cn [GPa] C12 [GPa] C44 [GPa]
BAJ [166] 3.520790 -3.960711 200.0 146.0 80.81
EMT-96-NN [183] 3.615445 -3.51 191.4 109.7 81.70
exp't [184, 185] 3.60 -3.50 176.2 124.9 81.77
Table 5.1: Comparison of calculated and experimental crystalline Cu equilibrium
properties at OK.
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Figure 5-1: Comparison of Cu phonon dispersion at P = 0 using BAJ and EMT-96-
NN potentials (solid line) with experimental measurements (triangles) [213].
potentials are compared with those from experiments. Notice that the experimental
C12 is more than 50% larger than C44 , which suggests that a pair potential cannot
adequately describe this system.
In Fig. 5-1, the phonon dispersion curves of BAJ and EMT-96-NN Cu at P = 0
are compared with experiment [213]. We see that overall, the BAJ potential has a
better quality.
'Y 8 D [K] E~ [eV] O~ [00]
BAJ [166] 2.6 326.4 1.15 0.71
EMT-96-NN [183] 2.3 331.6 1.25 0.91
exp't 2.0 [212] 315 [6] 1.19 [162] 0.77 [162]
Table 5.2: Comparison of the average Gruneisen parameter, Debye temperature,
vacancy formation energy and formation volume in crystalline Cu.
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Figure 5-2: Phonon dispersion relation of Cu crystal under uniaxial tensile strain
€xx = 0.16, with axx = 17.3 and ayy = azz = 12.2 GPa, using the BAJ potential [166].
A label tracks only one of the original high-symmetry k-points. Notice the f-point
soft mode in the [011] direction.
In Table 5.2, the average Gruneisen parameter, Debye temperature, vacancy for-
mation energy and formation volume are listed.
5.2 Ideal Strengths
In Fig. 5-2, the phonon dispersion relation of Cu crystal under uniaxial tensile strain
€xx = 0.16, with axx = 17.3 GPa and ayy = azz = 12.2 GPa, are shown. The
soft-mode is of the long-wave type in the [011] direction. Milstein and Chantasiri-
wan performed uniaxial tension analysis [126] using their newly fitted potential and
predicted that tensile instability occurs at axx = 9.82 GPa. However their loading
condition relaxes ayy and azz which corresponds to the plane-stress condition, while
my loading corresponds to the plane-strain condition - which in the fracture mechan-
ics context is known to increase the yield stress in the main load direction. A different
way to look at the results is that my system fails at von Mises shear stress as = 2.93
GPa under dilational stress am = 13.9 GPa, while their system fails at as = 5.67 GPa
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Figure 5-3: Phonon dispersion relation of Cu crystal under shear strain €xy = 0.082,
with axy = 17.1,axx = ayy = -10.9 and azz = -9.35 GPa, using the BAJ potential
[166]. A label tracks only one of the original high-symmetry k-points. Notice the
r -point soft mode in the [110] direction.
under am = 3.27 GPa, so the results are consistent.
In Fig. 5-3, the phonon dispersion relation of Cu crystal under shear strain €xy =
0.082, with axy = 17.1 GPa and axx = ayy = -10.9, azz = -9.35 GPa is plotted
using the BAJ potential [166]. The soft-mode is of the long-wave type in the [110]
direction. Roundy et al [127, 128] found that the critical shear stress on the [112](111)
slip system is 4.0 GPa if the vertical stress is unrelaxed, and 2.65 GPa if relaxed. For
my BAJ result, the traction resolved on the (111) plane is [3.62,3.62, -0.54] GPa, or
3.4 GPa component in the [112] direction, under a vertical tensile stress of 3.9 GPa.
Thus my result is not drastically different with Roundy et al's although appearing to
be so. Also note that am = -7.6 GPa in my case, which although is still insufficient
to cause vertical pressure on the (111) plane, does considerably compress this plane
in the lateral directions, which should increase the resolved critical shear stress.
I reach the same stress analysis conclusions for the tensile case of Fig. 5-2. As
with the Ar example of section 3.1.3, both tensile and shear instabilities in the [100]
system are controlled by [112](111) slip, whose initial product ideally should be a
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Figure 5-4: Phonon dispersion relation of Cu crystal under hydrostatic strain €xx=
€yy = €zz = 0.121, with axx = ayy = azz = 20.3 GPa, using the BAJ potential [166].
Notice the L-point finite k soft mode.
stacking fault.
Different from the tensile and shear cases, hydrostatic failure of BAJ Cu occurs
by a finite-k soft mode, shown in Fig. 5-4. Also, the critical hydrostatic stress
a~ = 20.3 GPa puts a practical cutoff to the as versus am relation in the tensile and
shear failures, which if compared with the actual results, appears to be reasonable.
The EMT-96-NN potential gives approximately the same critical strains and
stresses under all three modes of deformation, shown in Fig. 5-5, 5-6 and 5-7. In
terms of failure modes, however, the EMT-96-NN Cu fails by X-point finite k soft
mode (Fig. 5-5) under uniaxial tensile strain while BAJ Cu fails by r-point soft mode
(Fig. 5-2). On the other hand, both EMT-96-NN and BAJ Cu fails by L-point finite
k soft mode under hydrostatic tension. Although these results might be due to arti-
facts of the empirical potentials, one cannot from principle exclude the possibility that
such finite k lattice instabilities do occur prior to elastic instabilities even in simple
materials such as Cu, especially since the EMT potential has a strong ab initio na-
ture. Therefore, current works on Cu ideal strenegths by Milstein and Chantasiriwan
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Figure 5-5: Phonon dispersion relation of Cu crystal under uniaxial tensile strain
Exx = 0.235, with O"xx = 21.4 andayy = O"zz = 11.4 GPa, using the EMT-96-NN
potential [183]. Notice the X-point finite k soft mode.
Figure 5-6: Phonon dispersion relation of Cu crystal under shear strain Exy = 0.104,
with O"xy = 23.6, O"xx = O"yy = -16.0 and O"zz = -11.4 GPa, using the EMT-96-NN
potential [183]. Notice the r-point soft mode in the [110] direction.
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Figure 5-7: Phonon dispersion relation of Cu crystal under hydrostatic strain €xx =
€yy = €zz = 0.0905, with O"xx = O"yy = O"zz = 19.4 GPa, using the the EMT-96-NN
potential [183]. Notice the L-point finite k soft mode.
[126], and by Roundy et al [127, 128] who use state-of-the-art ab initio total energy
relaxation but with constrained degrees of freedom, although highly convincing, still
needs to be confirmed by phonon calculations.
5.3 NanD-Indentation Simulation
MD simulation of nano-indentation of Cu is performed in a system consisting of
41,200 atoms of size 9.3 x 7.0 x 9.2 nm, under periodic boundary conditions. The
(111) surface of the system faces the indentor, which is a blunt cylinder 2.5 nm in
diameter, composed of immobile Cu atoms, shown in Fig. 5-8. The simulation is
carried out at T = OK and T = 300K. The EMT-96-NN potential is used, because
it is about 7 times faster than the BAJ potential. These are very small calculations
meant for getting preliminary results, yet one can already learn something from it.
In Fig. 5-9, the nominal pressure on the indenter is plotted against indentation
depth at T = OK and 300K. The nominal pressure is defined to be the total force
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Figure 5-8: ano-ind ntation imula ion tup.
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Figur 5-10: onfiguration immediately after the first cusp (labeled a b) in Fig. 5-9,
color- ncod d b th atom coordination number at T = OK.
immobil atom ex rted on by all other (mobile) atoms divided by
th ind nt r ro - ection (about 5 nm2). To compen ate for the reaction force the
c nt r of rna of all mobile atom i fixed. Temperature rescaling is applied on the
t m t a h p to ab orb the h at g n rat d.
that for th T = OK ind ntation th fir t u p in th nominal pre ure
v r u ind ntation d pth curv 0 urs at nominal pre ure rv 40 GPa. The configura-
tion imm di t 1 aft r th cu p i hown in Fig. 5-10. di 10 ation loop i ob erved
to hav form d with an dge-t pe Burger v ctor which do not tay immediately
und r th ind nt r becaus th activated lip yst m i slanted with respect to the
(111) urfa .
Fig. 5-11 how th final configuration after veral cusps in Fig. 5-9. It is now
h rd r to di tingui h individual di location loop as they do move too far away from
th ind nt r which cau e a pil -up. Thi ar ifact i mo t probabl due to he mall
t m iz u d and al 0 th xtr mely fa t train-rate'. But it is clear that the
d formation i quit homogen ou now dir ionall which mean other slip stem
ar a i at daft r (b).
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Figure 5-11: Configuration color-encoded by the atom coordination numb r af r
several cusps in Fig. 5-9 (labeled as c) at T = OK.
In Fig. 5-9, we ee an apparent hardening b havior for the T = OK ind ntation
but not for the T = 300K ind ntation. I do not hav a ati fa tor xplan tion for
this behavior yet, but it i po ibly due to th rmal ann aling of 10 al damag
impede the trailing dislocations.
5.4 Experimental Result
Fig. 5-12 show th brief summary of arc n nano-ind nta ion xp rim nt on u
thin films [135, 136].
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Acta Materialia 48,29, (2000).
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Chapter 6
Atomistic Measure of
Thermodynamic Driving Force
6.1 Motivation
Atomistic simulation has already become an important tool for studying defect mobil-
ity [218] and mechanical behavior in general. Without it, one can still build extremely
powerful models such as the Peierls-Nabarro solution for dislocation core "structure"
and translation barrier [219], or the line tension model for the activation energies of
kink pair processes, just to mention two, which can capture the generic features of
the problem very well. Atomistic simulation complements rather than replaces the
generic models: one is a high-level description that reveals the nature of the problem
and one obtains valuable intuition" the other is a low-level description that fills in
the missing atomistic details (not necessarily informative), is more quantitative, and
hopefully can make direct connections with experiment. In a sense atomistic simu-
lation is as close to experiment as to theory, since it plays the role of a miniature,
in fact nanometer-scale testing machine for investigating mechanical properties. As
with experiment, the raw information it provides does not automatically converts into
physical insights or even useful parameters, and must be subjected to careful inter-
pretation. The advantage of this "testing machine" over its real-world analog is that
it has more controls and better visualization, with the complete set of details; the
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disadvantage is that due to keeping all such details, it cannot be big. A one million
atom Si simulation, which is the practical size limit for routine runs nowadays, is less
than 30 nm across in a cubic cell.
This leads to the following question: at this small size, can atomistic simulation
provide realistic information? If so, in what form should it be? This is the question
I try to answer.
Small system size makes trouble in two ways: first is that we cannot directly
simulate large microstructures such as normal-sized grains or an entire dislocation.
We must "cut" a small piece, say a patch of GB or a segment of dislocation, put it
in a well-characterized environment - in this case our simulation cell, compute its
various behavior as we vary the environment, and collect the data so eventually we
can parameterize the behavior of it and all the pieces, and then put together a bigger
model. This is scientific reductionism which should work.
The real challenge here is how to characterize environments of such small length-
scales - does such characterization exist? Note that since the cell is tiny, no matter
what boundary conditions one uses (PBC or fixed), there are going to be image ef-
fects, which are equivalent to putting microstructures tens of nanometers away from
the defect of interest, that tremendously complicates the characterization of the lo-
cal environment if one were to use conventional stress field analysis approach. Such
nanometer-scale separations between defects not only happen in simulation, but also
in nature in important scenarios such as the mobility of dislocation near a crack-tip
[220]. We would like to know to what minimal dislocation-tip separation do the dis-
location react to its local environment, no matter how that is defined, rather than
couple directly with the crack-tip so we have to model the two together. Is that
lengthscale 1 nm, 10 nm, or 100 nm? Answering such questions is important both for
physical insights and for expediency in modeling.
Historically, defect interactions were modeled in terms of stress fields. And the
driving force on defect motion was also represented in terms of stress, with well-known
results such as the Peach-Koehler formula [219]. Unfortunately, these results are the
asymptotic field solutions valid in the limit of large defect separation, which might
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K-dominance
LEFM
Figure 6-1: Illustration of how the validity of a theoretical description influences the
applicable range of the corresponding invariant measure.
not be valid when the separations are only tens of nanometers. Even if they work
all right, there are enormous difficulties in computing the local stress because it is a
field concept alien to the discrete atom representation. In many cases the asymptotic
stress fields of microstructures are not even known.
The nature of this problem is very similar to the standardization of fracture tough-
ness [221, 222, 223]. A crack can be loaded in seemingly different environments with
variations in specimen shape, loading points etc., but there is only one number, the
fracture toughness, that controls whether the crack moves or not. That number is
an intrinsic property of the material that does not vary with respect to the detailed
loading environment. Successful atomistic simulations should be able to define and
produce such invariant measure irrespective of the gory details of each simulation.
The reason that the condition of a crack, for instance, can be characterized by a
single invariant measure, be it the the stress intensity factor K or the strain energy
release rate J, is that the crack-tip does not directly couple with the environment
- whatever that may be, but only via a loading ring surrounding the tip (see Fig.
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6-1). The state of the loading ring would solely depend on K or J if the specimen is
large enough to accommodate the ring size required by the corresponding theoretical
description. In the case of K, the theoretical description is Linear Elastic Fracture
Mechanics (LEFM), which is valid only when the material is within the linear elastic
strain, and therefore cannot be too close to the crack-tip, namely it has to be cer-
tain ratio away from the perimeter of the plastic zone (if there is one); when that
prerequisite is satisfied, and if the specimen is large enough to accommodate such
a ring, the stress field would be ex: K / Vi in the ring which encloses the crack-tip,
and therefore the loading condition of the tip can be solely characterized by K. But
what happens if the specimen is not large enough, so small in fact that one cannot
draw a valid K-ring to carry the K/Vi solution? Does that mean one can no longer
find an invariant measure? The answer is no, as long as there is another theoretical
description that does not require as big a ring as the K-invariant. The derivation of
the J-integral and the corresponding HRR stress field solution [221] does not require
the material to be within the linear elastic strain, and the description remains valid
much closer to the plastic zone, so the ring can be much smaller, thus allowing one to
define and measure this J-invariant with a much smaller specimen. The J-invariant
in a sense is superior to the !(-invariant because where the K -invariant is valid, the
two are equivalent by J = K 2 / E, but not the other way around.
Observe, however, that the J-invariant still requires a stress field. For reasons
listed earlier this tends to be a false assumption, or is computationally infeasible in
atomistic simulations. Naturally, one would look for even lower level descriptions
than the J-invariant that do not use the stress field concept, hoping to shrink the
ring to such small size that it would fit our atomistic "testing-machine".
6.2 Derivation
Before going into the formal derivations, let me first give an overall picture. On top
left of Fig. 6-2, a box on a floor with friction is under external force f: one knows
from experience that the box is likely to move right (and once it does, it won't stop as
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(a)
oW>O, oE-O
(J
EJ
B
oG<O
Dissipative Deformation
(b)
oW=oE
(J
o
o
oG=O
Reversible Defonnation
Figure 6-2: Illustration of reversal versus dissipative deformations.
long as f persists). One way of understanding this is from the mechanical perspective
of force balancel . Another is the energy perspective: that suppose the box move by
8x, the outside world would have done work 8W = f8x. Thus the likeness of the box
to move right under f can be interpreted as its likeness to let work be done upon it
from outside.
Consider another scenario (b): a spring is pressed by external force f and have
reached equilibrium. At that point, there is no propensity for the spring end to move
right, nor left. However, suppose it moves to the right by 8x, the outside world would
still have done work 8W = f 8x. How come in this case the spring do not like to move
right? Explanation from the energy perspective would be: yes, the spring still likes
you to do work as much as before, but now if it moves 8x to accommodate you, its
own potential energy would be jacked up by certain amount 8E. The spring does not
like that: one never sees an automatically wrought-up spring. And given the chance,
it would like to release whatever potential energy it has. Therefore, equilibrium is
achieved when the two opposite desires of the spring is balanced: 8W = 8E. It likes
you to do work, but it does not liked to have a worked-up potential energy.
IThe box will move if f > fs = J-Lsmg where fs is the static friction. Once it moves, the balance
is from sliding friction that is a function of the box speed.
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But there has to be energy balance. When 8W > 8E, the deficit has to become
heat. In (a), it becomes heat that radiates out or propagates to the floor. The critical
difference between (a) and (b) is that (b) has the intrinsic means - its configuration -
to take in W or release E in an orderly fashion - much like a bank. Whereas (a) has
no such means. At a closer look, one sees that (a) can never have such a means due
to translational invariance. There is no difference between points x and x +8x on the
floor, no possible marker to even denote how much potential energy the box has, and
therefore E =o. If the outside does work between x and x + 8x, fine, the box will
take it, and may even store it temporarily in its kinetic energy. But because there is
no place for lossless storage, it's going to get spent eventually; and once gone, cannot
be got back.
The two examples illustrate the two modes of deformation in a solid: elastic and
plastic. Elastic deformation is like (b). A perfect crystal is willing to get strained
under external stress a, but its own potential energy gets jacked-up along the way
more and more steeply, that once the point 8W = 8E is reached, it is no longer willing
to change. The process is reversible so long as the crystal remains perfect, a good
indication of which is that each atom's coordination number is not altered. On the
other hand, plastic deformation is like (a): work gets done, but potential energy of the
system does not go up, or at least not nearly as much as it should. Much of this has to
do with dislocation, a defect with perfect translation: for although the dislocation core
is very disordered, it is enveloped by perfect crystal; and the place the dislocation core
sweep by goes back into perfect crystal again as if nothing has happened. Without
this property - imagine dislocation leave permanent damage behind its wake like a
crack does, which increases system E, plastic deformation would not happen so easily
in metals. To certain degree, the perfect translation of the dislocation is like the
translational invariance of the box on floor, as both have no means to store the work
done except transforming it to heat.
This can be illustrated in (a). Call the body's volume n with height h and depth
d. After the dislocation passes though, the body obtains an equivalent shear strain of
E rv b/h where b is the Burger's vector, and the external stress would have done work
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Figure 6-3: Illustration of free energy change as defect motion driving force, reflected
by kinetic transition rates.
8W rv naf. If one asserts the same amount of strain f to the perfect crystal in (b) to
dole out the same amount of work 8W, 8W would have been converted completely
into potential energy increase 8E, often called the strain energy. But not so in (a).
If one evaluates the potential energy of (a)'s final state, one finds that E has only
increased by 2'Ybd, which accounts for the surface energy of the two ledges created -
since, as we have noted, the place dislocation sweeps by goes back to perfect crystal
again. Thus, compared to elastically straining the body to get that work 8W done
upon it, (a) is the more profitable way for the body to go because it almost does not
increase the body's potential energy: 8E rv o.
Let us look closer to see how W is spent instead of being saved as potential energy.
When the Peierls barrier is low like in AI, the dislocation moves rather continuously
and the phonon drag, operating much like the floor friction in (a), radiates away the
energy. When the Peierls barrier is high, the dislocation moves by kink mechanism
and there is no steady motion. But kink migration, like any thermally activated
barrier-crossing, is dissipative because there is no place to store the small energy profit
between the downward and upward legs of the barrier-crossing, except converting it to
local kinetic energy - which raises the local temperature and diffuses away via thermal
conduction. The kinks, with their few atoms, do not really appreciate free energy,
but they decreased it involuntarily anyway. The reason is because there is beautiful
consistency between thermodynamics and specific transition rates2 : the kink region
2 As an example, Einstein derived the black-body spectrum by studying photon rate equation.
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Figure 6-4: Illustration of virtual work by atomistic summation.
borrows from its environment a thermal fluctuation £, of relative likelihood exp(-{3£,)
and use it randomly to cross any barrier, not just the one in the forward direction
(see Fig. 6-3). But there is a slight difference in the barrier heights between the
forward and the backward peaks, which, due to lattice periodicity, is actually equal
to the energy difference between the two corresponding neighboring valleys - the free
energy profit that we have mentioned. Thus, the forward-jump is exp(-{3~G) times
more likely than the backward-jump, and it is not overstated that ~G controls how
hard the dislocation is driven to move forward.
As we have shown in Fig. 6-2, ~G < 0 in dislocation-assisted shear deformation
consists predominantly of ~W, compared to ~E rv O. Whether this remains true
when the dislocation and/or other microstructural separations goes down to less than
100 atoms across remains to be checked. But for the moment let us consider how,
in that scenario, 8W can be evaluated. For people who do atomistic calculations, he
does not need the concepts of stress and strain to evaluate 8W, because he already
has in his full command the interatomic forces.
The specific form of the rate equation has to with purely quantum mechanical details such as
the Fermi's golden rule and that the boson operators a+ ,a"- lead to In + 1,vn factors. Yet the
equilibrium distribution he got agrees with the one based on elementary combinatorics without using
the quantum rate equation at all.
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Consider Fig. 6-4, where we have chosen a loop L that encloses an atomistic
region of about ten atoms across. Imagine that it is only a small part of an atomistic
calculation that may contain many other microstructures, may be under external
loading, and may be under PBC. But by the merit of L we have partitioned the
atoms into two sets: B - those labeled as inside, and A - everything else. One notice
that B is very small indeed, but it nevertheless covers the dislocation core, so L passes
through a highly strained yet perfectly coordination-numbered region which one can
use to illustrate the Burger's circuit. When the atomistic configuration is relaxed,
there is of course total force balance for each atom of B. But that total force consists
of B-B and A-B contributions, that is, a B atom may feel force from another B atom,
or from an A atom, which individually may not be zer03 . One cannot help but think
that, as far as the B region is concerned, f iA- B is like an external force.
For a short-ranged pairwise interaction such as the Lennard-Jones potential, let
me define
fie = L f ij , i E B,
jEA
(6.1)
where fij is the interaction force between atoms i and j. A useful feature of fr is that
it is only nonzero for a thin layer of atoms in B which are close to A. Atoms buried
deep in B, like those in the dislocation core, cannot feel any force from A atoms and
therefore fr = O. By intuition, the following virtual work expression is proposed:
8W =2: ft· 8Ui = L:ft· 8Ui,
iEB iEL
(6.2)
where 8Ui is the displacement of a given B atom when the dislocation moves by one
Burger's vector. Since fie = 0 for most of B atoms, the summation actually only runs
over a band of atoms near A, which we idealized to be just L.
8Ui can be directly evaluated for any loop-enclosed microstructure by obtaining
two consecutive relaxed atomistic configurations. But in the case of a dislocation,
3This partition holds true for all empirical interatomic potentials except Coulomb interactions.
For electronic structure calculations, it is theoretically feasible to do a cluster expansion to fit the
Born-Oppenheimer surface, which due to screening should have a satisfactory short-ranged cutoff.
Most empirical potentials are meant to such expansions anyway.
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Figure 6-5: Illustration of further simplifications for defect translation.
which boasts perfect translation, a good approximation may exist whereby just the
current atomistic configuration provides enough information.
See Fig. 6-5. Due to strong translational periodicity, it may be a good approxi-
mation for an atom five-lattice-spacing away from the core to assume that
(6.3)
in which Xi and Xi-l are the current atomic positions. (6.3) is well-defined for atoms on
L (meaning each i has an i-I) because L only passes through perfectly coordination-
numbered region, as in the Burger's circuit construction.
Therefore, the external driving potential for dislocation translation is simply
8W = L fie. (Xi-l + b - Xi).
iEL
(6.4)
By referring to the analysis of Fig. 6-2, one may reasonably expect that the total
driving potential 8C is composed predominantly of 8W with 8E rv 0, or at least 8E
is small compared to 8W. This assumption may break down when the dislocation
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cores are so close that they begin to coalesce, or when the dislocation intersects other
microstructures. In these situations, both 8W and 8E must be carefully evaluated
within B.
(6.2) is called microscopic virtual work. Compared to the usual definitions of
virtual work, it bypasses the concept of stress altogether, because after all - what
is stress? In almost all contexts, stress means stress field - a continuous function
dependent on continuous variables. If we think of one atom as one discrete sample
of this function, then by common sense, we can hopefully reconstruct the continuous
function out of discrete data if there are hundreds of them - and more importantly,
there should be apparent order in the data. Such might be the case for a chunk
of crystal 50 nm across, but the task of extrapolating a continuous function out
of merely ten atoms seems hopeless. Yet ten-atom separations are not uncommon.
They not only arise out of computational cost constraints in atomistic calculations,
but also in nature, when microstructures are coming close together like crack-tip
dislocation. To analyze their interactions as if via a continuous stress field when they
are that close involves at best uncontrollable approximations. In those situations, one
should evaluate 8W using interatomic forces since they have the atomic resolution;
or when the stress field formulas are practically too hard to implement due to image
summation.
(6.2) is based on strong intuition but is not on very firm grounds, because no
one can guarantee that thermodynamic principles is applicable locally down to less
than 100 atoms. A formal derivation is given in the next section, which also works
at finite T. Even before that, my intuition has staked the claim that except from
changing fie to (e - the ensemble average of the external force, and 8Ui to 8Ui - the
ensemble average of atomic position shift after microstructural evolution, nothing
should change in (6.2) at finite T.
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Figure 6-6: Illustration of the true meaning of free energy.
6.3 Microscopic Free Energies
The Helmholtz free energy
F = -kBT log(Z) (6.5)
of an N-body system under constant T and shape/volume constraint n is the fertile
ground of many theories, where Z is the partition function:
J N N dpNdqNZ = exp(-(3ll(p ,q )) N!h3N • (6.6)
For our purpose let us integrate pN out and ignore the constants, to focus on the
configurational integral
(6.7)
where V (qN) is the total potential energy.
One often uses the thermodynamic law that an NTn system evolves in the di-
rection of decreasing F. But that needs some clarification in light of (6.7), because
if the dqN integral in (6.7) covers the entire phase volume, then Z and F are con-
stants which cannot be "decreased". What the law actually means corresponds to
the drawing in Fig. 6-6: the phase space is partitioned into well-defined "puddles" by
high energy barriers, and F is only the Boltzmann-weighted phase volume within each
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Figure 6-7: Domain decomposition that de-couples defect core with the outside envi-
ronment by an atom layer of finite thickness.
puddle. A "puddle" should have distinct characters that is easily identified - such as
the liquid and solid phases, and within the solid phase there are further partitions
like the perfect crystal, a crystal with a dislocation at b, 2b, 3b, etc. Within each
"puddle" a phase point moves around without difficulty (e.g., atom vibrations), but
only infrequently does it traverse the barrier with the help of local energy fluctuations.
The frequencies of barrier traversals favor the direction of decreasing F, as Fig. 6-3
illustrates. Free energy reduction for a dislocation mainly has to do with the local
loading environment quantified as 8W, because without 8W to break the symmetry,
b, 2b, 3b are intrinsically equivalent positions for a dislocation. The thesis of this
writeup is that elasticity theory expresses 8W in terms of stress and strain, field con-
cepts which are no longer guaranteed to be well-defined at the nano-meter scale, while
microstructures sometime do get that close. In those situations this memo reminds
people that 8W can be directly evaluated using interatomic forces, bypassing the
concept of stress altogether. The only assumption is that V(qN), as far as mechan-
ical properties are concerned, can be satisfactorily truncated as a finite summation
of short-ranged interactions, a standard practice in almost all empirical interatomic
potentials.
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Consider Fig. 6-7. An atomistic domain is decomposed into A and B, where B
covers the concerned defect that is about to change conformation. B is further divided
into C - the core, where violent atomic rearrangements are to take place, and L - the
loading loop, where no rearrangements occur even as C transforms. L, however, can
be highly strained.
It is also required that L completely cuts off the interaction between atoms in A
and C, in which case V (qN) partly decouples:
(6.8)
where qA, qL, qC are coordinates of the three non-overlapping sets of atoms, respec-
tively. This can always be done if the interatomic potential has a cutoff.
Because dqN = dqAdqLdqC, we have from (6.7),
= IdqL exp(-{J(FA(qL) + FC(qL))),
= -kBTlogI dqA exp(-{J(V(qA, qL) + V(qA))),
= -kBTlogI dqc exp(_{J(V(qL, qC) + V(qC))).
(6.9)
(6.10)
(6.11)
Let me call Fc(qL) the microscopic Helmholtz free energy of C. As free energies
go, FC(qL) is a bit peculiar because,
1. It is for a tiny collection of atoms, maybe less than 100.
2. Its dependent variables, qL, are more numerous than the usual shape/volume
constraint O.
One may think of (6.11) as purely a mathematical construct. However calling it
a free energy is not too far-fetched because it corresponds to the physical situation
of throwing away all atoms in A, impose a fixed atom boundary condition L, while
allowing the C atoms to move and thermalize, which, since only a small number of
atoms participate, can be quickly evaluated using any free-energy calculation method
for a given defect conformation and qL. FA(qL) and FC(qL) are regular functions
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FqL
Figure 6-8: Illustration of what happens to the free energies when a defect moves.
of qL when it deviates slightly from the equilibrium position qk, which is in turn
determined by the saddle point of the integral, (6.9),
(6.12)
qk is interpreted as the compromise between A-to-B loading and C's microscopic
Helmholtz free energy. In Fig. 6-8, qk is indicated by the dash line at which point
the slopes of FA (qL) and FC(qL) are exactly equal and opposite to each other.
Our concern is how much system free energy is decreased when the defect confor-
mation in C transforms. How would that reflect in (6.9)? Recall that not much hap-
pens to an L atom even as C transforms. It means that besides small displacements
~qL, there is no change in their fundamental atomic environments. For example,
the coordination number of an L atom would not change after the defect transforms,
in comparison to some atoms in C. Same holds true beyond L, in A. Thus FA(qL)
stays on the same regular branch of the free energy function before and after the C
transformation. In comparison, the C transformation switches FC(qL) from Fc ! (qL)
to FC2 (qL) due to "puddle-jump" described in Fig. 6-6. The result is illustrated in
Fig. 6-8.
Because FA(qL) stays regular, it can be treated by the usual techniques of pertur-
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bation expansion, the lowest order of which is
where I have chosen the origin of the expansion to be
qL . 8FA 8Fci I = 0OCI· 8 L + 8 L -,q L q L
qOCl qOCl
(6.13)
(6.14)
which approximates the thermally averaged L position at Cl. Furthermore, from
(6.10),
which is nothing other than the ensemble-averaged force of A on L - the "external"
loading that we have mentioned:
8FA I =:(8V(qA, qL)) = _ (fe)
8 L 8 L - Cl·q qL q CI
OCI
(6.16)
By prior definition (6.15), OCl runs over dqA, while holding qL constant at qkCl.
But to the first-order expansion accuracy of (6.13), OCl can simply be the ensemble
average over dqAdqLdqC when the defect is at conformation Cl. Either way, (fe)Cl
can be efficiently evaluated in an atomistic calculation.
Therefore, (6.9) is simplified as,
(6.17)
Let me define the microscopic Gibbs free energy of Cas,
(6.18)
(6.18) can be evaluated with the usual saddle-point integration method. Although
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we are not at the thermodynamic limit, exp(-(jOc) should still be a quite narrow
function. To the lowest order in {j, there is,
As the thermally averaged L coordinates shift to
L • 8FA I 8FC21_
qOC2· 8q L L + 8q L L = 0,QOC2 QOC2
(6.19)
(6.20)
after the Cl-+C2 transformation, let me define the spatial relaxation in L to be
There is then, finally,
A L . L L
uqo = qOC2 - qOC1· (6.21)
(6.22)
~GC is the free energy profit illustrated in Fig. 6-3. It is more elegant than its
starting point ~F because it is a local variable defined for every defect in the system,
each having a different ~Gc. It is more suggestive than ~F to describe the activation
process, because after all, thermal activation happens locally - why is the value of
system free energy F relevant to the few atoms participating in the activation? As we
have seen, details of the other billions of atoms are indeed of no interest to the "few
atoms": the "few atoms" only care about their nearby fts, the "external" loading
that the environment exerts on L, because they, and only they, help or thwart the
effort to cross the local energy barrier, which then influence the transition rates: ~F
to ~Gc, therefore, is a reduction approach.
Both analytically and computationally, ~Gc is more wieldy than ~F, as we will
see in the ensuing sections. The approximations used in going from ~F to ~Gc
(starting from (6.13)), can be controlled via higher order expansions, as FA(qL) is a
regular function. For example, if ~qk is too large to render foto be nearly a constant
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during the transformation, using ((fe)Cl + (fe)C2)/2 instead of (fe)Cl should eliminate
most of that error; but at the cost of doing two computations instead of one. Lastly,
since ~F can always be fully evaluated in an atomistic calculation at a greater cost,
all ~F to 6.Gc approximations can have exact error benchmarks.
6.4 Connection to Atomistic Local Stress
The Virial summation
(6.23)
is frequently used in atomistic calculations to evaluate the system-averaged stress
tensor4• Derivation of (6.23) is based on the system's total Helmholtz free energy F(O)
differentiated against overall shape/volume constraint O. The equivalence between
(6.23) and the mechanical definition of stress tensor ("traction per area") can be
proved for a microstructurally homogenized system under equilibrium[130] .
0, however, is only well-defined for a PBC system. A small cluster of atoms
embedded in the sea of other atoms has no rigorous definition of O. More importantly,
affine transformation 0' = JO does not describe all the ways the atomistic cluster's
boundary can move. Operationally, atomistic local stress is the artificial distribution
of the (6.23) sum into tiny volumetric partitions, a sort of coarse-grained spatial
average at the smallest scale. But its connection to first-principles is unclear.
The virtual work summation (6.2) provides an interpretation of the atomistic local
stress. Let me first verify that when the boundary of an atom cluster - L of B in Fig.
6-7, undergoes a virtual and uniform affine transformation
0' = JO, or q~ = Jqi, Vi E L, (6.24)
theorem (6.2) agrees with the intuitive answer based on stress concept. In other
words, if O"B is a valid definition of the atomistic local stress in B, then the virtual
41 have neglected the kinetic energy contribution in (6.23) and adopted a pairwise interatomic
potential, in order to simplify the notation. Both are non-crucial simplifications.
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work due to this deformation should be
8W = nBTr (O"BU), U =J - I,
as if we are using continuum elasticity.
Such a consistent definition of O"B indeed exists: let me define
(6.25)
(6.26)
where ny is the Voronoi volume of atom i. I stipulate that a term of (6.23) only
contributes to O"B if both i and j belong to B. Then,
(6.27)
On the other hand, because
(6.28)
there is, by plugging into theorem (6.2),
(6.29)
Since B atoms are at total force equilibrium, and as a B atom either interacts with
an A atom (which then contributes to ft) or another B atom, there is
Therefore, in (6.29),
fie + 2: fij = 0, \:Ii E B.
jEB
(6.30)
2: ftqT -
iEL
- 2: (2: f i j ) qT
iEL jEB
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- 2: (2: fi j ) q[
iEB jEB
B
- 2: fijqi;,
i>j
(6.31)
where in step two I am free to extend the L summation to B summation because
EjEB fij = 0 for i E C, and in step three I use the property that fij = -fji . Therefore,
I have proved the exact equivalence between virtual work theorem (6.2) and atomistic
local stress definition (6.27) for uniform affine transformation, (6.24).
When (6.24) is not true, there is no exact equivalence and no immediate interpre-
tation of aBo But (6.24) can be a first-order approximation. In other words, given L
atom coordinates {qi} and their spatial relaxations {8Ui}, one may wish to correlate
the two sets of discrete data and construct an expansion of the type:
(6.32)
where U, or rather U /2 + U T /2 + UTU, takes on the interpretation of the average
strain increment in B. There is no zeroth-order term in the expansion because'
"'f~ = 0L.J ~ ,
iEL
(6.33)
and thus a net B translation does not reflect in the virtual work. (6.32) is in fact a
multipole expansion of {8Ui}, with U being its dipole moment. In this sense aB plays
the role of the average "electric field" in region B because it is exactly the energy
conjugate to the dipole moment in 8W, in (6.25).
How does one practically carry out the (6.32) expansion? A least-square fitting
approach is recommended. Let us minimize the error
e = 2: Wi 18ui - Uqi - W: qiqi _ ... 12 ,
iEL
(6.34)
against U, W, etc. for a given order of expansion, where Wi is the weight on each
atom, which, if there is no better idea, can be taken to be 1. For the moment let us
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just do a first-order expansion. It is not difficult to show that
(6.35)
minimizes the error, where both {8Ui} and {qi} in (6.35) had been subtracted off
their weighted averages among L.
6.5 Self-Interstitial near Surface in a-Iron
I use the Finnis-Sinclair potential [161] to simulate a-iron. The formation energy of
a single vacancy is found to 1.83 eV, and the formation energy of a (110) dumbbell
self-interstitial, believed to be the lowest energy interstitial configuration in a-iron
[167], is 3.67 eVe No computation is done for the migration energies that may have
complex pathways, but it is a general feature of such materials that the vacancy has
a higher migration eneigythan the interstitial. Therefore an interstitial defect, once
created, diffuses more quickly than the vacancy. I will use this as the first example
to test the validity of invariant loop summations.
See Fig. 6-9. An interstitial defect is placed only 14 A away from a (100) free
surface. It is energetically favorable for the interstitial to drift toward the surface,
which acts as source or sink to the defect. To increase the drive a bit, I put a 0.5%
compression on the whole system. First, I compute the exact energy change before
and after the defect moves one elementary distance (lattice constant) toward the
surface, by doing two full relaxations on the entire system, which contains 24,000
atoms. The energy change is found to be extremely small: -0.00013921 eVe Thus
this is a stringent test on the invariant loop summation method.
In Table 6.1, I list the convergence result for the 2-evaluation and I-evaluation
invariant loop summations. The first column is the loop radius (core radius), the
second column is the number of atoms contained in the core. The I-evaluation loop
stops at r = 12 Abecause by then the layer atoms would touch the surface, which
destroys the translational invariance required by the I-evaluation method. There are
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L for layer:
265 atom
C for core:
-~----'--'4---'l"-~~
448 atom
A for out ide
23 038 atom
1 r=9A"'
14A
one translation
= 2.85 A
Figur 6-9: Diffu ion n ar urfa invariant loop summation for (110) dumbbell
elf-int r titial in a-iron.
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r [A] C atoms 2-Eval [eV] 1-Eval [eV]
8 170 -0.00022667 -0.00022573
9 265 -0.00012683 -0.00012654
10 338 -0.00013634 -0.00013679
11 506 -0.00014005 -0.00014068
12 610 -0.00013860 N/A
13 776 -0.00013856 N/A
14 952 -0.00013859 N/A
15 1240 -0.00013866 N/A
Table 6.1: Convergence of 2- and I-evaluation invariant loop summations for the (110)
dumbbell self-interstitial diffusion near (100) surface in a-iron. The exact energy
change is -0.00013921 eV.
no such requirements for the 2-evaluation method, therefore the loop size can increase
indefinitely.
We see that the convergence is satisfactory, considering this is a very small energy
change. Especially, both methods give acceptable results at r = 10 A.
6.6 Crack-Tip Extension near Void in Si
Si is simulated using the Stillinger-Weber potential [149]. There are 17,548 atoms in
the entire simulation cell. An atomically sharp crack is created (see Fig. 6-10) on
the (111) cleavage plane (shuffle-set). There is a void to the right of the crack. The
crack-tip to void distance is about 5 nm, or 10 rows of atoms. The simulation cell
is strained in the y direction to keep the crack open, and as one increases Cyy, the
load on the crack increases, until at a certain critical C~y, the total energy change for
an elementary crack extension switches from positive sign to negative sign, which is
the turning point in the competition between strain energy release rate and surface
energy, if Griffith's analysis is to be carried over. However, since the void is only 5
nm away from the crack-tip, one cannot expect to have a stress field near the tip, not
to say the K-zone with ex K/yT dependence. Therefore conventional stress intensity
factor analysis cannot be carried over to this tiny specimen. Such an analysis would
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Eyy
22.3 nm
D=2nm
E yy
Figur 6-10: Cr ck-tip x en ion near a void: atom are color-encoded by the atom-
i tic local h ar rain. The invariant loop of r = 1 nm i al 0 labeled.
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not be easy anyway for a much larger system, due to the presence of the void and the
periodic boundary condition. Therefore, besides full relaxation of the entire atomistic
configuration (each takes about 20 minutes on a 450 MHz Intel Pentium computer),
there is no way of evaluating the 6..E-cyy loading curve until the present, as I test the
atomistic invariant loop summation.
r [A] C atoms 2-Eval [eV] l-Eval [eV]
8 128 3.16652 3.17395
9 160 3.15973 3.16721
10 192 3.15909 3.16658
11 242 3.15841 3.16594
12 280 3.15794 3.16548
13 322 3.15765 3.16520
14 388 3.15733 3.16488
15 432 3.15715 3.16471
20 786 3.15664 3.16421
30 1778 3.15627 3.16391
40 3158 3.15614 3.16299
50 4844 3.15607 N/A
Table 6.2: Convergence of 2- and I-evaluation invariant loop summations for crack
tip extension near a void in Si at Cyy = 0.04. The exact energy change is 3.15602 eV.
The convergence result at Cyy = 0.04 is shown in Table (6.6). The quality of
convergence is much better than that of the interstitial diffusion in a-iron. Both
methods converge to less than 0.5% relative error from the exact answer at r = 1 nm.
The high quality of convergence at loop radius 1 nm maintains throughout the
entire 6..E-cyy loading curve, as shown in Fig. 6-11. The predicted Cyy transition
point is at rv 5%, across which the crack theoretically becomes unstable. I am able
to continue the static minimization somewhat into the negative 6..E zone because
there still exists a barrier between the two configurational minima, and there is no
thermal fluctuation. In a real crack at finite T, as soon as 6..E turns negative, there
is incentive for thermally activated crack front propagation, and in a fixed-loading
condition, if the crack elongates the stress intensity factor increases, so the front
propagates even faster, until eventually we have catastrophic failure. Therefore the
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Figure 6-11: Crack-tip extension near a void: the entire loading curve.
critical C~y computed here is physically significant for a real crack.
6.7 Peierls-Nabarro Stress of Perfect Screw Dislo-
cation in Si
6.7.1 Slip Systems
Slip occurs on (lll)-oriented planes in Si and Si-like materials such as GaAs and InP
because those planes have the smallest Burgers vector. But unlike simple fcc, the
diamond cubic structure has 2 atom per unit cell, so there is the further distinction
between the glide-set plane and the shuffie-set plane, illustrated in Fig. 6-12. Both
planes are parallel to [111], but one cuts three bonds, the other cuts one bond. There
always has been debates about which slip plane controls what deformation, but only
recently do people begin seriously clarifying the situation via atomistic simulation
[225, 226, 230, 231].
It is commonly accepted that the high-T plastic deformation of Si-like materials
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Figure 6-12: Slip tern in Si-lik mat ri 1 .
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are controlled by dissociated dislocations on the glide-set plane, supported by direct
TEM evidence for Si and Ge [224]. A basic feature of such motion is that it is
quite impossible for the dissociated partials (separated by tens of nanometers) to
first constrict and then cross-slip, so the two partials would remain the glide-set
plane, and the resultant slip lines should be straight.
6.7.2 Low-T Plastic Deformation
In a series of very recent experiments [227, 228, 229], Suzuki et al were able to plas-
tically deform GaAs, InP and InSb to T as low as 77K by applying pressure that
suppresses fracture. They observed humps in the resolved yield stress versus T rela-
tion at T = 300 - 420K, plotted in Fig. 6-13 in both r - T and In T - liT scales,
which indicates a cross-over in mechanism. The low-T mechanism is clearly much
less T-sensitive than the high-T mechanism.
A study of the slip lines suggest that cross-slip happens frequently at low-To
Armed with this information, Suzuki et al suggests that the low-T behavior is con-
trolled by perfect screw dislocations on the shuffle-set plane, illustrated as (b) in Fig.
6-12, which easily cross-slips.
One can scale the measured T by the resolved shear modulus G of the material, and
T by its melting point TM , and pretty much collapse the measurements of different
materials on one curve, shown in Fig. 6-14. At high T, the measured strain rate can be
fit well by the empirical relation € ex T m exp(-QIkT) with m rv 1, indicating a viscous
behavior. At low T, one can still carry out the fitting with € ex r m exp(-QlkT), but
m would be 20-50, and the quality of the fit is not good. On the other hand, with a
different form, € ex exp( -D.G(T)lkT) with D.G(T) taking on the interpretation of the
activation energy of nucleating a kink pair across the Peierls barrier on the stressed
perfect screw, one may get excellent fit. D.G(r), in a simple line tension model for
the process, has a form that can be parameterized with 1 or 2 calibrations, one of
which must be the Peierls-Nabarro stress TPN, which is the limit of T as T -+ O. At
T = TpN, the lattice potential is so tilted by the external work that a barrier no longer
exists between the two configurational minima, and only then can the dislocation
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Figure 6-14: Proposed plastic deformation mechanisms for Si-like materials.
spontaneous translate as a whole without the help of thermal activation to form a
kink pair. As can be imagined, if we assume a simple form for the lattice potential
such as sinusoidal, then knowing its maximal slope which corresponds to 7"pN would
completely determine the lattice potential. Therefore TpN is an important number
that is not only useful for T = 0, but also would help the parameterization of the
entire ~G(7") function which controls the low-T plastic behavior. It is thus important
to be able to compute 7"pN in an atomistic calculation, which is the first step toward
the eventual determination of ~G (7").
Experimentally, by extrapolating the finite temperature results, Suzuki et al pro-
posed a TpN of rv 0.05G, which converts to 2.3 GPa for Si.
6.7.3 Status of Atomistic Calculations
Unfortunately, as shown in Table 6.7.3, the atomistic calculation results vary greatly
from people to people, for the same Stillinger-Weber potential and the same defect:
perfect screw on the shuffle set plane. The reason for such large discrepancies must
be attributed to the different simulation setups. Ren et al [226] uses fixed boundary
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TpN TPN/G Size Method
[226] 4.0 GPa 0.086 3,000-15,000 atoms Fixed boundary
[230] 2.0 GPa 0.044 970-5,960 atom rows Anisotropic elasticity
Me 2.9 GPa 0.063 <7,560 atoms PBC, invariant loop
Table 6.3: Summary of the simulation results for TpN in Si.
condition computed from elasticity solutions; the TPN he quotes are the system average
Virial stress when the screw begin to move. Koizumi et al [230] also uses fixed
boundary condition but with more sophisticated anisotropic elasticity solution. They
do not explain the exact origin of their TPN but I guess it is in conformance with the
elasticity solution. My results are calculated in a PBC cell with the invariant loop
methods which I will explain in detail in the next section.
I would refrain from com~enting on whose number is correct because that would
go into the details of each calculation, but would just like to comment on the root
causes for such discrepancies which also happen frequently in other atomistic calcu-
lations of defect mobility. In my opinion, the root cause is the lack of a transferable
standard for the driving force on defects, the well-characterized environment that I
talked about at the beginning of the chapter. People tend to rely on elasticity solu-
tions, but for such small systems (rv 10,000 atoms in all three calculations), that is
really a risky option full of perils.
I suggest that the true test of a correct answer is to demonstrate transferability,
that is, since TpN is an intrinsic property of the defect, then no matter in what measure
it is defined and how one computes it, that measure should be largely invariant when
a different atomistic environment is used to drive the defect. That is, setups of the
"testing-machine" should not influence the final result, which is supposed to be an
intrinsic property.
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6.7.4 Results
I create a screw-dipole configuration illustrated in Fig. 6-15, and a screw-notch
configuration illustrated in Fig. 6-16, where the notch tip is only 10 atomic rows
from the screw dislocation, and therefore (a) and (b) can be regarded as completely
different atomistic environment for the driven screw. Shear strain €yz is applied in
both (a) and (b) until the screw spontaneously moves. In Fig. 6-17, the average shear
stress of the simulation cell is plotted as x, and /lE, calculated by the exact, 2- and
I-evaluation invariant loops (at r=1 nm) are plotted as y. As we see the invariant
loop summations still give satisfactory results for /lE in comparison with the exact
answer, and (a) and (b) both move at a critical /lE that is less than 1% off for the
two entirely different environments, which prove that /lE, with similar interpretation
as J - the strain energy release rate, is a true characterization of the diving force.
On the other hand, we see that (a) and (b) move at very different simulation cell
Virial stress averages (also different €yz 's), which shows that the overall stress average,
at least, is not a transferable standard. For (a), if we plug in the simulation cell Virial
averages into the Peach-Koehler formula, we would get an naive /lE prediction that
is off from the true value by 1 eV, which translates to 20% error in the TpN prediction.
But such setups are used by people all the time. When we do this for (b), it would
be off by more.
Of course one may try to improve upon the result by image summations to get
the so-called "local stress", but for (b) at least, this is very hard because we are
under PBC, and in general it is quite infeasible. Also, I doubt one can do very well
in extrapolating a smooth stress field in a piece of material 10 atoms wide, to whose
left there is a singular dislocation core, and to whose left there is an elliptical notch.
(b) actually is not a contrived example because it shows the behavior of a dislo-
cation very close to a crack-tip. The result in Fig. 6-15 demonstrates that even when
the dislocation is 10 atoms away from the crack-tip, it still behaves according to its
own local environment, thus verifying the intuition of strong locality, that is, the screw
is driven by atoms immediately surrounding it; it does not care about who "charges
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up" that small ring of atoms, but only about whether it is sufficiently "charged".
Furthermore, this very local characterization is quantifiable as the atomistic loop in-
variant, and is directly computable at essentially zero additional cost. We also see
that a stress field description can never lead us this far and reveal this insight, since
stress field simply does not exist so close to the core.
What is the minimallengthscale of the strong locality? 1 nm, as it turned out
for Si, which is minimal loop size one can take around the crack tip or the screw that
will keep the result approximately invariant. If the loop size is still smaller, it would
cut into the genuine defect core.
6.8 Conclusion and Insights
It is my opinion that people who do atomistic calculations, in order to produce mean-
ingful result vis-a-vis experiments, in principle never have to resort to elasticity
theory tools like image summation. Elasticity provides good guidance, can improve
efficiency (e.g., finite-element/MD coupling) in the sense of cost, but should never
be the only route to answer in terms of fundamental principles, for ones who al-
ready possess the most detailed atomistic information. Atomistic representation is
self-sufficient in the production of data, and therefore should be self-sufficient in the
analysis of data, too. For example, in order to resolve the actual driving force on a
dislocation in an atomistic calculation with PBC, it is against the author's intuition
that one must out of necessity use the image stress formulas with parameters like j.L, v
and continuum expressions like log r. They are not native but alien to the discrete
atom representation.
The similarity between this formulation and the real J-integral is striking despite
the atomistic nature of the former: both characterize the deformation driving force
the environment exerts on the microstructure not in terms of stress, but in terms of
Gibbs free energy (release rate), because energy is the most robust concept in physics.
In the case of fracture mechanics, the energy criterion outlives the K criterion -
essentially a stress criterion, in the J dominance zone where linear elastic fracture
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mechanics (LEFM) fails. Before the advent of J, fracture toughness was measured
in K with units of PaJffi following LEFM stress asymptotic form a ex: K / vr, and in
order to satisfy K dominance required by ASTM standards, the specimen in loading
experiments sometimes must be as big as 103 kg. After the J formulation, ASTM
rewrote standards in Pa·m and the same material can now be tested for fracture
toughness with a specimen size of 101 kg, which greatly saved the cost. The moral
of the story is that atomistic simulation can be viewed as a fantastic testing machine
but with a severe size limitation: at its scale - the atom scale, the concept of stress
field may often become obsolete or too unwieldy, but the concept of energy lives even
down to the atomistic resolution. The theory proposed is nothing exotic but I hope
that people develop and test practical techniques based on it, via which atomistic
calculations could align with each other and with experiments.
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Chapter 7
Summary
The problems tackled in this thesis are of great technological and scientific impor-
tance, as the study of mechanical behavior - strength, deformation, and toughness by
means ofatomistic simulation is believed to be on the threshold of significant funda-
mental progress. Simulation can provide valuable insights into mechanistic details of
defect interactions and mobility, particularly under conditions of large deformation
and elevated temperatures. In this thesis I take an integrated approach to modeling
thermal and mechanical responses, tied together by their common dependence on the
physics of bonding and their sensitive dependences on microstructures.
There are both conceptual and technical challenges to studying deformation and
thermal resistances with an atomistic approach. One must overcome the intrinsic
small length- and time-scale limitations and be able to focus on the controlling mech-
anisms. But on the other hand, physical laws valid at larger scales may become invalid
when features reach the nano-scale, as now clearly seen in microelectronics research
after 30 years of relentlessly shrinking the scales. In terms of mechanical response,
conventional descriptions such as stress-field characterizations may be no longer ap-
plicable, and one must come up with new descriptions based on first-principles that
would remain valid down to the nano-meter and nano-second scale. Here we are aided
by the fact that we have complete knowledge about the atoms in our simulation, and
therefore should not be forced to use the asymptotic field theories out of necessity.
Another major challenge is the lack of reliable interatomic potentials to carry out
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the simulation. Empirical potentials do not have to be highly accurate, but it is essen-
tial for them to be highly transferable, meaning being able to work reasonably well in
many different atomistic environments. To achieve that requires an intimate knowl-
edge of the nature of bonding, which can now be systematically revealed by highly
accurate ab initio calculations. On the other hand, electronic structure methods can-
not be used to directly model most mechanical and thermal transport properties,
since "long" simulations at least on the order of nanoseconds are needed. Thus, my
approach to solving the problem is an example of Multiscale Materials Modeling; and
the fact that I can construct and verify a robust empirical potential using electronic
structure information, model its lattice thermal conductivity with property-governing
defects, and finally reach quantitative and mechanistic answer to this long-standing .
problem of practical significance all from scratch, is a powerful demonstration of the
capabilities of MMM. In the long view, this experience can be carried over for pre-
dicting other properties and on different materials.
For the ideal strength problem, I have revealed its connection to slip and dislo-
cation nucleation in Cu (Ar), which now can be directly probed by nanO-indentation
experiment. The insights gained here are important in other contexts as well, such
as the Rice-Thomson model for crack-tip dislocation nucleation, which all belong to
various manifestations of the lattice barrier. I also show that ideal strengths can be
modeled by either lattice dynamical or molecular dynamics methods, each with its
own advantages, and find that finite k instabilities are possible in both SiC and Cu.
Lastly, I studied the influence of microstructures such as void and nanO-grains on the
athermal strength, and made connections with the Hall-Petch relation. Clearly, more
work needs to be done in this direction and much more are yet to be revealed.
Lastly, I would like to emphasize that atomistic calculations of defect mobility
require knowing the local driving forces. This is a general bottleneck to which I
have proposed a solution much in the same spirit as the standardization of fracture
toughness. The idea is to focus on the change in the local free energy rather than
the local stress which is ambiguous at the nanO-meter level. This leads to the atom
cluster invariant summation and the development of efficient method for practical
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evaluations. Finally, I show by the example of moving a dislocation in seemingly very
different atomistic environments that such an invariant measure indeed controls the
behavior of the defect, thus confirming the intuition of strong locality, which hold
literally down to 1 nm in lengthscale.
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Appendix A
Nodal Dynamics Study of
Precipitation Hardening
For the problem: dislocation motion impeded by a random distribution of point-like
obstacles, it may be better to discretize the x-direction by regular, equally h-spaced
mesh. However I am no longer assuming ay/ax to be small, thus the canonical
equation of motion (assuming no lattice barrier) for "nearly straight" dislocation[219,
132],
(A.l)
is no longer good. I shall briefly explain the physical parameters appearing in (A.l),
whose meanings hold true in general even when (A.l) does not .
• m is the dislocation "mass" density ([kg/m]), which is related to the kinetic
energy by dK = (ds)mv~/2, where ds is the differential line length ([m]) and
Vn is its "apparent", normal velocity ([m/s]). Of course, dislocation is not a
physical object and does not have mass in the literal sense; it does, however,
describes a peculiar arrangement of atoms near it which carries quanta of mate-
rials deformation and has far-field elastic stress/strain. Thus, if the dislocation
moves, the stress/strain field is going to be time-dependent, thus the atoms are
going to throb up and down just like a boat in wavy water. So dK is actually
the kinetic energy of atoms sorrounding the moving dislocation.
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• f is the dislocation line tension or energy ([JIm]), which is the sum of core energy
and elastic energy outside the core. In a not-too-bad idealization called constant
line energy model, f = J-lb2/2 is a constant (does not depend on orientation),
where J-l is the shear modulus ([J1m3]) of the isotropic continuum and b is
the Burger's vector ([m]) of the dislocation. Interestingly, one can derive for
screw dislocation: f = mv;, in close analogy with the special relativity formula
E = mc2 , where c is replaced by the shear wave speed Vs = JJ-liP ([m/s]), and
p is mass density of the material ([kg/m3]). It is thus very convenient to use a
reduced unit system in which the length unit is b, the velocity unit is vs , and
the energy unit is fb; from which all other units (time [blvs], stress [flb2 ] , •• )
can be defined. And this unit system m - 1, b = 1, f = 1 in (A.I).
• B is the phonon drag coefficient ([J ·s/m3 ] or [flvsb]), which gives dissipation to
the dislocation motion. It is similar in mechanism to the resistance a man feels
when walking in the rain, who receives more raindrops at front than back. B can
be shown to be on the order of kBTIvsb2 , where T is the material temperature.
• a is the external stress ([J/m3] or [flb2]). It makes the dislocation move normal
to itself to increase the area swept by since the material can be deformed that
way, and a likes the material to be deformed because the total free-energy is
reduced.
• F(x, ylc, a, !() is the resistance force field due to impurities in the material.
Here c is the volume ratio of the impurity, a is its average size (or force range)
([m] or [b]), and !( is the maximum resistance the impurity offers ([Jim] or [f]).
There exist two opposite limits to F: one is c » K 12f, called "Mott statistics" ,
corresponding to weak but populous obstacles (solute atom strengthening). The
theoretically predicted critical stress in this limit! is
2 (!()4/3
a = - - C2/ 3 /1
c 3 2f ,.." (A.2)
IThe theory was first proposed by NIott and Nabarro [234], and later was analyzed by Schwarz
and Labusch [238]
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above which the dislocation can move steadily in spite of the obstacles and
the material can deform plastically. The other limit, c « 1</2€ < 1, is called
"Friedel statistics"2 (precipitate-particle strengthening), corresponding to fewer
but stronger obstacles, which has a predicted flow stress of
a
c
=~ (K)3/2 = 2€ (3C)I/2 (1<)3/2
bL 2€ ba 27r 2€ (A.3)
where L2 is the average area an obstacle "owns" on the slip plane ([m2] or [b2 ]),
related to c and a. (A.3) is derived based on a geometrical argument by Friedel,
who also predicts that at the critical point,
(K) -1/2Ac = L 2€ ' (A.4)
where A is the average separation between two nearest obstacles impeding the
same dislocation.
I will focus on ~ « K/2€ limit first, in testing my own numerical scheme, since
(A.3) was well-confirmed by experiments and simulations and is also conceptually
convincing; while the theoretical derivation of (A.2), to me, looks suspicious. The
main significance of (A.3) is the scaling law
a ex C1/ 2c , (A.5)
which says that the plastic strength of an alloy does not scale linearly with the con-
centration of strengthening agents, thus by adding a small amount of agents one can
greatly enhance its strength (making dislocation harder to move and so the flow stress
is increased); also, from (A.3) one can show that peak strength can be obtained by
controlling precipitate-particle size a (as K also depend on a), through a thermal
process called "aging".
2A theory neglecting mass and dissipation was first proposed by Friedel [235]. A review was given
by Ardell [239].
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Arrest: F < K
Free: Orowan loop formation
F>K
Thermal activation
Figure A-I: Dislocation impeded by the obstacle, forming a cusp.
Now returning to (A.I), which in the reduced unit system is
(A.6)
where actually everything is dimensionless in (A.6) but I am too lazy to add the
-: Since the obstacles are now point-like, it makes sense to use its size a as the x-
mesh size h. That is, I am going to neglect all details happening below a, effectively
treating obstacle-dislocation interaction as a simple "arrest/free" rule, where a single
mesh point (ih, Yi) is going to be detained at the obstacle position (xk' Yk), if it is
found trying to cross Yk but the flanking angles on two sides are not enough to break
through the obstacle, i.e.,
(A.7)
in Fig. A-I.
So, a cusp is going to form at the obstacle position (xk' Yk)' and may be released
later if a is large enough to make the flanks bow out beyond K /2€, or if the inertia is
large enough to induce that. The accuracy and stability of the numerical scheme is of
foremost concern here. Although I am going to adopt periodic boundary condition,
using the spectral method is out of the question because it loses all its magic when
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cusps exist in the solution. How about finite-difference schemes on a regular mesh?
Surprisingly, the first thing I tried, an explicit, central-difference scheme, works well,
for reasons I will explain later. The scheme is just
n+l 2 n + n-l n 2 n + n n+l n-l
Yi - Yi Yi = Yi+l - Yi Yi-l _ B Yi - Yi + + O(D. 2) + O(D.t2)
D.t2 D.x2 2D.t a x ,
(A.B)
which leads to
n+l !"'oJ (Yi+l - 2Yi + Yi_l)r2+ aD.t2 - (1 - BD.t/2)yf-l + 2Yi (A.9)
Yi !"'oJ 1 + BD.t/2
if node (ih, Yi) is free, and
Yn+1 _ yOi = k (A.IO)
if otherwise. That is, the arrest and release of the dislocation node (segment) by the
obstacle is assumed to take on the smallest length/time scales, whose details are of
no relevance to the overall behavior. Here
(A.II)
should be less than 1, by the Coura~~t-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) convergence condition
[240]. Fig. A-2 is a simulation of the evolution of an initially straight triangular cusp
between x = [0,21T"] (under PBC) from t = 0 to t = 1, with B = a = 0, in comparison
with the exact solution. One can see that (A.9) is stable and works quite well.
Why do I insist on using a regular x-mesh? Because it simplifies the computation
of obstacle-dislocation interactions. Say there are M mesh-points and W obstacles,
how can I determine which nodes are crossing which obstacle at a given time? If my
nodes are specified by (Xi, Yi), Le., they have two degrees of freedom, the calculation
may take O(MW) efforts per step. But, if I use a regular x-mesh, Xi = ih, and make
a not-too-restricting assumption that all obstacles also lay on integer multiples of h,
xk = nkh, then instead of letting the dislocation seek out obstacles, I can let the
obstacles seek out the dislocation, i.e., check if the kth obstacle is crossed by node
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Figure A-2: Numerical solution of cusp evolution using finite difference scheme (A.9)
with r = 0.9.
i = Xk/h or not, which takes only O(W) effort to do per step.
Before moving on, let me add that there are two other ways a dislocation may
overcome an obstacle in addition to "simple breaking through" indicated by (A.7).
The first one is "Orowan loop formation" , which happens when the obstacles is im-
penetrable (dispersal-particle strengthening) by the dislocation, K/2€ > 1, but the
external stress a is large enough to make ()1 and ()2 approach 1r/2; then the two flanks
merge ahead of the obstacle - a new dislocation is formed and marches on, leaving a
little dislocation loop behind surrounding the obstacle. The actual process is quite
complicated because of dislocation self-interaction, which is ignored in our treatment;
so I won't lose much by simply stipulating that whenever ()1 + ()2 > 1r/3 during the
simulation, the dislocation is freed by Orowan loop shedding. The other mechanism
is thermal activation, which means that even if ]( - F > 0, there is still a finite
probability that an arrested segment can spontaneously overcome the energy barrier
E ~ a· (]( - F) (A.12)
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of the obstacle with the help of thermal fluctuation, much like tunneling in quantum
mechanics. The rate of transition v is on the order of
VD ( E)V~ -exp --- ,
n kBT
(A.13)
where VD ~ vs/b is the Debye (characteristic atomic vibration) frequency of the solid
and n is the number of atoms involved in this collective transition, which is rv alb
in our case. Thus, even if E > 0 and the segment can not be freed by force, there
is still probability 1 - e-vt that the trapped segment could be released by thermal
activation. These two features can be easily incorporated into the simulation.
The problem now is to generalize (A.l), which is only valid for "nearly straight"
dislocations, to situations where lay/axl is 0(1). But I am still going to adopt
a regular x-mesh with spacing h due to above-mentioned efficiency considerations,
thus comes by the name "abacus model". So long as lay/axl does not approach 00,
the ab~cus discretization should work fine as (A.9). But as I find out, it is not as
easy to come up with a stable scheme. Some seemingly plausible schemes works fine
for smooth y(x, t), but is unable to cope with the cusp situation and the quickly
becomes unstable. Some schemes may work fine but are implicit, requiring at least a
tridiagonal linear system solver3. I am looking for a robust scheme that is explicit,
has good physics in its form and does not have to provide too high accuracy because
neglecting dislocation self-interaction is already a sin.
To incorporate the correct dynamics, we must know the Lagrangian
and minimize the action
£=K-V,
A =I £(t)dt.
(A.14)
(A.15)
3It is worse than that: because the meshes wrap around (PBC), the matrix is actually tridiagonal
plus two elements on the corners, which could be solved "quickly" by moving the two elements to
RHS and do a self-consistent iteration.
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.c is itself a line integral over ds, and it is more convenient to discretize it that way
first, as a function of {Yi(t), i = 1..M} where I stipulate that (ih, Yi(t)) is right on the
dislocation at time t. Remember that (ih, Yi(t)) is not a real object but collectively
they represent a curve, so it makes no sense to identify (ih, Yi(t)) as a physical object.
Also, it makes no sense if the mesh point moves along the dislocation line because
the curve they represent does not change.
In the constant line energy model, the elastic energy is simply
~ = ! €ds = ! €Vdx2+dy2,
which I discretize as
~ ~ L €Vh2 + (Yi - Yi_l)2 + O(h2).
i
I tried to be clever once and discretized it as
~ ~ L €Vh2 + (Yi+l - Yi_d 2/4,
i
(A.16)
(A.17)
(A.18)
thinking it may provide better accuracy. But the resultant numerical scheme was
found to have a "crumpling" instability for short-wavelength fluctuations, because
(A.18) does not provide enough tension to straighten up the curve. The reason
is because (A.17) is a physically-based discretization where we "sew" straight elastic
strings between nodes, which though crude, provides real cohesion. But what physical
model (A.18) represent, with its central difference look? Strings with detached ends?
Clearly there exists modes which deform the nodes, such as Yi = (-I)i, but which does
not receives energy penalty from (A.18) at all, that is the cause of the "crumpling"
instability.
The kinetic energy !( is more complicated than ~, which formally is
!( =! ds . mv~/2,
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(A.19)
where Vn is the normal, or "apparent" velocity of the dislocation. At the ith node, I
approximate the normal vector n as
where I define
d. = Yi+l - Yi-l . /h2 + rE
t - 2 ,Si =Vi'
thus
Also, let me approximate ds centered around node i to be
so,
(A.20)
(A.2I)
(A.22)
(A.23)
(A.24)
How dare I use central difference here? I can fend off by mumbling: "energetics
is zeroth-order, dynamics is first-order", but it does not convince people. The actual
reason is because it is quite difficult to make the effective mass go to zero in (A.24),
but we can invent a mode in (A.18) to make things immediately go wrong (d~ =0)
without any initial resistance. With the correct (A.17) straightening out the curve,
(A.24) is in fact a very good approximation. However, (A.24) is not consistent with
the physical picture depicted by (A.17) of nodes linked by straight segments, whose
kinetic energy should be
(A.25)
I am convinced that (A.25) would lead to a stable, and better scheme; but computa-
tionally it is a nightmare, which as I mentioned, is implicit and involves tridiagonal
linear system and iterative relaxations. So I have to give it up and use (A.24) instead
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- and let me note here that
from (A.21).
aSi - 1 di- 1
aYi - 2Si- 1 '
aSi+1 di+1
--=---,
aYi 2Si+1
(A.26)
So for an elastic curve with inertia, without dissipation, the equations of motion
of "abacus" mesh points are
Here
and so
On the other hand,
with
a (a.c) a.c
at aYi = aYi·
a.c alC mh2 .
-----Y·
aYi - aYi - Si ~,
~ (a.c) = mh2y... _ mh2dod. y· 0!U a· ~ 3 ~ 1 ~.U~ Yi Si Si
a.c aK a~
aYi - aYi - aYi'
(A.27)
(A.28)
(A.29)
(A.3D)
(A.32)
and
a~ ( Yi - Yi-l + Yi - Yi+l )
aYi = € Jh2+ (Yi - Yi-l)2 Jh2+ (Yi - Yi+l)2 .
What is the effect of external stress? Say Yi is increased by amount 8Yi, then the
area swept by the dislocation increases by h8Yi, so the external stress would have
done work ab . h8Yi - thus the RHS of (A.27) should include an external stress term
abh.
What is the effect of phonon drag? Say that the line segment ds feels dragging
force
dF = -ds . Bvnn,
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(A.33)
decomposed into the y-axis, that is
(A.34)
thus, following (A.22), we should add a force term -B(Yi)(h/si)h to RHS of (A.27),
which is very reasonable since, if the dislocation slope is large, ay/ax » 1, even if Yi
is quite big, there should not be a significant phonon drag.
So let me put all the pieces together and the equation now reads
.. 2 2 2 ( ( ·)2 ( . )2)mh.. mh d d· . _ mh di+1 Yi+l di- 1 Yi-l
--Yi - -3- i iYi - -- 3 - 3 +Si si 2 2Si+1 2Si_1
€ ( Yi-l - Yi + Yi+l - Yi ) + abh - B(Yi)(!!- )h.
Jh2 + (Yi - Yi_l)2 Jh2 + (Yi - Yi+l)2 Si
Dividing both sides by h2 / Si, we have
Let me define
and
so now we have
(A.35)
(A.36)
(A.37)
(A.38)
(A.39)
which, compared with (A.I), suggests a finite-difference scheme by just taking a' as
a and B' as B in (A.9). Of course, a' and B' are not constants here but depend on
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i and tn, and in evaluating (A.37), (A.38) we need to use Yi±l(tn) which, unless one
enjoys doing full-blown Newton's iteration with lots of indices, can only be explicitly
computed by forward difference approximation,
n n-l
Y· . (t) I'"'.J Yi±l - Yi±l + O(D..t)l±l n I'"'.J ~t ' (A.40)
which ruin the second-order accuracy of (A.9) but match the first-order accuracy4
of (A.17). With cusps everywhere, self-interaction ignored and constant line energy
model, this is probably as good as we deserve. (A.37)-(A.40), in combination with
(A.9), and "arrest/free" rules (Orowan loop formation, simple breakaway, thermal
activation), define the numerical scheme that I will use below to simulate precipitate-
particle strengthening.
Before looking into the results, let me define a prototype system", which is Cu
(A=63.546) strengthened by Co (A=58.933) or Fe (A=55.845) precipitate-particles
of volume concentration 0.0001 - 0.05 and ](/2€ = 0.05 - 1. The particles have size
5 - 50b and are coherent with the matrix, with size misfit on the order of 1%. At
T = 300K, Cu has shear modulus J-L = 48 GPa and density p = 8920 kg/m3 • p is
taken to be independent of T, from which we infer that the Buger's verctor b = 2.56
A; but J-L is in fact quite sensitive to the temperature. Using a rule of thumb that J-L
is reduced to half its T = OK value at the melting point (for Cu, Tm = 1357.77K), we
assume that
jl{T) = jl{O) (1-2~J ' (A.41)
with J-L(O) = 54 GPa. The point is, our fundamental units € and Vs depend on J-L,
and so they will depend on T. For numbers, at T = 300K, € ~ 0.872 eV/ A and
Vs = 2187.8 m/s; and one reduced stress unit = J-L(T) /2 ~ 24 GPa, etc.
The code is written in C. In order to visualize the simulation in real time I also
programmed a threaded X Window 2D animator. Fig. A-3 shows an overall snapshot
of the simulation with cell size 40960b x 10240b (10J-Lm x 2.4J-Lm). The precipitate-
40ne may improve upon (A.17) though, by inferring curvature through interpolation, with special
consideration to cusps.
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Average dislocation velocity in Cu simulation at T=300K, a=10. c=O.OO1. 1<129=0.1
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Figure A-5: Average dislocation velocity at T = 300K, a = lOb, C = 0.001, K/2€ =
0.1.
We can clearly see a threshold behavior, with threshold stress (J~im ~ 0.8 x 10-4j.l,
which compares well with the theoretical threshold of (J~im = 1 x 10-4j.l of (A.3), pre-
dicted by Friedel. Fig. A-6 shows the behavior of A, the average separation between
nearest obstacles impeding the same dislocation, in comparison with the theoretical
result (AA). We see that again (AA) is a highly accurate prediction; when A/Ac drops
below 1, the dislocation loses its mobility.
Fig. A-7 verifies the (Jc <X (K/2€)3/2 scaling law for Ou at T = 300K and C = 0.001.
The agreement between theory and simulation is seen to be excellent. Fig. A-8 verifies
the (Jc <X C1/ 2 scaling law for Ou at T = 300K and K/2€ = 0.1. The agreement is
quite good for C > 0.001, but there seems to be a systematic deviation when c is very
small. I attribute it to the inertia effect, since if the average separation between the
obstacles is large, the dislocation can build up some momentum during its free flight
to make the next jump easier. The Friedel theory is a static one, thus that effect is
neglected. This deviation should be more pronounced at low T since B <X T.
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Appendix B
Linear Response Theory of
Transport
Following a review by Zwanzig [49], there are two kinds of transport coefficients: one
kind, exemplified by electrical conductivity, corresponds to a real driving force - the
electric field; the other kind, exemplified by thermal conductivity, corresponds to a
thermodynamic driving force - the temperature gradient. The first driving force is
easy to handle because it is a perturbation in the Hamiltonian, so it is amenable to
straightforward quantum mechanical treatments, first shown by Kubo. The other is
more difficult, and theoreticians had come up with as much as six different ways to
derive the same results. The popular route is the so-called "indirect Kubo" method
as summarized by Kadanoff and Martin [50]: the idea is that the overall form of
macroscopic hydrodynamic equations, with empirical transport coefficients in them,
can be derived purely by linearity and symmetry requirements, and is independent
of the underlying microscopic physics. We can do a thought experiment!, where one
applies various fictitious test forces to atoms. Since the external force can now be
expressed as a term in the Hamiltonian, one can investigate the system response due
to this perturbation using the Kubo technique. On the other hand, such an external
force adds an evident extra term in the hydrodynamic equations, and the system re-
IThought experiments are realizable on computers. In fact, there are several non-equilibrium
MD algorithms to calculate the transport coefficients without using the Green-Kubo formula [59].
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sponse will be parameterized by the transport coefficients, k, w, etc. Comparing the
two responses which must agree asymptotically at small k and w, we arrive at micro-
scopic expressions for the transport coefficients expressed in terms of time correlation
functions of equilibrium fluctuations in a small sample.
An alternative is the following. Suppose we have an energy (temperature) wave of
certain k in a material under PBC - if one prepares the system at t = 0 and lets go,
the wave amplitude will decay because the system wants to achieve maximum entropy.
How fast it decays depends on material properties like the thermal conductivity""
and k - very often the time-dependence is exponential, with decay rate proportional
to Ik12, as seen from the canonical heat conduction equation
• 2
cT = ",\I T.
Tk in fact corresponds to an energy wave of the form
ek = L eieik.ri ,
i
(B.1)
(B.2)
based on some reasonable local division of the total energy, which is used here instead
because ek is a real operator. Thus, one uses
(B.3)
to describe macroscopic transport, where ek is the coarse-grained energy density 2,
and Tk is macroscopic for k's that represent macroscopic gradients. Also, (B.3) is
only valid for coarse-grained time because a finite system always has fluctuations.
In 1931, Onsager proposed a so-called "regression hypothesis", which states that
equilibrium fluctuations, which have very small amplitudes, obey the same rate law
as (B.3), but only in the average sense. This average, denoted as (h, in my under-
standing does not have to be unique, but for later derivations we select ()1 to be over
2In general, Ak is unique in a certain context, but Ak may be not. As pointed out by [60], for a
solid the eik.ri factor in (B.2) can be replaced by eik.r ?
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the sub-ensemble whose phase points satisfies ek(O) = eo at t = O. Onsager proposed
that
(BA)
just like (B.3), but with a provision: it is only correct for macroscopic t. That is out
of necessity, because if (BA) held true at t = 0 one would find that fluctuations are
dying out. In fact, by a linearity argument3 , there is
(B.5)
meaning that the long-term exponential decay is replaced by sort of Gaussian behav-
ior at short t, even after sub-ensemble averaging, because the transport behavior is
replaced by molecule free-flying behavior.
If equilibrium fluctuations on the average have the same relaxation law as their
much larger, purposefully made cousins, then by studying how the fluctuations cor-
relate we can learn about transport. Why does ek operator, either due to equilibrium
fluctuations or artificially prepared, behave this way? Let me make an analogy with
human genetics: think l/Tk as the decay rate of inherited characteristics in a family.
Since the number of genes in a person is fixed, the lost characteristics have to be
replaced by something else which is mutation. The actual process of mutation is so
complicated that it appears to be stochastic (think about "random numbers" on a
computer). Let me be more specific: say certain animal on the average grows 50 blue
hair among total of 100, 000 black hair. Currently, some families grow more and some
currently grow less. A microscopic period is something like one generation, where fa-
ther with 70 bh may have a son that have 75 bh. A macroscopic period is like 10,000
years, during which the number of bh of a specific family must have gone through
lots of changes. But, on average, in all families with 70 bh at year 0, the average bh
at year 10, 000 is still a steady 68, so bh is one of the slow "macroscopic" variables
with Tk rv 100, 000 years. However, aside from the expectation value of bh, there is
3Because eo is tiny, we can always expand (ek(t ~ O)h = -A(ek(t =O)h + ....
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practically no heritage that is left to the year 10, 000 generation by the year 0 gener-
ation: the year 10,000 generation certainly would not be able to recall or deduce, for
example, if the year 0 generation got a bh increase or not from father to son, because
there are so many possibilities of ups and downs during the 10,000 years that makes
inverse deduction impossible. This tells two things: 1) the correlation time of bh, a
slow variable, is much longer than that of its actual time derivative, because a specific
bh trajectory sustains high-frequency, "random" jolts, but the average of bh, due to
underlying physics of the problem, decays slowly. 2) the fact that in macroscopic time
it is bh that is important (persistent), not how it gets there, means that fluctuations
have a Markoffian character and can be described by a Langevin-type equation.
Why is ek a slow variable? Because there is the law of conservation of energy in
the underlying microscopic dynamics, whose details are impossible to follow, so the
conservation laws are the only rules of the game. Just put k = 0 in (B.2), ek=O is
in fact conserved and thus never change. So ek can be made very slow if we plug
in a small k. Such is also the case for the particle number, momentum and angular
momentum.
Transport is the irreversible, macroscopic evolution of e(r), n(r), p(r). Because
their integrals are conserved, and a single particle could not detect macroscopic gra-
dients, the system is not in a hurry to zero them. So, the system is able to achieve
a state of local equilibrium quickly given e(r), n(r), p(r), and then e(r), n(r), p(r)
evolve at a more leisurely pace with everything else tracking them. This separation of
time-scales is the basis of hydrodynamic equations4 ; the transport coefficients, though
we do not know their values yet, must exist because e(r), n(r), p(r) are small, reg-
ular and slow. Also, e(r), n(r), p(r) can be used for labelling phase space volumes
(non-equilibrium entropy) not immediately around the global equilibrium.
The statistical mechanics definition of the entropy of a system is how much phase
4For instance, the Navier-Stokes equation is the result of a perturbation expansion of the Boltz-
mann equation (Chapman-Enskog); the small parameter of the expansion is just the ratio of the two
time-scales.
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Figure B-1: Illustration of entropy increase.
volume is gained if one increases its energy from E to E + dE,
(B.6)
Why does an isolated system tends to increase its entropy, so to speak? because
there are phase space volumes that the system has the capacity to visit, but for
some practical reasons hasn't visited yet. An example is a superheated solid which
tends to melt to a liquid with the same E but hasn't yet. Why? because there are
transition barriers to overcome, which, without nucleation sites (defects, surfaces),
are so high that the attainable phase volume is separated into two isolated regions
entirely: solid-like and liquid-like. Though theoretically one could add their volumes
together to get the "total" entropy, practically if you are in the solid-like region, you
are not able to transfer out; thus it makes sense to define a "solid entropy" that only
includes the solid-like phase volume, which one calculates by phonon expansion at
small T and perhaps more sophisticated methods at high T, but always assuming
that the atoms do not drift away from their posts - which intrinsically they are able
to do but hampered by the barrier. This is fine if the "solid entropy" (solid-like
phase volume) is greater than the "liquid entropy" (liquid-like phase volume). But
what happens if the reverse becomes true at large T? The system becomes quite
unhappy. Give it the chance, a nucleation site either by spontaneous fluctuation or
externally created, a small valley is opened up in the barrier, and guess what - the
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phase point would transit to the liquid-like region and never comes back again, since
in the thermodynamic limit you either win big or lose big. A fish that transit from a
pond to sea would not return to the pond by chance. This is just the law of increasing
entropy for an isolated system.
Thus eventually a system will go to the largest patch of phase volume and fluctuate
there, which is called global equilibrium. The global equilibrium of this universe is
called heat death. Approaching global equilibrium by processes in subsystems is called
relaxation, an irreversible process in the sense of the total entropy of this universe.
Relaxation can be fast or slow; it can be controlled. An idealization of a very slow
kind of relaxation is called "quasi-static" or "reversible" process5 , by which things get
done but the entropy of this universe practically does not increase. We can calculate
the entropy of a subsystem by its definition (B.B), but that sometimes is infeasible;
thus experimentally we measure the entropy, a potential function of its macroscopic
state (which is N, E, V if it is homogeneous), by immersing it in a reservoir and quasi-
statically changing it to another state through a reversible process, since the reservoir
that the subsystem is in contact with loses entropydEIT, PdVIT, -J-LdNIT, which
by definition defines T, P, J-L of the reservoir.
Clearly, if the subsystem is not isolated but is in contact with a reservoir, then
we should not judge which direction the universe wants to go simply by seeing if
the entropy of the subsystem (dS) would increase or not, because the entropy of the
reservoir also changes as dEIT, PdVIT, -J-LdNIT. The reservoir and the subsystem
in fact collude to increase the total entropy of the universe. It is not difficult to
check that the total entropy of the universe increases as -dFIT if the reservoir and
the subsystem is able to exchange energy and particles, or -dGIT if they are able to
exchange energy and particles and volume. So the Helmholtz free energy F = E - T S
and the Gibbs free energy G = E - TS + PV are the relevant potential for the
two setups, which tend to decrease6 • Note that although heat death hasn't been
5The reason that quasi-static process can exist, at least ideally, is that entropy generating rate
may be quadratically dependent on the relaxation rate.
6An example is a fracture crack under constant loading: one can open and close the crack by
8a reversibly if one puts a gadget in 8a which stores some useful energy if 8a were opened quasi-
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Figure B-2: Illustration of transport.
achieved yet, we do assume the subsystem to be in the state of local equilibrium so
the phase volume it currently lives in can be labelled by a few macroscopic variables
(6.N, 6.E, 6.V) or fields (e(r), n(r), p(r)), instead of the full description; and that
is OK because any other microstate relaxes to local equilibrium neighborhood in
.a matter of pico-seconds and they are "rare events" occupying insignificant phase
volume anyway.
Thus, we now refine our definition of transport as the slow migration of a phase
point from one local equilibrium neighborhood to another, as illustrated in Fig. B-2.
The variables which we use to label the local equilibrium neighborhoods are called
gross variables, X, Y etc., that are often k i= 0 components of conserved densities in
continuous-space transport problems. For simplicity only X dependence is shown in
Fig. B-2: Xl, X2 etc. label the total phase space just like 'solid' and 'liquid' do in
Fig. B-1, except that X is continuous. Also, let me use X = Y = .. = 0 to label the
global equilibrium. The phase volume is "by far" the largest there, so if the system
is there, the total phase volume can be well-approximated by the volume of just that
statically. But in reality there is no gadget, there is nothing to contain this energy except inertia so
it is turned into kinetic energy (or used to break up the material) which eventually becomes heat,
and the reservoir blithely sucks that out. Using Hook's law, one can show that of the W work done,
only half can be absorbed into the strain energy when the transients stop; others are wasted. This
example is what I call a first-order instability because finite free energy would be lost when ~a is
opened, which is used to judge if the system is stable (1' < 0). First-order instabilities are loading
condition independent: the crack becomes unstable at the same state if constant displacement instead
of constant traction condition is used. Another kind, second-order instability (f' = 0, f" < 0), is
loading condition dependent.
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neighborhood, whereby the system is homogeneous and the equilibrium entropy 5E
depends only on the total N, E, V. On the other hand, if the system is at a local, but
not global, equilibrium, it is still possible to study 5, the non-equilibrium entropy,
which has extra dependencies on X, Y etc.; and 5 is crucial since the monotonic
increase of neighborhood volume is the driving force of the gross variables' evolution.
To quantify the above, we carve the total phase volume into
(B.7)
where 9E, 9x etc. are the appropriate coarse-graining scales that are on the order of
spontaneous fluctuations at global equilibrium ("neighborhood" size). Since we are
interested not in the exact numerical value of dr but its trend: with 5 on the order
of J/K and k = 1.380658 X 10-23 J/K, the possible "exchange rates" of 9E, 9x etc.
between different systems can be safely ignored. Thus one can show that 5 defined
by (B.7) is actually consistent with the definition of equilibrium entropy 5E
(B.8)
and in this context, this is always
(B.9)
for a weakly coupled system.
In a pedagogical example, two isolated systems 1 and 2 are connected by an
unspecified weak link through which energy and particles can be exchanged. 1 and 2
have not reached homogeneity yet but are already homogeneous by themselves. The
gross variables in this case are just X = IlE and Y = IlN, where
(B.10)
as the superscript G denote the values if global equilibrium is reached (but we are
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not there yet). Then, the non-equilibrium entropy
which at equilibrium: X = Y = 0,
SE(E, N) = S(O, OlE, N),
as SE only depends on E and N instead of X,Y ,E,N.
Now, one could see that
as as 1 1 J.Ll J.L2
8S =ax8X + ay8Y = (T
1
- T
2
)8X + (-T
1
+ T
2
)8Y.
If one thinks S as a potential, then X and Yare the displacements, and
(B.ll)
(B.12)
(B.13)
as
Fx =ax - (B.14)
are the forces. Thus at global equilibrium there must be
Fx - Fy - o. (B.15)
This fixes the statics of the problem but not the dynamics. Can the dynamics be
second-order like the Newton's equations? No, because the concept of "inertia" is
absent here - look at the phase point trajectory in Fig. B-2: the frequent "jolts"
there are enough to make a phase point forget where it was 100 ps ago. And if it
cannot remember the past, inertia could not exist, and the overall trend of where the
system is going is only dependent on the current position, a character of phase flow
and first-order equations except that the number of variables is greatly reduced. Also,
from day to day experience it is clear that transport does not have the oscillatory
behavior that is a character of second-order equations. A fish that has swum from
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pond to the sea is not going to swim back again7• Thus the dynamics is most probably
first-order, as first proposed by Fourier, and indeed it is found to be such universally.
With small X and Y, we are also entitled to do linear expansions: firstly in (B.14),
and secondly in the dynamics, where quite generally we would have
(B.16)
and Lxx, Lxy , Lyx , Lyy are called transport coefficients - equilibrium properties of
the system. In general, for a system with n non-zero gross variables slightly deviated
from global equilibrium, X,
n
LLijFj.
j=l
(B.17)
The Onsager regression hypothesis deals with a subtle point: if the gross variables
X are not only defined macroscopically but also have a real microscopic representation
in terms ofphase point coordination (pN, qN), then we can study the time-evolution of
X's fluctuations near the global equilibrium, which is not quite the same problem that
the transport law (B.17) describes originally, since the X there are artificially prepared
and, though small, are macroscopically measurable. Here, the magnitude of X is on
the order of -IN. Nevertheless, given a sub-ensemble at t = 0 having certain Xo in the
global equilibrium neighborhood, how would the average of X evolve? Conceivably,
the bundle of X will diffuse, and its average will decay, as the initial character of
the sub-ensemble becomes more and more washed-out. It is quite possible that this
"mini"-transport problem has the same rate law as the real transport problem, with
the qualification that sufficient time (greater than the molecular correlation time) has
elapsed since t = 0 that the sub-ensemble has achieved the same fluctuation spread
in X as the real transport problems, which has a very small but non-zero mean.
7Well, not before the Poincare recurrence time, that is. The Poincare recurrence theorem serves
no other purpose besides confusing people since the recurrence time is irrelevantly large - much
larger than the heat death time of the universe.
8This is necessary from the view of Ito's calculus that is also used for modeling the stock market:
if x is a Wiener's process dx = JJ:z;dt +au:z;Viii where a belongs to the standard normal distribution
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If the above hypothesis is true, then as side-product of the derivations which we
will do next, and by invoking time-inversion symmetry (essentially p -+ -p symme-
try), Onsager proved his famous reciprocity theorem,
(B.IS)
in the absence of magnetic field (which will interact with p in the Hamiltonian). Thus
L is a symmetric matrix, and it must also be positive definite because the entropy
generating rate S, by (B.13) and (B.17), is
. TS = f Lf. (B.19)
(B.17), (B.IS) and (B.19) summarize the general laws of linear transport for systems
not far from global equilibrium.
Returning to Onsager's hypothesis, if
n
(Xi(t))o = L Lij (Fj(t))oj=1
n n
- - L L ij L Sjk(Xk(t))o for t ~ TM
j=1 k=1
(B.20)
where TM is the molecular correlation time (on the order of ps), and we pick a t such
that
(B.21)
which is always feasible since I(LS)-11, like Tk in (B.3), is macroscopic (on the order
of seconds). We then multiply both sides by X,(O),
n n
(Xi(t))oX,(O) = - L L ij L Sjk(Xk(t))oX,(O),
j=1 k=1
(B.22)
and average over the distribution of initial X(O) generated from the the equilibrium
(operationally Wiener's process is defined by a random walk with the proper stepsize, bias, and
frequency v in the limit of vdt -t 00 for a given time resolution dt), then locally I(x) also follows a
Wiener's process with uI = f'uz and JLI = f' JLz + I"u; /2, thus the spread of x does influence the
mean rate of change of I.
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ensemble,
n n
((Xi (t»oX, (O»X(O) = - L Lij L Sjk((Xk(t»oX, (O))X(O). (B.23)j=1 k=1
Because I(LS)-11 ~ t, the (Xk(t»o term on RHS is very close to Xk(O) since
(Xk(O))o =Xk(O), and (X(t»o evolves with time constants that are macroscopic,
so
(B.24)
As for the LHS, it is clear that for any properly defined sub-ensemble, there is
((A(t»oB(O)) B(O) = (A(t)B(O)),
where 0 is the usual equilibrium ensemble average over pN(O), qN(O) ,
(B.25)
(A(t)B(O» = (A(pN (t), qN(t)lpN (0), qN(O))B(pN (0), qN(0))). (B.26)
Thus (B.23) is transformed into
n n
(Xi(t)X,(O)) = L Lij L Sjk(Xk(O)X,(O».j=1 k=1
However, since there is
(B.27)
for an isolated system by the definition (B.7), and because near equilibrium there is
n n
S';::j SE - LLSijXiX j/2,
i=1j=1
by (B.17), the equilibrium fluctuations have amplitude
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(B.28)
(B.29)
And thus, RHS of (B.27) becomes
n n
- I:: Lij I:: SjkSk/kB -
j=l k=l
On the LHS, we notice that
n
- I:: Lij8jlkB = -kBLil ·
j=l
(B.30)
((X;(O) + l drX; (r))XI (0))
l dr(X; (r)XI (0)) = - fat dr(X; (r)X/(O)) , (B.3!)
where we use the lemma that in the presence of p ~ -p symmetry,
(A(t)B(O)) = (A(O)B(-t)) = (A(O)B(t)) => (A(O)B(O)) = (A(O)B(O)) ,
(B.32)
but because
there must be
o = ~ (A(t)B(t))lt=o - (A(O)B(O)) + (A(O)B(O)),
(A(O)B(O)) = o.
(B.33)
(B.34)
Combining (B.30) and (B.31), and by letting t/rM -+ 00 while keeping t «
I(LS)-ll, we arrive at a general result
(B.35)
the Green-Kubo fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The assumptions of this derivation
are
• The correlation time of a slow variable is much longer than the correlation time
of its fluctuations9 •
9This may sound paradoxical when the slow variables have the same amplitudes as fluctuations,
and indeed are defined based on the fluctuations. But note that the average of a specific bundle of
fluctuations is not a fluctuation.
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• Onsager's hypothesis that linear transport holds at the smallest amplitudes.
And, based on the second assumption, Onsager proved his famous reciprocity theo-
rem: L ij = Lji, which is plainly seen from (B.35). These are the core of present-
day non-equilibrium statistical thermodynamics, which essentially is a perturbation
theory about the global equilibrium. It seems to me in hindsight that a thorough
understanding of the basic ideas behind equilibrium ensemble theory, starting from
Gibbs and Boltzmann, leads naturally to these results.
Let me now return to the special case of thermal conduction, following prior
discussions from (B.l) to (B.3). Due to the spatial homogeneity of the material on
the large scale, only components with the same k can couple to each other, so we
can focus our attention on just one ek describing a single sinusoidal internal energy
wave in a periodic system. In many materials, stresses propagates much faster than
the heat wave, so stresses will be fully relaxed inside the system and thus will be
uniform. The non-equilibrium entropy, S, as in the simple pedagogical example, can
be approximated by the sum of parts in local equilibrium, in this case an integral of
specific entropy
S = / drs(e(r), v(r)), (B.36)
where dr runs over volume elements of a reference system in perfect equilibrium, and
e(r) = eo + ekcos(k· r).
Associated with e(r) there is a change in the specific volume
v(r) = Vo + vkcos(k· r),
(B.37)
(B.38)
which does not alter the total volume V of the periodic system. Without losing
generality, we can assume that
(B.39)
with parameter a to be optimized. We then expand (B.36) in terms of ek and Vk: it
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is apparent that the first-order terms vanish after the integral and we are left with
the second-order contributions,
whose maximum is achived by taking
(B.40)
lX-
Sev
,
Svv
(B.41)
and the maximal S (after relaxing the gross variable Vk instantaneously) is
S -_ S V SeeSvv - S~v 2E + -4 . . eke
Svv
(B.42)
The above seemingly complicated fraction, after being calculated in a homogeneous
system, is simply (almost by definition)
(B.43)
And so, the thermodynamic driving force corresponding to ek is
(B.44)
and the canonical transport equation is
(B.45)
Comparing with the empirical formula (B.1) and using (B.35), we see that
(B.46)
Note that ek defined by (B.37) differs from ek defined in (B.2) in two ways: it
is the coefficient of a cosine wave instead of eik.r wave, and it has been normalized
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by volume. Thus, if we use the ek of (B.2) which is more natural in dealing with
particles10, the thermal conductivity would be
(B.47)
where the Ikl -+ 0 limit is taken in the scale of spatial correlation of molecular
contributions to eke
Let us consider the k-dependence more carefully, and focus on solid materials, so
that
N
ek(t) = L ei(t) exp(ik· r~).
i=l
(B.48)
In (B.48) , ei(t)'s are spatially correlated. Why? because the energy is conserved -
if one atom is losing energy, then its neighbors are gaining the equal amount. That
energy will in turn spread and influence further-away atoms at some later time, so
there is also temporal correlation. However, the correlation does not persist forever,
spatially or temporally, since the original energy packet interact with other atoms'
packets in complicated fashions and eventually gets scattered. Imagine that you re-
ceive a package from a stranger! It will almost look stochastic to you, and if you keep
receiving such packages it will influence your ability to discern packages that were
originally meant for you, and your ability to pass on packages. In phonon physics,
the temporal correlation is characterized by the phonon mean free time 'Tp and the spa-
tial correlation is characterized by the phonon mean free path lp rv IVGI'Tp, where VG
is the phonon group velocity. Beyond 'Tp and lp the correlation decays exponentially,
so 'Tp and lp are the maximal extent of indirect correlation11 •
Now, as engineers are interested in k's that satisfy Ikllp « 1, we can do the
lOWe see that for a solid, because (B.36) is defined in such a manner (Eulerian instead of La-
grangian description), it is more natural (and simpler) to define ek == Ei ei exp(ik .r?), first pointed
out by W. Hoover.
11Direct interaction, on the other hand, reaches no further than a few atomic spacing, which
temporally corresponds to liD! where liD is the Debye frequency.
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following:
(ek(r )ek(0))
N N
L L(ei(r)e;(O)) exp(ik. r?;)
i=1 ;=1
N N
L L(ei(r)e;(O)) (1 + ik· r?; -Ik. r?;12/2 + ...),
i=1 ;=1
(BAg)
as (ei(r)e;(O)) already vanishes when the exp(ik . r?;) expansion goes bad. Here r?;
is defined as
r?; =(r? - rJ) mod L, V =L3 , (B.50)
i.e., r?; is the real separation between atom i and j instead of the literal subtraction,
that should always be much shorter than L - the system size. The two definitions
are equivalent for eikor?;, but only (B.50) can be used in its expansion since it requires
k· r?; ~ 1. Thus in (BAg), the zeroth order term does not contribute because
N
Lei(t) =0
i=1
(B.51)
for this splendidly isolated system. The first order terms also does not contribute
anything in a p ~ -p system because
(B.52)
is symmetric in i ~ j but r?; is anti-symmetric. This leaves us with the second-order
terms; all ensuing orders give no contribution in the limit of klp 4- O. For an isotropic
system (in the sense of 3 x 3 tensor), we will have
N N
(ek(r)ek(O)) = -lkl2 L: L(ei(r)e;(O))lr?;12/6.
i=1 ;=1
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(B.53)
So following (B.46) and (B.53), we arrive at
(B.54)
What makes ei(t) =F O? Clearly, if the atoms do not interact, then ei will be
the particle's kinetic energy and ei =o. Thus, without losing generality, one could
assume that
(B.55)
where p counts interactions, for instance a certain pair interaction between i and k,
a triplet interaction between ikk', etc. An interaction modifies the kinetic energies of
constituent atoms and their share of its potential energy, but a sum rule
(B.56)
always holds for a specific p, which can be named micro-conservation of energy12. One
can also assign a geometrical location r~ to p, the details of which are not important
except that r~ is close to its constituent atoms, and so atoms i and j in (B.54). Thus
N N
l: l: ei(r)ej(0)lr?jI2
i=l j=1
N N
l: l: l: ei(r)ejp(O)lr?p - rJpl2
i=1 j=l p
N N
l: l: l: ei(r)ejp(O) (Ir?pI2 - 2r?p . rJp + IrJp12)
i=1 j=l p
N N
l: l: l: - 2ei(r)r?p . ejp(O)rJp
i=1 j=1 p
N N
l: l: l: l: -2eip' (r)r?p' . ejp(O)rJp.
i=1 p' j=1 p
(B.57)
120ne can always do a cluster expansion of the total potential energy surface V = ~p~. Since
ei = Vi· F i+E~l V j .o~/orj, and both F i and ~ are some linear combination of p's, ei == Ep eip.
It is also easy to verify that a specific p gives zero contribution to E~l ei.
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where we used (B.56) and (B.51). r?p and rJp are defined same as r?j in (B.50), which
for r~ near atoms i and j, satisfy the decomposition
(B.58)
And so by virtue of (B.54) and (B.57), we finally arrived at
whereby if one defines the system total heat current J as
N
J(t) =~~ eip(t)r?p,
i=l p
(B.59)
(B.60)
the well-known result is recovered. The point of using p in defining (B.60) is to remove
the ambiguities in using periodic coordinates, a concern that disappears when one uses
local origins of interactions instead of a single fixed origin. The reader should check
that procedures from (B.47) to (B.59) are mathematically rigorous, but relying on
physical assumptions of
• The system is macroscopic and isolated: 2:~1 ei(t) =O.
• Linear partition of interatomic potential to local interactions.
The above derivation is theoretically in good standing for the imagined isolated
macroscopic system in periodic boundary conditions. However it is not a viable MD
scheme by itself because MD cannot reach the macroscopic lengthscale, and indeed
is quite difficult to reach the lp scale (rv 100 A to 1 J.Lm) of perfect crystals. One
could not have derived (B.59) starting from such a tiny system. Instead, the hope
is to directly relate to (B.59), study the size dependence of (J(r) . J(O)) MD results,
and hopefully demonstrate the possibility that that it has reached a plateau of some
sort in size-dependence even at this tiny scale, and then extrapolate to infinity. If it
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is a perfect crystal at low temperature, perhaps there is a systematic way to estimate
the error of evaluating (B.59) in a small k-mesh system by studying the phonon
Boltzmann equation. But this size-dependence business is far from over.
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Appendix C
N-body Microscopic Heat Current
Expression
Suppose the Hamiltonian of a collection of particles is written as
11, = L K i +L 'V2(ri, rj) + L lt3(ri, rj, rk) + .. + L Vn(ril' ri2' .. , rin ) + ..,
i i<j i<j<k il<i2<..<in
(C.I)
where K i is the kinetic energy of each particle:
(C.2)
and the n-body potential Vn(rh' ri2' .. , rin ) is invariant with respect to any permuta-
tion of particles,
(C.3)
Le., the functional form puts no extra emphasis on any specific particle, then the
division of 11,
(C.4)
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into "single particle energies" Ei is intuitively clear:
Ei - Ki + L lt2(ri, rj)/2 + L V3(ri, rj, rk)/3 + .. + L Vn(ri, ri2' .. , rin)/n + ..
pairs triplets n-lets
(C.5)
where "pairs", "triplets" etc. refer to all interactions that this ith particle participates
in, and it is reasonable to say that it "owns" l/n of all the Vn interactions that it
took parts in.
The net heat current of the system,J, is defined as
J
- !!- (LE-r)dt . I I
I
- L EiVi + Eiri
i
- LEiVi +j. (C.6)
It is easy to show that j is linearly superpositionable, in the sense that the influence
of any n-Iet interaction (via Vn ) directly adds onto J,
(C.7)
which is true even if Vn does not have permutation symmetry. One underlying reason
is that
but F i is the linear sum of all interactions,
Fi - L F~j + L F~jk + .. + L Fi~2i2in + ..
pairs triplets n-lets
(C.8)
(C.9)
in which, for instance, F~jk is the force contribution of any ijk-triplet interaction to
particle i.
So now we can focus on a specific n-Iet interaction, and simply add everything
together in the end onto j. Let me denote the particles involved rt, r2, .. , r n , and
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the part that this n-Iet interaction contributes to by~. Because of Eqn. (C.5),
~Ei contains two parts: a kinetic energy part and a potential energy part. With
~ki = ~Fi· Vi and
there is
(C.IO)
as by definition,
So, there is
~F·1
I n 8~V-~-_.Vj
n j=1 8rj
I n
--~~F··v·LJ 1 l'
n j=1
8~V
- - 8rj .
(C.II)
(C.12)
(C.13)
One can see from Eqn. (C.13) that ~j depends only on the relative separations of
rI, r2, .. , r n and not on the origin of the coordinate frame, Le., it is frame-independent,
because for any uniform shift: ri -+- ri + a, where a is a constant,
n ( In)L ~Fi·Vi--~Fj.vj a
i=1 n j=1
(
n Inn )~b.Fi·Vi-;~.t;b.Fj.Vj a
O. (C.14)
Thus, in evaluating Eqn. (C.13), we are free to pick any coordinate origin that we
like.
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One further simplification is
n
L(~Fi) = 0,
i=l
which can be derived from the translational invariance of Vn .
Two-body interaction
For any particle pair (i, j) that falls into the interaction range,
and there is
(C.15)
(C.16)
(C.17)
Because I am free to choose any coordinate frame origin, I can let ri - 0, and so
only one term in Eqn. (C.13) (the n = j term) contributes,
~j2 = ( t::..Fi . vi - ~(t::..Fi • Vi + t::..Fi . vi)) ri
1
- (~F·· (v· +v·))r·2 J J I J' (C.18)
where we have made use of Eqn. (C.17). If one remembers that the present frame
origin is on particle i, the expression must be
(C.19)
in other frames.
Three-body interaction
Now,
(C.20)
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and
I still can choose ri = 0, then
(C.21)
(~Fj . vj - ~(~Fi . Vi +~Fj . Vj +~Fk • Vk)) rji +
(~Fk . Vk - ~(~Fi . Vi + ~Fj . Vj + ~Fk . Vk)) rki
(~Fj . (2vj + Vi) + ~Fk . (Vi - Vk)) rji +
(~Fk . (2Vk+ Vi) + ~Fj . (Vi - Vj)) rki }, (C.22)
where
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(C.23)
Appendix D
Lattice Thermal Conductivity
The thermal conductivity of solids usually consists of two parts: those due to electrons
and those due to the lattice. For insulators and semiconductor~, the main contribution
comes from lattice conductions, and the heat influx
(D.I)
where we had assumed a spatially varying local temperature to be properly defined.
1'\, is generally a 3 x 3 tensor, but for crystals with point symmetry higher than Td ,
it's a scalar.
If a crystal is purely harmonic, 1'\, should be +00: that's because a purely harmonic
crystal cannot support local temperature variance, since all our normal coodinates in
the Hamiltonian are of global character. If we heat up the atoms in part of the crystal
and let it go, it will automatically do a normal coordinate analysis and the crystal
will be homogeneously vibrating in no time, each normal coordinate independent of
other. Thus, for a solid to have finite thermal conducitivity/resistivity, there must
be anharmonicity of some sort: either it's the higher-order term in the expansion, or
defects. The exact solution of these problems are extremely difficult, so usually we
treat the crystal as nearly harmonic and do perturbation theories on phonons states.
Another important concept is that of lattice wave packet. When the lattice is un-
der a heat gradient, it can't be descibed by a single stationary state Ink!, nk2, .. ,nkarN)'
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but should be the linear combination of many such states with time-dependent coef-
ficients, to form a wave packet, localized in some spatial region. It's well known in
wave mechanics that such packets will travel in the speed of group velocity,
8Wj(q)
Va = -"---8q
and so is the energy it carries. Thus, the heat current is
(D.2)
(D.3)
This picture might work best for lattices with some anharmonicity or defects, so that
the packet would be deflected to form a new one before it's too much widely spread.
However when the anharmonicty is too much the fromula will also break down.
D.I Phonon Boltzmann Equation
There is Boltzmann's equation:
{)f~,r) + Vr • (f(k,r)vd(k)) + collision integral = 0 (D.4)
where f(k, r) is the local density distribution of phonon states. The 2nd term is
due to the drift of phonons in varying spatial density, the collision integral comes
from local transitions between different phonon states, which is the combination of a
variety of phonon-defect, phonon-phonon scattering mechanisms.
For a steady state,
and
8f(k, r) = 0
at (D.5)
(D.6)
The exact solution of Eq(D.4) is fairly difficult, so people use variational methods
to get approximate solutions. [52] Here it suffices to sketch the basics of the problem.
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It is convenient to cast Eq(D.4) into a canonical form. Define
(D.7)
Since phonons are Bosons with zero chemical potential, in thermal equilibrium there
is
1
fo(k, r) = exp(f3E
k
) _ 1 (D.8)
and so
fo(k)(l + fo(k))
kBT
(D.9)
Take elastic phonon-defect scattering for example. Here a phonon state k could be
scattered into another state k' of the same energy by the defect, with positive transi-
tion rate £(k, k'). From the principle of microscopic reversiblity, and by verification,
there should be
£(k, k') = £(k', k)
Then obviously, for a steady state,
(D.lO)
8f(k, r) vG(k) . VrT =
aT
-collision integral
-J(f(k) - f(k'))£(k, k')dk'
- k;T J(<Pk - <Pk' )fo(k)(l + fo(k))£(k, k')dk'
k;T J(<Pk' - <Pk)P(k, k')dk' (D.ll)
where we have defined
P(k, k') = fo(k)(l + fo(k))£(k, k') (D.12)
and in the derivation we have use the fact that since Ek = Ek" they have the same
occupancy in equilibrium. This is the so called canonical form of the Boltzmann's
equation.
This equation must be satisfied for all k's. If we define X k to be what's on the
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left of Eq(D.ll), it can be written as
(D.13)
where P is a linear operator, and X k is a known quantity, once the dispersion curve is
known. Further examination will show that 'P is a Hermitian operator too. Solution
of the inhomogenous integral equation Eq(D.75) can be sought by minimizing the
functional
< <I>k, P<I>k > 1
-----cx:-
< <I>k, Xk >2 K,
where we have defined the inner product
(D.14)
(D.15)
The physical meaning of Eq(D.14) being that nature will facilitate heat conduction,
thus maximizing the rate of entropy production, under the constraint of maintaining
steady state.
Relaxation time approximation
One of the most common approximations we make to Eq(D.4) is the collision time
approximation, where we approximate the collision integral by
11··· 1 f(k) - fo(k) f(k)co ISlon Integra = - =---
r(k) r(k)
irrespective of the distribution of other phonon states. Then at steady state,
8f(k, r) (k) . V T = _ f(k)
aT VG r r(k)
So the heat current is
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(D.16)
(D.17)
( 8f(k, r) )1iwk -r(k) aT vG(k)· VrT vG(k)
But since
Jq = LJ% = -P;'VrT
k
there is
(D.1S)
where
P;,= LT(k)a1iw~k,r)va(k)va(k)
k
Lr(k)Cv(k)vG(k)vG(k)
k
;'?W2
Cv(k) = kB~fo(k)(l + fo(k))
(D.19)
(D.20)
is the heat capacity of phonon-state k.
Isotope Scattering
Suppose an isotope with extra mass D.M is situated at (L8), then
A p(~)2 p(~)2 _ -D.M A(L)2
V = 2(Ms + D.M) - 2Ms - 2M§ P s
And so, from Eq(2.199), there is
(D.21)
(D.22)
- ~~ (~_iJ1i~~Wkek(8) exp(iq· R(L))(ak - a~k))
.(;; iJ1i~:k'ek' (8)* exp(-iq' . R(L)) (a!, - a_k'))
- D.~ liMs L ek (8) . ek' (8)* exp(i(q - q') . R(L))
2Ms 2N kk'
VWkwk,(akal, - aka-k, - a~kal, + a~ka-k') (D.23)
Since energy is conserved in 1st-order PT, the o'ka-k', a~kal, terms won't survive,
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also there must be
So,
(D.24)
v= - L: nD.Mwk
kk' 4NMs
+
{ek(8) . ek' (8)* exp(i(q - q') . R(L))akal,
ek*(8) . ek' (8) exp(-i(q - q') . R(L))alak, } (D.25)
Now, because we are mostly interested in the scattering by a random distribution
of isotope defects, we are considering the problem,
Vtot=-L:
kk'
+
(~Ak(8) · Ak' (8)* exp[i(q - q'} . R(L;)])akat,
1
(~Ak*(8) . Ak' (8) exp[-i(q - q'} ·R(L;)])atak' (D.26)
1
where
(D.27)
For a specific scattering process, say, a phonon k -+ k', the matrix element is
2
2 L Ak (8) .. Ak' (8)*exp(i(q - q') . R(L i ) )
(D.28)
Here a factor of 2 appears in the module because of the possible interchange of k, k'
in Eq(D.26). Since Li , the position of isotopes, are uncorrelated , the average is
where D is the total number of defects. So the transition probabilty from k to other
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states is just, by Fermi's Golden rule,
(D.29)
For materials with Td or higher point symmetry there can be a nice simplification,
because then all vectors (x, y, z) belong in whole to a single irreducible representation
r vee of the point group, and
L /Ak(8). A k' (8)*/2
k'
L A:(8)A~*(8)A~*(8)A~' (8)
k',a,{3
L .!. L A:(8)A~*(8)A~k'*(8)A~k' (8)
k' ,a,{3 h {U}
L A~(S)A~·(S)HL D:~"(U)D~p1c(U))A~·(S)A~(S)
k',a,{3 {U}
~ k k* 1 h k'.· k'Li Aa(8)A{3 (8)-h-d8a{38a'{3,Aa, (8)A{3,(8)k',a,{3 vee
L ~ /Ak(8)/2/ Ak' (8)/2
k' 3
For monoatomic crystals, ek (8) is a unit vector, so
If it's not, we can approximate it by
~(1i/:::"MWk)2
3r2 4NMs
Exact Solution in Debye Model
(D.30)
(D.31)
Let us assume there is a monoatomic crystal with simple dispersion relations of
isotropic elastic medium. Let the sound velocity of transverse and longitudinal wave
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be Ct, C, respectively, and the transverse branch is doubly degenerate. In this case,
(D.32)
In the last step we have replaced nk' by the average occupation number nk, which is
like collision-time approximation where we ignore the possiblity of "group deficiency".
Inside the summation is just the density of states, which we can replace by integral
:E 8(1iwk - 1iwk')
k'
L JQ41r::dk o(1iwk - 1iwk')
branches 8
n 1 2 1 2
21r2nWk(cr + c~)
Combining our results, we have
(D.33)
(D.34)
It's not surprising that we recover the ubiquitous w4 laws again, which conforms to
the general long-wave Rayleigh scattering result of a ball (ka « 1) stuck in an infinite
elastic medium, with higher density.
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D.2 3-Phonon Process
In the expansion Eq(2.144) we have ignored the cubic term in harmonic approximation
{T' 1;r,. '" '" '"
Y3 = -'.:l:'mm'm"UmUm'Um"6
Express it fully in normal coordinates using Eq(2.198), it becomes
(D.35)
Since the summation is irrelevant with repect to the translation of (LL'L") as whole,
it vanishes unless
or
q + q' + q" = 0
q+q'+q"=G
(D.37)
(D.38)
where G is a reciprocal lattice vector. (D.37) is called normal or N-process, (D.38) is
called Umklapp or U-process.
Multiplying out the terms in Eq(D.36), we have
'" '" '" [1] '" t '" '" [2] '" '" t ,. [3] ,. t '" t '" [4]
akak,ak" + a_kak,ak" + aka_k,ak" + a_ka_k,ak" +
,. ,. ,. t [5] ,. t ,. ,. t [6] '" '" t '" t [7] '" t '" t ,. t [8]
akak,a_k" + a_kak,a_k" + aka_k,a_k" + a_ka_k,a_k" (D.39)
If two of the q's are fixed, there is only one possible value for the third, either
through (D.37) or (D.38). The conservation of energy further requires that
(DAO)
Due to this reason, the terms [1],[8] in Eq(D.39) are not possible in first order process.
The solutions of Eq(D.58) could be sought from the following graphical construc-
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w!-q-!--q' --{
"'--"':-q' .'
Construction for 3-phonon process.
circle: t+t=l. square: t+l=l
Figure D-1: Possible three-phonon processes.
q
tion: First we draw the dispersion curve. If we want to investigate possible inter-
actions concerning (q,w), we just translate the whole dispersion curve onto (q,w),
and search for its possible crossing with the old curve: the crossing point on the old
coordinates would be (q", w"), on the new coordinate would be (q', w'). Note that
the crossing point could be beyond 1st Brillouin zone: if it does, then it's U-process,
otherwise it's N-process. By careful observations of these constructions on a simple
Debye model, we arrive at only two possible types of processes:
transverse + transverse -+ longitudinal
transverse + longitudinal-+ longitudinal
(D.41)
(D.42)
For multi-atom systems, we would have 3r - 3 optical branches. It's generally
believed that optical phonons doesn't contribute much to the thermal conductivity
because they have less group velocity. Also only one type of process is allowed for
Debye model:
acoustic + acoustic -+ optical (D.43)
3-phonon process constitute the main part of thermal resistivity in a perfect crys-
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tal. It is also believed that the Normal process is the main part of it. However, if
there are only N-processes in the system, the thermal resistivity will be infinite, since
then the quantity
Q = Lqf(k) (D.44)
k
would be conserved always. That means once we establish Q =1= 0 in the system,
it will continue to be so without the ability to recover true statistical equilibrium,
thus having finite heat current (best seen in Debye model) without constant thermal
gradient, which implies infinite thermal conductivty. It follows then, that the Umklapp
process plays a vital role.
We can approximate the thermal conductivity at low temperatures (T « 8) by
the following argument: in order for Eq(D.38) to hold, one of the phonon q must
exceed G/3, while smaller than G/2 in order to stay in the 1st B.Z. Since the Debye
temperature 8 corresponds to G, it follows that the probability of existence of such
phonon excitation is proportional to
exp(-,8/T) (D.45)
with, between 1/3 and 2/3, for the Umklapp process to be possible. And thus the
thermal conductivity holds the same scaling.
D.3 Temperature Rescaling
Debye Model
Debye proposed the following single-parameter spectrum density,
dP = d c:r, W < WD, 0, W 2:: Wn, (D.46)
where the normalization is a single degree of freedom, which should possess kaT total
energy under classical mechanics and harmonic approximation. In contrast, under
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quantum mechanics, the total energy is
(E) - fWD d (.!!-)3 (! + 1 ) 1Uv
- 10 Wo 2 exp (~;,) - 1 .
Let us define
We then have the quantum energy average,
LWD (W) 3 (1 1 )W(E) = kBTo d - - + -,o Wo 2 exp (2f . c:o) - 1 Wo
which can be written as,
(E) = kBTo r
1
dy3 (-21+ (11 1) ) y,10 exp 4f. y - 1
or,
(E) = kBTo fl dy (-21+ (11 1) ) 3y3.10 exp 4f. y - 1
Alternatively, one can rewrite (D.51) as
(D.47)
(DA8)
(D.49)
(D.50)
(D.51)
(D.52)
Therefore, if we require the classical system to have equal energy as the quantum
system on average, we would demand
(T)4 !o.. (1 1)TMo=To To faT dy "2+ eY -l 3y3. (D.53)
This form is more ready for numerical evaluation. We see that when T -+ 0, TMO -+
(3/8)To, a nonzero value. But when T -+ 00, TMO = T + O(1/T).
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To get the heat capacity, or dTMn/dT, it is easier to work on (D.51):
2 (To. )dTMD = (Tn) r1 dy exp T· Y 2 3y4,
dT T 10 (exp(~.y)-l)
or alternatively,
dTMn _ (:£)3 r* dy 3y4eY = D (:£)
dT - Tn 10 (eY - 1)2 - Tn'
(D.54)
(D.55)
where D(x) is the well-known Debye function [6], with D(x) rv (41r4 /5)x3 as x rv 0
and D(x) -+ 1 as x -+ 00.
In practice, the phonon spectrum density or DOS is of course not in the same
form as (D.46). Especially, multi-component systems have optical bands that are
of entirely different structure than (D.46). Nevertheless, (D.53) and (D.55) provide
good functional forms for TMn(T) representation, both numerically and physically.
Let us consider the temperature rescaling procedure's physical effect on classical MD:
it can be proved that the initial 1iw/2 and the later flatter TMD (T) excitation in
classical MD mimics the effect of quantum phonon Boltzmann equation, but with
the unsatisfactory aspect that this correction is incorrectly smeared out throughout
the entire spectrum (if one allows the classical system to equilibrate), so only an
average correction effect remains. Given that, the question is suppose we have a
wide spectrum which contains optical band that is far from the acoustic band, which
part should one sacrifice, that is, more incorrectly smeared out? It is not hard to
see that it should be the optical bands, since they do not contribute significantly to
the thermal conductivity. Furthermore, one often worries more about the quantum
effects on thermo-mechanical properties near room temperature, and less for when the
temperature is high, say T = 1000K. The reason is not just because these properties
might be less important at high temperature than at room temperature, but also
because the quantum effects themselves are not significant enough to have a big
influence at high temperature. If we think about it, it is common practice to do
classical MD without any correction - but one is still expected to get sound result
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at high temperature, so it must be all right if we apply correction but which is not
neatly fitted for high temperature. Therefore, I think it is a good idea to fit (D.55) to
the actual heat capacity at T = 300K, where only the acoustic band is likely to be
activated.
D.4 Connection between Classical and Quantum
Phonon Scattering
In the past years, we numerically calculate the lattice thermal conductivity of di-
electric solids using the Green-Kubo fluctuation-dissipation formula and molecular
dynamics simulation based on classical Newtonian dynamics using well-tested inter-
atomic potential [75], with a crude temperature rescaling scheme due to Lee et al
[142] to account for the quantum-mechanical heat capacities at low temperature. It
is found that in the high temperature region (T > TD /2) and for perfect crystal (Ar,
Si and SiC), where", follows T-a behavior (a rv 1), the calculations yield reliable
results as compared with experiments. It also provides a qualitatively correct picture
of the drastic defect-induced reduction of thermal conductivity at high defect con-
centration. On the other hand, the simulation fails to produce the low-temperature
thermal conductivity of these crystals, where", has the form of eDIT, while our model
continues to give T-a behavior and becomes much lower in absolute magnitude in
comparison with the experiments. In view that the Debye temperature for Si is 550K
and SiC> 1000K, this includes room temperature and is a severe drawback to the
usefulness of our simulation.
At extremely low temperatures (T < TD /20 - TD /10), the experimental", heads
for a drastic decrease ('" ex T 3 ) as the phonon mean free path becomes limited by
the macroscopic sample size. Our model produce qualitatively the same result by
coincidence.
To see why the simulation fails at low temperatures, we must concede that the
conventional classical MD simulation describes a fictitious world where classical me-
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chanics and statistical mechanics always hold true at any given temperature. Consider
a spring with Hamiltonian,
(D.56)
whose trajectories on pq-plane are closed ellipses with size dependent on its total
energy E, and encloses area A = 27rE/w. In classical mechanics, all E's are allowable,
and so all ellipses could exist, which fills up the phase plane as a continuum. The
density of states on the pq-plane is the continuous integral Jdpdq, and the partition
function is
Z Jd d -1l/kBTclassical = P qe . (D.57)
In this world, the property averages are just Gaussian integrals and one can easily
show that
(D.58)
independent of w, which is the famous equi-partition theorem, provided that the
classical Newtonian mechanics are followed.
But, in our real world, a quantum world, the energy is quantized instead of con-
tinuous. The only allowable E's are
EN = (N + 1/2)1iw. (D.59)
It is still helpful to consider the pq-plane, for a so-called semi-classical picture which
is the same as the classical one except only a countable number of ellipses can exist,
satisfying the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition 1
f pdq = 27r(N + 1/2)1i, (D.60)
which is seen to be equivalent to (D.59). So, in the quantum world, the density of
1The original formulation for Hydrogen electron is without the ~ factor.
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pq
Figure D-2: Phase space trajectories of an harmonic oscillator and its quantization
states is a discrete sum EN instead of continuous integral Jdpdq,
Z - ""' e-1I./kBTQM - LJ .
N
(D.61)
(D.61) and (D.57) would not differ by much if the scale of available energy, kBT, is
much greater than the energy separation between two nearest ellipses, liw; just like
a man standing far away cannot distinguish the subtleties of a painting - which is
the "approach to continuum" or "correspondence principle" between quantum and
classical physics. But if the available energy is comparable to liw, then the system
can distinguish the discrete ellipses, which then could modify its behavior profoundly.
The most illustrious example worked out by Einstein is that of the "anomalous"
heat capacity of solids at low temperature. From (D.61),
-hw/2kBT
Z = e-hw/2kBT + e-3hw/2kBT + e-5hw/2kBT + ... = _e_-:-~-=
1 - e-nw/kBT'
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(D.62)
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Figure D-3: Occupation number of a quantum oscillator as compared to a classical
one (dash line).
and thus
8logZ (1 )(E) = ((N) + 1/2) liw = - 8(1/k
n
T) = etLW/kBT _ 1 + 1/2 liw.
Here
(D.63)
(D.64)1(N) = etLW/kBT _ 1'
is the Bose-Einstein distribution for bosons. (D.63) can be shown to approach (D.5S)
asymptotically as O(l/T) when T ~ 00.
One can see that the heat capacity of a quantum oscillator (slope of Fig. D-3)
- the derivative of average internal energy with respect to T, only approaches the
constant kB value predicted by the equi-partition theorem (D.5S) at high enough
temperatures. When knT/liw is on the order of unity, there is a severe discrepancy
between the quantum and classical results. Same thing would happen for the thermal
conductivity",.
In a solid, there exist not just a single oscillator but a whole bunch (in fact, 3N) of
them, each with different w's. Labelling them can be difficult; but for a perfect crystal
with translational symmetry, a great simplification happens (Bloch theorem) where
one can label them by k and branch number j's. These vibrations with space-time
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Figure D-4: Comparison of heat capacity between a quantum oscillator and a classical
one (dash line).
periodicity eikoRn-iwj(k)t are called phonons; and wj(k) is called the phonon dispersion
relation. When k is small (long waves), there exist three j-branches that have almost
linear dispersion: wj(k) ~ cjlkl; they are nothing other than the sound and shear
waves in a solid corresponding to macroscopic elastic deformations. They are special
because only at smalllki do wj(k)'s approach o.
A continuum can support arbitrarily large k; but a discrete lattice can only sup-
port up to 21r/ a where a is the lattice spacing of a pedagogical ID lattice. It can
be easily seen that k + 21r/ a and k represent the same wave on this lattice, which
is called aliasing. Thus, k + 21r/ a and k are exactly the same label for vibrational
eigenstates and so, we only need to label the eigenstates by k E (-1r / a, 1r/ a), which
is called the first Brillouin Zone. If one traces the lowest W of a given k, it usually
achieves maxima on ±1r/a, the BZ boundary; with maximum on the order of the
so-called Debye frequency W D.
Depending on temperature, some phonons (grouped according to frequency) are
more populous than others; the most populous is called thermal phonon frequency
WT, which dominates the thermodynamics of the system. WT exists because there
are more phonon states at large k (ex 41rk2dk) , but larger k also means larger W
which means smaller (N) in (D.64). The situation is thus divided into two scenarios:
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Figure D-5: Two scenarios in the activation of phonons. When kBT » 1iwD , the
thermal energy (large) circle encloses the entire BZ; so the classical equi-partition
theorem is good for all phonons and thermal (representative) phonons are those on
the BZ boundary. On the other hand, when kBT < 1iwD , the activation circle is in
BZ: inside the occupation is still classical, but outside the Bose-Einstein distribution
must be used, which is exponetially small. The thermal phonons are those on the
circle.
If kB T ~ 1iwD, i.e., if the available thermal energy (signified by the big circle) is
enough to excite even the highest available frequency, WD, at the BZ boundary, then
WT = WD. In this case all phonon excitations can be well-approximated by the classical
"effective" occupation number
(D.65)
and it is valid to study the entire system using classical mechanics. On the other hand,
if the thermal energy is smaller than 1iwD (small circle in BZ), then WT = kBT{h;
modes inside the circle are still excited according to classical equi-partition theorem,
but those outside the circle (w > WT) are not and (D.64) is essential. So it is inap-
propriate to describe such a system using classical mechanics without modification.
In the above we regard the phonon modes as perfect normal modes of the system,
where the occupation number Nkj , once assigned, has no reason to change. This
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is not so once nonlinearities exists in the interaction potential, the leading order of
which are the cubic terms, that can annihilate a phonon k1 and create two (k2 , k3),
and vice versa, which makes the BZ look rather like a boiling pot of water. But, not
any triplets of k can scatter; energy must be conserved:
(D.66)
and so is the quasi-momentum
(D.67)
because, as we said, a discrete lattice can not support real momentum, so there is
only a conservation law for the quasi-momentum. If the reciprocal vector G in the
bracket (21r fa for the ID lattice) is not involved, it is called a Normal or N-process;
otherwise it is called Umklapp or U-process, which in German means "flip over". One
can see that in order to "flip over", at least two of the three Ikl's must be greater
than IGI/2, so at least two w's involved are quite large. This means that the rate of
Umklapp process will drop drastically in scenario II, because quite generally, it can
be shown that the rate of a three-phonon process is proportional to
(D.68)
where NI, N2 , N3 are the current occupation numbers of the phonons involved; since
N is exponentially small if it lies outside the activation circle, one can see that the rate
of Umklapp process becomes exponentially small (ex e-O/T ) in the low temperature
regime of WT ~ WD, when the rate of Normal process only decreases as algebraic
powers of T. This is going to have important consequences on the crystal's thermal
conductivity.
Why do we have to distinguish between N- and U-processes? The reason lies in
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Figure D-6: Character of the streaming, Normal and Umklapp-collisional terms.
the form of the phonon transport equation (for details see the last reference),
aNkj "( 7\T ) aNkj
--+ v· 1YkjVa =--
at at zz· .co uzon
(D.69)
RHS of (D.69) describes the local phonon collisional processes that we mentioned
above; it can be further categorized as N- and U- collision rate functionals IN[N]
and Iu[N]. Note that their contributions to the rate of change in Nkj does not
only depend on Nkj itself, but also on other phonon occupation numbers2 • IN[N]
and Iu[N] can further be shown to have the Bose-Einstein distribution NBE(kj) as
zero-modes, which means
(D.70)
so complete equilibrium is only achievable when T is constant everywhere.
The second term on LHS is the so-called streaming term, which for steady state
(a~:j = 0) heat flow, is the only input or inhomogeneous term of this integro-
2An effort to ignore that is the relaxation time approximation, which only makes sense in scenario
I where TlJ "J TN and there is no clear distinction between mechanisms.
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differential equation. It has the important feature that it carries net quasi-momentum
[54] with it,
l;! :kV. (NkjvG) = SVT # 0,
3
(D.71)
where S is the entropy per volume of the crystal. By analogy, one can think of a
2D BZ phonon distribution as a pile of sand, whose height is the highest at zone
center and lowest on zone boundaries. The streaming term is to such effect that the
amount of sand is increased on one side (k's along the temperature gradient - 'VT)
and decreased on the opposite side. The overall result is that the center of mass of
this sand dune is shifted toward - 'VT.
Without counteractive processes, this shifting of center of mass will simply con-
tinue. Because each phonon mode carries certain amount of energy and propagates
it by group velocity vG = dw / dk which is often along the k-direction, the net effect
is to induce a macroscopic heat current Jq in the - 'VT direction; and in fact Jq will
just increase without bound. So without counteractive or scattering processes, the
thermal conductivity will just be infinite.
Both Normal and Umklapp process are counteractive processes which tries to
revoke whatever changes the streaming term causes to the phonon distribution. They
cannot fully win, but they do strike a balance with it; so in the end the center of mass
is displaced but is not growing, and a finite instead of infinite Jq will be established.
We must distinguish between Normal and Umklapp processes because they play
different roles in this struggle against the streaming term. To see this, we must
understand that the Normal process cannot change the total quasi-momentum of the
system, since by definition k1 = k2 +k3 . So whatever the center of mass displacement
the system currently has, Normal process cannot recover. The job, called momentum
relaxation, has to be done by the Umklapp process, which catches anything that
spills over the BZ and put it on the other side, in effect reducing the center of mass
displacement of the system.
Then, what is the role of Normal process? Normal process induces thermalization,
or approach to local equilibrium. This comes from the observation that not only
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NBE(W), but also N~E(W) = NBE(W-k·V) for arbitrary V having the dimensionality
of velocity, are zero-modes of IN [N]. N~E(W) can be thought of as nothing other than
a Bose-Einstein distribution with a displaced center of mass V. Thus the Normal
process is a mason with a good eye for details but cannot correct for the systematic
deviation of the sand pile. It measures the average "center of mass" of the BZ at a
given x and then tries to re-shape the pile according to N~E(W). If somewhere there is
a notch (some k-modes are under-excited), it can propagate the energy from surplus
regions to this deficient region by many small Normal collisions. And, as we said,
when WT « WD, such thermalization has a much shorter time scale (TN) than the
momentum relaxation time scale (TU), since the rate of Umklapp process decreases
exponentially with T while that of the Normal process only decreases algebraicly.
Thus the low-temperature crystalline thermal conductivity is controlled by Umklapp
process rather than the Normal process, which is the weaker of the two in fighting
against the streaming term. And at any given moment, the .leading-order phonon
distribution should have the form N~E(W), as if relaxed instantaneously by IN.
In exact analogy, a box of gas can only be at global equilibrium as e-mlvl2 /2kB T, but
a local equilibrium distribution e-mlv-v(r)12 /2kBT, which is also a zero mode of the gas
collisional operator, can exist and persist for quite a while. Suppose one gives the gas
an initial random distribution at t = 0, under suitable conditions (dense gas, namely)
we will find that within a very short time TL, the system approaches local equilibrium;
beyond TL, the macroscopic variable v(r) evolves with timescale TH with the leading
order particle distribution e-m /v - v(r)1 2 /2kBT co-moving3. The reduced equations (as
a function of r only) are called hydrodynamics equations, or fluid mechanics equa-
tions. The transition from kinetic to hydrodynamics theory relies critically on this
separation of timescales and the assumption of leading-order local equilibrium. By
the same token, when WT« WD and TN «TU, we can concentrate how V(r) evolves
with time rather than the full Nkj description, which is appropriately named phonon
3There are, of course, next-order terms, without which there can be no shear stress or heat
current; their relations to v(r) and its spatial gradients can be systematically calculated by the
Chapman-Enskog expansion of the Boltzmann equation, which is essentially a TL/TH expansion.
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hydrodynamics.
It should be quite clear now why classical MD cannot be used to study the low-
temperature thermal conductivity without modification, since in that fictitious world
the equi-parition theorem ordains that there should always be significant excitations
for all phonon modes (think of Ii ~ 0 and the activation circle goes to infinity). SO
TU is always as big as as TN, and there is no separation of timescales, no phonon
hydrodynamics, and no eOIT like thermal conductivity rise.
Wigner-Kirkwood Ii-Expansion It can be shown that any two-point correlation
function of the quantum world can be expanded in a power series of Ii, the coefficients
of which are classical n-point correlation functions. Besides being quite complicated
analytically and numerically, I also doubt that a power series expansion can be useful
in the deep quantum domain, as all previous applications were for liquids, where the
quantum effect is indeed a small correction. Nevertheless, it is a trodden path and
when we have nowhere to turn, we may try this.
Path-Integral MD PIMD seems to be something new that just appear recently
in the simulation study of water4 • The path integral MC is a rigorous way to sample
quantum mechanical partition function, by linking many identical systems in a closed
loop with springs ex lilT, and then do plain classical MC sampling. I am not sure
that the extension of MC to MD yields the correct dynamics, although the quantum
partition function is exactly reproduced. This method looks hopeful because it has
a clear picture and is not hard to implement. Furthermore, I think the Wigner-
Kirkwood expansion can be derived as a result of this approach.
Quasi-Momentum Relaxation Method One may think of our low-temperature
trouble as a terrible complication; but the establishment of phonon hydrodynamics
may also be a great simplification as in the theory of fluids, once we have means to
deal with them in a fundamental way. For example, the following hydrodynamics
4There is a close analogy between a flexible water model and a quantum solid, and we have
unfortunately met both.
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Figure D-7: Schematics of a collective deformation mode (D.73) in phonon occupa-
tion. ± means increase or decrease from its global equilibrium distribution.
equation [54],
liP TS2
-d +-P=O, P=pV,t K,p
for a spatially homogeneous system may be used to calculate K, directly, where S
and p are the entropy and "mass density" of the phonon system, both of which
have explicit expressions. What we need is a numerical "lab" in which V(O) can be
assigned and dV/ dt measured, and this lab must be quantum mechanical (at least
for a short while), by which we mean the correct quantum mechanical evolution of V
must be reproduced. This is achievable by a simple equivalence rule and a specially
conditioned classical MD system.
In above I described the critical differences between classical and quantized phonon
excitation amplitudes at low temperatures, and why that leads to exponentially rare
occurrence of the Umklapp processes and the establishment of local "drifted equilib-
rium"
(D.73)
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by the more frequent Normal processes. One can derive, by 'TN/'TU expansion, homolo-
gous to the Chapman-Enskog development, a set of phonon hydrodynamics equations
([54] pp. 138) which looks much simpler than the Boltzmann equation but are exacts.
A simplified version is (D.72) ([54] pp.137), which describes the temporal relaxation
of the total quasi-momentum, or "center of mass" of a spatially homogeneous phonon
distribution, to zero due to U-processes. Its relaxation time 'T~ (rv 'Tu) is thus directly
related to the thermal conductivity by
TS2
K, = --'T~,
P
where
kB ""S = -0 L.,(Nkj + 1) log(Nkj + 1) - Nkj log(Nkj)
kj
is the entropy density, and
(D.74)
(D.75)
(D.76)
is the "mass density" of the phonon system, relating V to the total quasi-momentum
density
as
p = 2: 1ikNkj
kj
(D.77)
(D.78)
Please note that this relation is exact as long as phonon hydrodynamics holds,
unlike the well-used expression
K, =L Cv(kj) IVG(kj) !2'Tkj/3,
kj
(D.79)
that comes by the single-relaxation time approximation, which represents a physical
5They are on the same footing as the Navier-Stokes equations, so as "exact" as the Navier-Stokes
equations are "exact".
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picture of "broken rank" of the phonon system which is only valid at high tempera-
tures. However, there is a close symmetry between the exact (D.74) and the empirical
(0.79) which we shall heavily exploit later on.
The big surprise is that the crux of the matter: the relaxation of the total quasi-
momentum by (0.72), whose origin is purely quantum physics, can be faithfully
investigated by classical molecular dynamics.
The bridge is phonon Boltzmann equation, quantum and classical. It is my feeling
that the full quantum dynamics, as described by the Schroedinger equation, cannot
be simulated in a fool-proof manner as the classical world by MO, where if one needs
something and computer is available, he can just blindly go through the procedure
and get whatever he needs6 • In this case, we have to learn about the specific problem,
whose main theoretical tool is the quantum phonon Boltzmann equation, based on
three-phonon scattering [56]. It is the unique symmetry of the phonon Boltzmann
equation that leads to a simplified, "semi-classical" approach.
We are going to study the relaxation ofY in NBE(W-k·Y) at low T due to phonon
collisions, in the absence of spatial gradients such as \IT, so there is no streaming
term and the full equation reads
8(Nkj ) = 8(Nkj ) I = IN[N] + Iu[N] =
at at collision
2;f ::[~ ,Bjj'j" (k, k', - k")8(w" - w - w')
3 3
(N"(N' + l)(N + 1) - (N" + l)N'N) +
~ L:,Bj'jmj(k', kIll, -k)8(w - w' - WIll)
jill
«(N + l)N'N'" - N(N' + l)(N'" + 1))]. (0.80)
6That is not true if complexity of the real problem is involved, but let me just naively call that
a "computer time" problem.
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following [54] pp. 55, (6.15), where
and B~11~~~3 are the cubic nonlinear coefficients of the potential,
(D.82)
as defined in [54] (6.3), (6.5) and (6.1D).
The idea is that although we use (D.8D) theoretically, practically we do not want
to deal with ,Bjj'j" (k, k', k")'s, which are hard to calculate, hard to store, and RHS
integral of (D.8D) with 8-functions are hard to evaluate. The next order, quatic
terms will be even more complicated. We want to realize (D.8D) by doing a real MD
simulation using the full interatomic potential, from which the ,Bjjlj" (k, k', k") '8 are
derived.
However, although the ,Bjjlj,,(k, k', k") coefficients in (D.8D) are inherited exactly
in a classical MD simulation, (D.8D) itself, which is derived from Fermi's Golden Rule
in quantum perturbation theory, does not. In fact the +1 factors after N', N, etc.
are the unique property of boson operators. How can that be inherited by a classical
simulation?
To show the symmetry of (D.8D), let me concentrate on the first term (second term
follows identically) of the collisional integral and omit all inconsequential symbols, and
write it as
8(N)
at =1i (N"(N' + l)(N + 1) - (N" + l)N'N) 8(w" - w - w') + ...
=1i (N"N' + N"N + N" - N'N) 8(w" - w - w') + ...
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(D.83)
One can readily check that if
w
1 + N- 1 = exp(const . w) =exp( kBT) (D.84)
then RHS of (D.83) vanishes identically. So (D.84) is in fact the necessary and
sufficient condition for the establishment of equilibrium Bose-Einstien distribution7•
The corresponding Boltzmann equation in a fictitious, classical lattice vibrational
system can be derived purely based on classical mechanics. However a much simpler
way is to let Ii -+ 0 in (D.80) while one keeps the energy E fixed,
E 1
Ii -+ 0, N -+ 00, Nli -+ M =w = (N + 2)1i fixed.
Then (D.83) becomes, after multiplying both sides by Ii,
(D.85)
8(:) = <(liN")(liN') + (liN") (liN) + li2N" - (liN')(liN)) d(W" - W- w') + 000
(D.86)
Thus in the classical limit the third term li2Nil vanishes and one obtains
8~) = (M"M' + M"M - M'M) d(W" - w - w') + 000' (D.87)
where M =E/w can be related to the classical vibrational amplitude. Eqn (D.87) is
then the Boltzmann equation of a fictitious classical vibrational system, which MD
simulation realizes in full. One can easily check that the necessary and sufficient
condition for RHS of (D.87) to vanish is
E k T M -- kBT,= const = B ,
W
re-confirming the classical equi-partition theorem.
(D.88)
7For the same reason, if only N-process is present, local equilibrium NBE(W - k . V) can be
established because we have an additional conserved quantity k for every Normal collision. This
development is entirely analogous to the gas Boltzmann equation and e-m1v-,,(r)12 /2kBT. In a sense,
the U-process is the only thing new, as a crystal is discrete while space-time is continuous.
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Phonon fJ3o{tzmann 'Equation
•
dN/dt =N"(N'+l)(N+l)-(N"+l)N'N... •
Quantum Evolution ~
?l~ Simple N-M transformation---t?
•
Classical Evolution
dMldt =M"M'+ M"M-M'M
Let us relax quasi-momentum!
Figure D-8: Schematics of quantumHclassical partial equivalence transformation.
Since we have (D.87) at our full disposal (through MD), can we learn something
about the real equation (D.80) by studying a fictitious classical MD system? More
specifically, we need an equivalence transformation between Nand M that guarantees
the evolution of certain properties, in this case V, is exactly reproduced by a classical
simulation, at least for a short while. The idea is sketched in Fig. D-8.
Despite their seemingly small differences, (D.83) and (D.87) are in fact quite
different, because N at low temperatures is exponentially small. As a consequence of
keeping the third term Nil, the quantum (D.83) has
1
Nkj = -e"'-Wk-j-:-/k-B-T---l
as its zero-mode, while the classical (D.87) has
(D.89)
(D.90)
as its zero-mode (see Fig. D-3). A complete one-to-one mapping between (D.83)
evolution and (D.87) evolution seems impossible.
However, let us just think about what it would take to get there anyway, keeping in
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mind the physical picture of phonon scattering. Phonons scatter because of potential
nonlinearities. How much potential nonlinearity an atom sees clearly depend on how
far it leaves its origin, or (~X2), which both classically and quantum mechanically can
be shown to be related to the total vibrational energy as
(D.9l)
The harmonic approximation would be very good if (~X2) is very small, hence
phonons collide less frequently and the thermal conductivity is high, or vice versa.
That is why T ..J.., '" t. However, there is a clear distinction between quantum phonon
total energy and classical phonon total energy at a given T, as shown in Fig. D-3.
The most extreme case is T = OK: a classical vibrational system would just sit at
the potential well bottom, and any infinitesimal excitation leads to purely harmonic
oscillations; but a quantum phonon at T = OK still has kBT/2 total energy, still has
a non-negligible (~X2), and so is still sampling potential nonlinearities. Thus we see
that the only chance we have to mimic the quantum behavior is to let the classical
phonons having the same total energy as its corresponding quantum phonon; oth-
erwise a quantum phonon will be sampling parts of the interatomic potential where
the classical phonon does not have enough energy to access; and then how could it
reproduce the thermal conductivity correctly!
This is not a brand-new idea. Lee et aI's temperature re-scaling scheme is an
attempt to treat the above problem. However, they equate the total energy of a
phonon system instead of individual phonons, with the equi-partition theorem still
holding internally in the MD simulation. One can understand that this definitely will
lead to wrong thermal conductivity at low T, as indeed we discovered. The entire
fact about the role of U-process and the existence of phonon hydrodynamics depends
on the highly unequal distribution of "wealth" in the BZ "population", not the "total
wealth" .
But, we just showed that the zero-mode of (D.87) can only be E = kBT, so one
cannot have (NBE(W) + l/2)1iw as the equilibrium energy distribution in any classical
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simulation. Does it mean that we have met the dead-end?
The answer is no: it is OK to use a non-equilibrium distribution as the initial
condition of a classical MD simulation as long as one is concerned with the correct
properties, and only for a short time. Fortunately I can prove that for V using (D.83)
and (D.87).
Let the N M partial-equivalence transformation be
- 1
M = a(N + 2")Ti, (D.92)
where Ti is the Planck constant of our quantum world and a is a constant. Plug this
into (D.87), we get, after dividing both sides by a 2Ti,
8(IV)
8(at)
( - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1)Ti (N" + -)(N' + -) + (N" + -)(N + -) - (N' + -)(N + -) 8(w" - w - w')2 2 2 2 2 2
+...
( IV" IV' 1 IV" IV 1 IV' IV 1 )Ti IV"IV' +-+ - + - +IV"IV + - + -+ - - IV'IV - - - - --2 24 2 24 2 24
+...
Ii (Nllil' + N"N + Nil - N'N+~) o(w" - w - w') + ... (D.93)
For the moment let a = 1. Comparing (D.93) with (D.83), we see that we recover
back the lost N" term, which is the critical difference between the classical (D.87)
and quantum (D.83), and N is much greater than the N 2 terms at low temperatures!
But we also get an additional 1/4 factor; so we cannot achieve complete victory in
this mapping, since IV still have a different time-evolution than N in (D.87).
However since it is a constant, the 1/4 term does not contribute to the evolution
of V in the short time-window when IV ~ N, because V is an odd moment of the
occupation distribution. The way to see it is to imagine IV = 0 for all k's in (D.93),
meaning initially in a classical simulation we only give each vibrational mode its zero-
point energy Tiw/2. Then only the 1/4 term operates in (D.93); but clearly the "center
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of mass" of the distribution will not change with time but stays at V = 0!8 What
does happen due to the 1/4 term is that the quantum zero-point energy distribution
E kj = 1iwkj/2 will be transformed into a classical profile Ekj = kBT' as the simulation
is carried out for a long enough time, i.e., the shape of E will change from a bowl
to a flat surface, but the "center of mass" will not change because of it. What does
relax the "center of mass" is the Umklapp part of the NilN' + NilN + Nil - N'N
terms in (D.93), whose rate the classical simulation reproduces exactly, as long as N
stays close to N; in this case N is of the known form NBE(W - k . V), due to the
simplifications of phonon hydrodynamics.
Thus, eqns. (D.72), (D.75), (D.76), (D.77) and
(D.94)
specifies an MD scheme to calculate the low-temperature lattice thermal conductivity.
Detailed prescriptions are,
1. Evaluate the force constants numerically or analytically at the equilibrium vol-
ume of the crystal structure at a given temperature.
2. Choose an MD simulation box with PBC and find out the k-points of the
unit cell that are compatible with the supercell PBC. Identify those on the BZ
boundary which needs special treatment.
3. Assemble the dynamical matrix D(k) for all k's and diagonalize them. Save Wkj
and eigenvectors ekj. Calculate the group velocities Va using Hellman-Feymann
theorem.
4. Calculate Sand p using (D.75) and (D.76). Also, calculate the total zero-point
energy, Debye-Waller factor (~X2), Cv . Estimate the sound speeds; infer the
Debye temperature and shear/bulk moduli.
8This can be shown rigorously using the time-reversal symmetry of {3ii'i" (k, k' , k"), but it suffices
here to just see the picture.
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5. Choose an initial V(O), usually a small percentage of the sound speed. Its
direction can be random if K, is isotropic.
6. Assign particle {Xi, Pi} in the supercell all vibrational modes with energy (D.94)
and random phases. BZ boundary k-points are treated as 1/2 k and 1/2 -k.
7. Do N EV MD simulation on the particle system, in essence letting the phonons
collide according to (D.93), and V is relaxed by the U-processes among them.
8. At intervals, do normal mode analysis on {Xi, Pi} to get Nkj(t). Calculate P(t)
using (D.77).
9. Monitor (Nkj(t)). When they change significantly from the assigned distribu-
tion, stop the MD simulation. Choose a new V(O) and repeat the experiment.
The lower T is, the shorter time-window one has, and the more experiments
one needs to do in order to get rid of the fluctuations9•
10. Least-square fit (P(t)) to determine the quasi-momentum relaxation time con-
stant 7" and its statistical error. Use hydrodynamic formula (D.74) to evaluate
1'\,.
Now, let us consider a -=I 1 in (D.92), which seems devoid of any "physical"
meaning. But the algebra carries through and one can easily show that, instead of
(D.72),
dP TS2
d(at) + I'\,p P = 0, (D.95)
Le., the relaxation of P in the classical system is accelerated by a factor of a in
comparison with the quantum system, since we pump more energy into it. a can be
thought of as the scaling factor between "quantum time" and "classical time", which
exploits the x3 scaling of the leading cubic nonlinearity. This reminds us the fictitious
nature of our MD "lab", whose only connection with the quantum reality at low T
is through the phonon Boltzmann equation. The partial-equivalence transformation
9 After all, the Boltzmann equation is a coarse-grained description, and is for (Nkj(t» instead of
Nkj(t).
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(D.92), a = 1 or not, is only a physically inspired algebraic transformation, which
should not be attached too much meaning or to be used to predict other properties.
Depending on whether there is "too little" or "too much" nonlinearity in the sys-
tem at a given temperature, a > 1 or a < 1 can be used to enhance the computational
efficiency, leveraging between quantum real time and classical simulation time.
As one can see, the scheme is already of considerable complexity; yet compared
with explicitly tabulating ,Bjjljl/(k,k',k")'s and solving the integral equation (D.SO),
it is still much simpler, both conceptually and computationally. As long as it can
yield satisfactory results with the same order of computational cost as a) the explicit
Boltzmann equation solver, b) the Green-Kubo method, this technique could prove
superior since it can be fully automated. The current program only requires the user
to provide interatomic force routine.
Successful Extension to High Temperature
At high temperature, the N-process no longer dominates over the U-process, and
one can not expect the steady-state phonon distribution to be in drifted equilibrium
form, (D.73). The phonons behave more "individualisticly", each is scattered more
"independently" or "stochastically" rather than as a collective whole specified by a
single parameter V. This is the basis of the relaxation time approximation
l:1Nk ·
= IN[N] + Iu[N] ~ 3 ,
collision Tkj
(D.96)
from which the well-known formula
'" = L: Cv(kj) Iva(kj) 12Tkj/3
kj
is derived.
Let me rewrite (D.97) as
'" = Wr,
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(D.97)
(D.9S)
where
and
w =2:Cv(kj)lvG(kj)12/3,
kj
(D.99)
(D.lOO)
is a "properly averaged" relaxation time. Although (D.98) is essentially a high tem-
perature formula, it is nevertheless interesting to compare with (D.74), since they
are quite alike in that both are some prefactor multiplied by a relaxation time. As
TS2/p must have the same dimension as W, how do they compare with each other
in magnitude at high and low T?
Consider the entropy density S first. Since
as
Cv =TaT'
and it is well-known that
Cv ex T 3 as T -+ 0,
there must be
CvS -+ 3 at T -+ o.
Also, since Cv approaches a constant at high T, there is
S rv logT at T -+ 00.
How about the phonon "mass density" p? For systems with isotropic K"
(D.lOl)
(D.l02)
(D.l03)
(D.l04)
At low enough T, Nkj for finite Ikl is exponentially small, as illustrated in Fig. D-
5, and only those modes within the "thermal activation circle" are excited. They
are long-wave acoustic phonons in the limit, which then have approximately linear
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dispersion with kID,
I
dwkolWkj ~ elkl, Ivai = dkJ ~ C,
and they are the main contributors to p. Thus
But RHS of (D.106) is proportional to Cv ! In fact,
1:.2 2
( nWJc .) U Wk· 2_l~expiiJf~ Ii ~2
Cv = r\ LJ ( 1iw ° )2 = r\k T2 LJ wkjNkj (l + Nkj ).
H k ° exp(~) - 1 H B k·J kBT J
So,
TCvprv __
- 3e2
in the low temperature limit, which, combined with (D.103), gives
TS2~ T(Cv /3)2 = Cv c2 rv W as T ~ 0,
p (TCv /3e2 ) 3 - ,
(D.105)
(D.106)
(D.107)
(D.10S)
(D.109)
without missing a single coefficient!
So there is a remarkable symmetry between (D.74) and (D.98) in that the prefac-
tors before the relaxation time, TS2/p and W, approach each other asymptotically
at low T. This prediction had been explicitly verified using the definitions of TS2/p
and W, and the numerically calculated Wkj and va(kj)'s of Si perfect crystal with
11 x 11 x 11 k-sampling (2662 atom MD supercell), and the agreement is within 10%
below 70K.
Now let us think about why and how we should extend the previous methodology
to high temperature. It comes rather as a necessity than as an additional improve-
ment, since TS2/p rises too quickly even at a moderate T. As I found out, the ideal
phonon hydrodynamics regime is possibly below lOOK for Si, which is too narrow
10Actually c should be a matrix, with det Iw2I - kc2kl = 0, but that subtlety has a negligible
effect.
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for our method to be practically useful. The vast intermediate region between 100
and 400K are of mixed character, neither purely low T (hydrodynamics) or high T
(classical) behavior. There, the prefactor TS2/p is already too large for (D.74) to
be correct, and even the temperature dependence becomes wrong. One can show
that TS2/p blows up as (logT)2 while W approaches a constant at T -+ 00, though
they agree with each other asymptotically at low T, as T3. This information, com-
bined with the fact that (D.98) is a high temperature formula, suggest that we use a
modified formula
'" = WT"" (D.110)
that is of considerable validity in both low and high temperature regime and smoothly
link the two behaviors. Here T", is the quasi-momentum relaxation time constant
defined by (D.72) in an MD relaxation experiment, except now we also do it at high
temperature. (D.110) is equivalent to (D.74) at low T since W agrees with TS2 /p
then, but it also makes sense at high T because
(D.111)
where f is the "properly averaged" phonon relaxation time in (D.100). The rationale
at high temperature is that since individual phonon relaxation times Tkj are probably
too many to be calculable, and we only need a "proper average" of them anyway,
why don't we just pick a collective mode whose relaxation rate at high T reflects
the average rate of phonon relaxations? And what collective mode is simpler than
a displaced center of mass? That is, we acknowledge the V(t) relaxation suffers a
mechanism change from low T to high T, where at low T Nkj stays close to drifted-
equilibrium form (D.73) and V(t) relaxation is a real physical process described by
phonon hydrodynamics; but at high T everything is chaotic and V(t) relaxation does
not even describe a real process because the steady-state Nkj distribution is no longer
(D.73), we nevertheless pick a deformation mode of the equilibrium distribution which
is the most straightforward and do a fictitious relaxation of it in an MD simulation.
It is like in order to determine the "average" crawl speed of ants, we put 10,000 of
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them in a bucket, left side slightly more than the right, and measure how the surface
levels off. Because (D.97) is itself only an approximation, and TN rv TU, (D.IIO) does
not do gross injustice to (D.97), and we expect it to provide a good estimate at high
T. In fact it works perfectly for Si perfect crystal up to 1200K, using the Tersoff
potential.
Once we have both limits right, the intermediate temperature region should be
satisfactory because (D.IIO) is smooth.
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Appendix E
Spectral Method in Thermal
Conductivity Calculation
Introduction
We have calculated the thermal conductivity tensor !J:. of solid SiC with and without
defects [75] using the Green-Kubo formula [45, 46, 47]
(E.1)
where Jq is the instantaneous heat current of the system, provided by a molecular
dynamics simulation run [60, 142, 61, 62]. Details about the interatomic potential
model, simulation method and results for this material can be found at the above
reference. Our main concern in this paper is one technical aspect which is often
not fully treated by various literatures, that is how one evaluates !J:. once the MD
simulation finishes and a finite length of the Jq(t) data has been recorded.
The problem is not critical for thermal conductivity calculations in liquids and
non-crystalline solids simply because the heat current correlation function
(E.2)
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has a rather short correlation time, as the heat carriers quickly get scattered. Thus it
is a relatively quick calculation which does not require very long simulation runs to
get convergent results, and the correlation function can even be evaluated on the fly.
However, a perfect crystalline solid material usually has a much longer correlation
time (by one or two decades), and thus a much higher thermal conductivity 1.
In the case of crystalline f3-SiC, even at the high temperature of 1500K, to get a
barely convergent result of the correlation integral requires a MD run longer than 2
million timesteps (800 ps). Further taking into the account that
1. To get realistic results, an interatomic potential of some sophistication, in our
case the Tersoff three-body potential [154, 155], must be used for this industrial
material.
2. The calculation of thermal conductivity depends sensitively on the simulation
cell size, due to the intrinsic mechanism of three-phonon scattering. In our work
we find that a 216-particle cell is the minimum, while 512 or 1000 particle cells
are recommended.
3. At low temperatures, longer simulation runs need to be taken because the cor-
relation time gets even longer. For instance, at 500K a minimally convergent
run is 8 million timesteps, or approximately 4000 ps.
4. We find that the result of a simulation run is sensitively dependent on the
initial particle velocity (phonon density) distribution of the run, because when
the crystal has a high thermal conductivity the existent phonons are not easily
scattered; the system will retain memory of the initial condition for a long time,
staying in a limited region of phase space and the ergotic hypothesis not fully
coming into effect at least for reasonable run lengths. For this reason, we need
to do several independent runs starting from different initial conditions, and
average over the respective correlation functions.
1g(O) can be thought of as a static thermodynamic susceptibility which is usually not as sensitively
dependent on the material state.
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Figure E-1: Flowchart of the spectral method to calculate the thermal conductivity.
the necessary computational effort is quite formidable. Kitagawa et al [61] have
reported similar constraints in calculating the thermal conductivity of AIN. Because of
this, the treatment and analysis of the raw data, which sometimes is barely sufficient,
becomes an important issue.
The computation of g(r) itself can be quite expensive. For instance, in the above
case at T = 1500K and N = 2 X 106 timesteps "minimal-run", the correlation in
g(r) persists for r < 20 ps, which corresponds to K = 60,000 tiInesteps. If one tries
to directly compute g(r) by brute force averaging, he faces multiplication operations
on the order of N K = 1011, which means evaluating all tensorial components will
take more than 2 hours if the subroutine runs at 100 Mflop/s. One can of course
down-sample the data or decrease the number of time origins, but getting the raw
data is even a more expensive process that one certainly does not want to waste
any information here. Furthermore, one is not sure what the correlation time is
beforehand, and wants to see the entire g(r).
The spectral method delivers more and is faster, by taking advantage of the Fast
Fourier Transform algorithm [241]. The number of operations is O(N log N) with a
small prefactor on the order of 10. Because log N is always much smaller than K, it
is faster than the brute force method. It does not waste any information residing in
the raw data; and it also provides frequency space information.
A flowchart of the procedure is shown in Fig. E-l. Basically one takes the FFT
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of the Jq(O < t < Tf ) data to get Jq(w), square it and divide by Tf to get the power
spectrum g(w), and do an inverse FFT to get g(r). One can either directly read off
the thermal conductivity by taking a limit of the power spectra
or take the more cautious route of integrating g(r), whereas a termination of the
integration is needed sooner or later due to finite data length. We shall propose two
termination criteria which works for solid SiC, that minimizes human intervention,
yet giving reasonable results.
A simple, analytically solvable model
is proposed, which illustrates most of the above issues and can be used to test the
code, hopefully providing a handle for beginners.
Spectral Analysis
Consider a truncated function f(t) which is finite from t = 0 to Tj, and 0 elsewhere,
so it is absolutely integrable. Then
f(w)
f(t)
1+00= -00 f(t) exp(iwt)dt,
1 1+00= -2 f(w) exp(-iwt)dw.
1f -00
(E.3)
(EA)
Notice that the artificial truncation of f(t) will come to affect f(w) statistically only
when wTf is comparable to unity. In order to rule out the arbitrariness and make
sure that the information we get is intrinsic to the signal, we should take care not
to use the spectrum between 0 < IwI < 1fITf, which is of course a very small region
because Tf is large, and will vanish as T ~ 00. Nevertheless, we cannot use f(w)
at w equals absolute zero, because all our applications have finite Tf . We can only
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use w's which are much greater than 1rITf but are still very small, as the limiting
behavior of w -+ o.
The correlation function of f(t) can be defined to be
1 1+00g(r) = -T f*(t)f(t + r)dt.
f -00
(E.5)
For g(r) to behave well, there should be r «Tf . Let's define a maximum corre-
lation length r max above which g(r) is negligible; thus r max « Tf .
From Eq. (E.4) , (E.5), there is
g(r) = 1 1+00 1+004 2T dw dw'f*(w)f(w') exp(-iw'r)7f f -00 -00
r+oo
.i-
oo
exp(i(w - w')t)dt
1 1+00 1+00
4 2T dw. dw' f*(w)f(w') exp(-iw'r)7f f -00 -00
·27fc5(W - w')
1 1+00
2 T dwlf(w)12 exp(-iwr)7f f -00 (E.6)
which means that the Fourier spectrum of g(r) is just the power spectrum of the signal
f(t).
There is a frequently quoted result that the integral of g(r) from 0 to +00 is just
the power spectrum If(w)12ITf taken at w = 0 and divided by 2 [142]. This needs
some clarification, because if we put w = 0 in Eq. (E.3) directly, then
r+oo rTff(w = 0) = i-
oo
f(t)dt = i
o
f(t)dt,
which is a random number of no physical significance.
This is not what we expect. To see what is wrong, let
A = L:: g(r)dr,
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(E.7)
(E.8)
then by Eq. (E.6),
A = 2 IT {+oo dwlf(w)\2 {Tmax exp(-iwr)dr
1r f J-00 J-Tmax
= _1_ (+oo dwlf(w)\2 2 sin(wrmax) •
21rTf J-co w
(E.g)
Since Tf can be very large as we do long simulation runs, r can also be allowed
to be very large, provided that r «Tf . Thus
(E.lO)
as r max ---7 +00. Note that however, as we said before, we cannot really use the
absolute w = 0 value of f(w), but only its limit well above l/TJ, so the system is able
to demonstrate its intrinsic behavior in Eq. (E.3) through several oscillations. Also,
notice that the main peak of Eq. (E.lO) vanishes at 1r/rmax , so we should pick
(E.ll)
such that woTf » 1, yet wormax < 1r, and so
(E.12)
by Eq. (E.g), (E.lO), where 0 is taking the proper average over wo's that satisfy Eq.
(E.ll). As both Tf and r max goes to infinity, Wo ---7 0, which is the true meaning of
"taking w = 0" in If(w)\2/Tf .
For equilibrium systems, g(-r) = g*(r). If the signal is real, then g(r) is also
real, and we can write
(E.13)
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Discrete Implementation
Fast Fourier 'Ifansform is the discrete implementation of Eq. (E.3) and (EA). Let
then
Tfk = f ((k -I)l:1), l:1 = ~, k = 1..N,
~ f (.27r(n - I)(k - 1))Fn = L., k exp 'l, N '
k=l
fk = 1 ~ D (.27r(n - I)(k - 1))N L.,£nexp -'l, N .
n=l
(E.I4)
(E.I5)
Obviously, Fn corresponds to if (w = 211"J;~1») when wl:1 « 1, i.e., when the sample
frequency is much bigger than the frequency of interest. As as a convention, Fo is
always set to zero after the Fast Fourier 'Ifansform by us, because it represents the
heat current average during the simulation, which should be subtracted off from the
signal.
Let us define
1 N
9j = N L f:fk+j-b j = 1..N,
k=l
where fk+j-l>N is interpreted as fk+j-l-N, and
~ (.27r(n - I)(j - 1))
= L.,9j exp 'l,
j=l N
_ 2- ~ f*f. (.27r(n - I)(j - 1))
- N.L., k k+3-1 exp 'l, N
3,k=1
1 I 2
= N Fnl·
And so,
_ 1 ~ G (. 27r(n - I)(j - 1))9j - N L., n exp -'l, N .
n=l
(E.I6)
(E.I7)
(E.I8)
The idea is that we can calculate the correlation function by first FFT the original
signal fk, take the square module of it and divide by N, than inverse FFT back.
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Figure E-2: Discrete power spectrum summation.
Th di cret power spectrum summation
IFn l2 _ 1 ~ ff* (.21r(n-l)(k'-k))
- - LJ k k' exp 'l
k,k'=l
(E.19)
repr nt d graphically in Fig. E-2. The discretized maximum correlation length is
K = Tmax/Tf . The haded r gion lies between Ik - k'i < K, so fk, fk' are correlated
within. Out id th haded region their products can be regarded as random noise,
o pa ing through a way with enough many 0 cillation in the range would filter
th m out which then requires
= 21rn » 21r. (E.20)
We may al 0 want to sum up the correlation fkfk, inside the shaded region, which
require the pha e factor exp(i21r(n-l)(k'-k)/ ) in Eq. (E.19) to be approxi-
mately unity for Ik - k'i < K. Thus if
21rn K 1r- «-2'
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(E.21)
or combined with Eq. (E.20),
we would have
1 «n« N/4I(, (E.22)
(E.23)
It is easy to see that finding such an n is equivalent to choosing Wo in the case of
continuous variables.
Correlation Integral Termination
From now we will properly redefine Jq(t) such that the 1/kBT 2n factor in Eq. (E.l)
vanishes. Also, 7 will take the unit of ps and !d= will take the unit of W/m/K. The
spectral analysis of f(t) can be easily generalized to vector Jq(t) whereas we define
so there is
gij(T) = (J{(0)J](7)), (E.24)
(E.25)
Jq(t) and 9ij(7) are real, and 9ij(T) = gji( -T). Furthermore, by time-reversal invari-
ance of physical systems, 9ij (7) = gij (-T). SO we should have
9ij(T)
1 1+00
-T dw(Jt(w)Jj(w)) exp(-iWT)
21r f -00
1 1+00
-T dwRe[(Jt(w)Jj(w))] exp( -iWT).
21r f -00
(E.26)
For crystals with point symmetry higher than Td , such as ,B-SiC, !d= is a scalar
matrix: "'ij = K,oij, and we can use this symmetry by defining IJ(w)1 2 = (IJix(W) 12 +
IJ:y(w) 12 + IJiz(w) 12)/3 and g(7) = (gxx + 9yy +9zz)/3, from the data of a single MD
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Figure E-3: Power spectrum (plotted in circles and properly normalized to the unit
of W/m/K) versus frequency number n, of the heat current data from a 747 ps MD
simulation of {3-SiC crystal at T = 1500K in a 512-particle cell. The stars are results
after 4-point smoothing, with solid line to guide the eye.
run. So I'i- = (l'i-xx + l'i-yy + l'i-zz )/3.
Theoretically the power spectrum IJ(w)1 2/2Tf provides full information about the
thermal conductivity, because
1+00 1 2I'i- = g(r)dr = lim 2T IJ(wo)1 .o wo-+O f (E.27)
In practice however, it is not a straightforward implementation because IJ(w)1 2/2Tf
from a single MD run is usually a "cloud" of points which requires smoothing. Fig.
E-3 shows such a power spectrum from a 2 million timestep MD simulation of a {3-SiC
crystal in a 512-particle cell at 1500K. The x-axis is the frequency number n after
FFT. The y-axis is properly scaled to the thermal conductivity unit W/m/K. The
raw values are plotted in empty circles, while results after properly smoothing are
shown in stars with solid line to guide the eye. As we show in the last section, taking
wo to zero in Eq. (E.27) is equivalent to choosing an n on the discrete grid such
that 1 « n ~ N/4K. We shall see in Fig. E-4 that the correlation (J(O)J(r)) is
significant for r < r max ~ 20 ps, which corresponds to K = 60,000. So n should
satisfy 1 ~ n « 10, say n = 6 (in this case because IJ(w)12 is the average of three
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Figure E-4: Normalized heat current correlation function g(7)/g(0) from a single MD
run (g(O) = 17.3 W /m/K/ps) , for perfect ,B-SiC at 1500K. The dashed line is the fit
to exponential decay in the range 1 to 9 ps.
independent directions, the bounds are not so strict), which roughly corresponds
on Fig. E-3 to a thermal conductivity value of 70 ± 15 W/m/K, in reasonably good
agreement with the experimental value of 62.6 W/m/K. However, this is probably the
most we can do from the power spectrum; the indeterminate nature of this inference
procedure forces us to find better, or at least more automatic, ways of finding out the
simulation thermal conductivity result.
Notice that the requirement Eq. (E.22) is only barely satisfied in the above
example due to the smallness of N/4K, which is the reason we call this a minimal
run. As we shall demonstrate later, the error bar of one's result is largely determined
by the ratio N/4K. By doing longer simulation runs at the same temperature, one
increases N /4K and thus improves the quality of his result.
As a brief digression, we note (see inset graph of Fig. E-3) that the power spectra
sometimes show small peaks at finite frequencies. Besides roughening up g(T) a bit,
this will have little influence on the calculated thermal conductivity. Nevertheless, the
nature of these peaks, whether to be something physical or as a simulation artifact
such as finite cell size effect, remains unknown.
We now turn to the correlation function picture by inverse Fourier transforming
IJ(w)1 2 using Eq. (E.18). Fig. E-4 shows in solid line the normalized correlation
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Figure E-5: Well converged normalized heat current correlation function g(r)/g(O)
for perfect ,a-SiC at 1700K (g(O) = 22.0 W /m/K/ps). The dashed line is the fit to
exponential decay in the range 1 to 9 ps.
function g(r)/g(O) after proper local smoothing. Only the first 1/8 portion of entire
data is plotted in the graph (total run length = 747 ps) because it appears to be
completely random fluctuations after that. Clearly, we need a termination rule if
somehow we want to retrieve the K, = Jo+oo g(r)dr information. Fig. E-4 represents the
typical outcome of a minimal run, which provides a test example for the termination
criterion.
One observation is that in the case of ,a-SiC, especially at high temperatures, the
actual shape of g(r) closely resembles that of an exponential decay with somewhat
faster relaxation in the first few pico-seconds and a slight flattening of the tail. This
observation are confirmed by simulation results after multiple runs are done and
better statistics are collected (see Fig. E-5, E-6, E-7). It induces us to propose the
following exponential fitting or EF criterion: we can do a least square fit of g(r)
to an exponential decay form ae-(T-Tj)/b in the time range [ri, rfl, where simulation
accuracy is still believed to be good, in order to determine the best coefficients {a, b}.
We then numerically integrate g(r) up to rj, and add with the analytically estimated
tail contribution abo This termination rule only requires two parameters to be chosen
beforehand, ri and rf, depending on simulation run length, correlation time and
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Figure E-6: Well converged normalized heat current correlation function g(r)lg(O)
for perfect ,B-SiC at 760K (g(O) = 15.5 WIm/Klps). The dashed line is the fit to
exponential decay in the range 5 to 25 ps.
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Figure E-7: Well converged normalized heat current correlation function g(r)lg(O)
for perfect ,B-SiC at 284K (g(O) = 7.8 WIm/Klps). The dashed line is the fit to
exponential decay in the range 5 to 35 ps.
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Table E.1: Recommended Parameters for Perfect Crystal ,a-SiC Thermal Conductiv-
ity Calculation
T (K) Steps Timestep (fS) Runs EF Ti(pS) EF Tf(ps)
250 - 500 8 X 106 0.30-0.35 6-10 5.0 35.0
500 - 1000 4 X 106 0.30-0.35 4-6 3.5 21.0
1000 - 1500 4 x 106 0.25-0.30 3-4 1.0 9.0
> 1500 2 x 106 < 0.25 3-4 1.0 9.0
number of runs being averaged. The recomlnended values for ,a-SiC are given in
Table E.1, along with other simulation parameters.
Another more straightforward way is to postulate that the actual heat current
correlation function g(T) never turns negative. We know that certain self-correlation
functions such as the velocity autocorrelation function in liquids can have negative
parts sometimes, but the occurrence is rare and it is very unlikely that it happens
in solid SiC. If this is the case, then at the point where the calculated correlation
curve first turns negative, one can argue that the calculated curve must be finally
corrupted by random fluctuations, and data from now on can not be trusted. One
can then estimate the thermal conductivity by numerically integrating the raw data
up to the point where the "first dip" happens, and this is called the first-dip or FD
rule.
Usually g(1') from a long simulation run with a large N/4K ratio or the average
of multiple runs will give FD and EF results that are close to each other, especially
at high temperatures; and large difference occurs for those runs that are not well-
converged (small N/4I() and can be seen to be rather irregular. We list several
examples down below:
• 2 million step run, T = 1500K, 512-particle cell (see Fig. E-3, E-4). EF result:
71.2 W/m/K; FD result: 67.8 W/m/K; Exp't: 62.6 W/m/K.
• 2 million step run, T = 1055K, 216-particle cell. EF result: 88.6 W/m/K; FD
result: 89.3 W/m/K; Exp't: 95.7 W/m/K.
• 2 million step run, T = 790K, 216-particle cell. EF result: 172.6 W/m/K; FD
result: 229.7 W/m/K; Exp't: 162.4 W/m/K.
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• Average of 4 x 4 million step runs (see Fig. E-5), T = 1700K, 216-particle cell.
EF result: 69.2 W /m/K; FD result: 77.5 W /m/K; Exp't: 51.9 W/m/K.
• Average of 4 x 4 million step runs (see Fig. E-6), T = 7601(, 216-particle cell.
EF result: 152.2 W/m/K; FD result: 162.7 W/m/K; Exp't: 138.5 W/m/K.
• Average of 12 x 8 million step runs (see Fig. E-7), T = 284K, 216-particle cell.
EF result: 146.2 W/m/K; FD result: 161.3 W/m/K; Exp't: 318.6 W/m/K.
Just by looking at the above reports and comparing with experiments, one cannot
clearly distinguish between the error due to the model, such as inexact interatomic
potential or the negligence of quantum effects which is quite damaging at low temper-
atures [75], and the error due to the implementation, such as the termination criteria.
They can only be distinguished after doing many identical runs with different random
seeds, and accumulating enough data so that we can claim certain result to be the
true simulation result, and then benchmark the quality of a specific implementation
giving it only part of the information. This procedure would be very time-consuming.
By experience, we think that for a single minimal run, the EF result may be more
accurate because it acts like a filter; but when one can manage to do long simulation
runs, and many of them, the FD rule may yield better results because one then know
the tail part to be real. Table E.1lists the parameters which we think are appropriate
for {j-SiC crystal at various temperatures.
Finally, we note that the difficulty in benchmarking implementations does not
exist if we know the exact correlation function. This is done in Section E where we
propose a simple analytically solvable model.
Simple Solvable Model
Consider discrete series
(E.28)
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where R; is an independent random number uniformly distributed on (-0.5,0.5), and
L is an arbitrary constant signifying the characteristic correlation length. The series
can be shown to have a simple correlation function:
gk = (aiai+k-l)
(ai ai+k_2e- I /L + ai~+k-l)
(E.29)
because R;+k-l is not correlated with ai. And so
gk = (aiai)e-(k-l)/L. (E.30)
Now,
ai = R-i, + ai_Ie-I/L
R-i, + ~_le-l/L + R-i,_2e-2/L + .. (E.31)
so
(aiai) = (R;) + (R;_I)e-2/L + (R;_2)e-4/L + ..
(R2) (E.32)- 2 •1- e-r
Because 10.5 1(R2) = x2dx = -,
-0.5 12
there is
(aD = 12(1 ~ e-t ), (E.33)
and
e-(k-l)/L
(E.34)gk = 12(1 _ e-t )·
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Figure E-8: A small portion of the random signal ai in case A, with N = 221 and
NIL = 1000.
The theoretical thermal conductivity is then
(E.35)
Using this known result we can check our codes by directly plugging in the series,
and see if after the procedure in Fig. E-1, we indeed get a correlation function of
the correct form and a correct "thermal conductivity" value. This is the best way to
ensure that all the coefficients are made right.
Let us illustrate the issues discussed in this paper by numerically studying three
examples of Eq. (E.28), following the steps outlined in Fig. E-1:
• Case A: N = 22\ NIL = 1000, representing a well-converged MD run. The
theoretical thermal conductivity is ~A = 1.834 X 105•
• Case B: N = 221 , NIL = 100, representing a minimal MD run 2. The theoretical
thermal conductivity should be ~B = 1.833 X 107•
2There is some numerical difference between K in Eq. (E.22) and Lin Eq. (E.28): K signifies the
maximum correlation length, above which correlation can be neglected, while L is the characteristic
period by which correlation decays bye-I. If we consider e-3 ~ 0.05 to be "negligibly small", then
K ~ 3L. For instance, in the T = 1500K ,a-SiC example in Section E, the fitted EF decay time is
5.95 ps (L), while we consider correlation to be significant up to 20 ps (K) by looking at Fig. E-4.
So there should be 1 «n« N/4K ~ N/12L.
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Figure E-9: Power spectrum IFn 12/2N versus frequency number n in case A. The
empty circles are the raw data, while the stars (with solid line to guide the eye) are
the smoothed results after passing through a zero-phase filter of nearby 10 points.
The inset graph shows the raw data on a larger scale.
• Case C: Identical to case B but with a different random number seed.
where we take care to let the sequence iterate N /8 steps to "equilibrate" before
collecting the N data points. Fig. E-8 shows a small portion of the signal in case A
for 5L ~ 10, 000 steps.
Fig. E-9 plots the power spectrum IFn I2 /2N of case A (the inset shows the raw
data on a larger scale) versus the frequency number n between [1, N/L], which are
the only relevant ones to thermal conductivity as we demonstrated in Section E. The
empty circles are the raw values, while the stars are the smoothed result after passing
through a zero-phase filter of nearby 10 points (Matlab filtfilt) , with solid line to guide
the eye. We can see that the raw data is still a "cloud" of points, very much like that
of Fig. E-3, but after smoothing it becomes more regular, with discernible leveling off
as n -+ 0, which is related to the fact that as L » 1 IFn 12/2N becomes a Lorenzian.
The n -+ alimit, as we can see, corresponds to a thermal conductivity value of about
(1.7 ± 0.3) x 105 at frequency number n around N /25L. This verifies Eq. (E.23) and
Eq. (E.22) and the agreement is actually pretty good, for this "well-converged run"
with N / L = 1000.
We then inverse FFT the power spectrum to get 9k. The numerical result is
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Figure E-10: Correlation function 9k versus k / L in case A. The solid line is the
numerical result; the dashed line is the theoretical prediction of Eq. (E.34). The
dotted line (indistinguishable from the theoretical curve in this case) is the EF fit to
numerical result in the region 0.5 ~ k/ L ~ 1.5, indicated by the two stars. The inset
graph shows the numerical result on a larger scale.
plotted in Fig. E-10 in solid line, against the theoretical prediction of Eq. (E.34)
in dashed line. Since the only timescale in this problem is L, the x-axis is scaled as
k / L. The numerical result is also shown in the inset on a larger scale. We can clearly
discern a region (5 < k/L < 8) in the numerical result where 9k ~ 0 and is almost
flat and parallel to the x-axis, to the left of which 9k is regular and well-converged,
and to the right it begins to randomly fluctuate. Due to the existence of this region,
the thermal conductivity result we get using 9k (versus the power spectrum method)
is bound to be very good, no matter which termination rule is invoked. And this is
what actually happens in defect-state SiC thermal conductivity calculations.
We then apply our EF rule to the data: the region of fitting ([Ti' Tf] in last section)
is chosen to be k/L = [0.5,1.5] (indicated by the two stars) which roughly corresponds
to same position in ,B-SiC. The resultant exponential curve is plotted in dotted lines,
which because it has the correct functional dependence, is almost indistinguishable
from the theoretical curve. The inferred characteristic decay time is L' / L = 1.0043,
and the inferred thermal conductivity is ~~F / ~A = 0.979.
If we apply the FD rule to the same data, we find that the first dip occurs at
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Figure E-11: Power spectrum IFn I2/2N versus frequency number n in case B. The
empty circles are the raw data, while the stars (with solid line to guide the eye) are
the smoothed results after passing through a zero-phase filter of nearby 5 points. The
inset graph shows the raw data on a larger scale.
kdip / L = 4.918, which of course is completely random, and the FD estimation gives
a thermal conductivity value of ~~D / ~A = 0.962.
The entire procedure for case A registers 2.75 x 108 flops on Matlab, while the
brute force method requires computations on the order of N L = 4.40 X 109 flops,
thus demonstrating the efficiency of this approach. The comparison of cost will go
even more favorably for the spectral method in case Band C, which represents more
realistic scenarios. Furthermore, the spectral method loses no information about the
original data; and one can gain extra knowledge about the power spectrum.
Now let us do case B. The meaning of symbols in the figures will be the same
as those in case A. Fig. E-11 shows the power spectrum, where the stars are the
smoothed result of nearby 5 points. Because N / L is small, we have much less relevant
frequency numbers than those in Fig. E-11. The n ~ 0 limit gives a thermal
conductivity value of (2 ± 0.6) x 107 around n = 7, which agrees well with the
theoretical value of ~B = 1.833 X 107, considering this is a minimal run.
Fig. E-12 shows the correlation function gk versus k/L. We still fit the numer-
ical result to an exponential form in the region 0.5 ~ k/ L ~ 1.5. The inferred
characteristic decay time is L'/ L = 1.280, and the inferred thermal conductivity is
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Figure E-12: Correlation function gk versus k/L in case B. The solid line is the
numerical result; the dashed line is the theoretical prediction of Eq. (E.34). The
dotted line is the EF fit to numerical result in the region 0.5 ~ k/L ~ 1.5, indicated
by the two stars. The inset graph shows the numerical result on a larger scale.
",~F / "'B = 1.518. The fitted exponential curve is shown in dotted lines, where the
region of fitting is between the two stars. We can see that neither the original data
nor the EF curve agrees well with the theoretical curve, due to small N / L, i.e., insuf-
ficient data. However, the EF curve is able to filter out the fictitious bulge between
4 <k/L < 8.
If we apply the FD rule to the same data, we find that in this case the first dip
happens at kdip/ L = 8.385, and the FD estimation of the thermal conductivity value
is ",~D / "'A = 1.854.
Neither of these results are good, but it is the kind of accuracy we should expect
from a single minimal run. The power spectrum estimation in fact does better than
the gk estimations in this case, but as we said, the procedure depends more heavily
on human, which is usually not a good idea.
Now let us turn to case C, whose conditions are completely identical with case
B except changing the initial random number generator seed to have a different se-
quence. The goal is to find out how minimal runs differ from case to case. As it
turns out, their difference can be quite large. Fig. E-13 shows the power spectrum
of case C, which does not seem very different from Fig. E-11. The n ~ 0 limit
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Figure E-13: Power spectrum IFn I2/2N versus frequency number n in case C. The
empty circles are the raw data, while the stars (with solid line to guide the eye) are
the smoothed results after passing through a zero-phase filter of nearby 5 points. The
inset graph shows the raw data on a larger scale.
gives a thermal conductivity value of (1.7 ± 0.4) x 107 at about n = 8. However,
the correlation function (Fig. E-14) behaves much better at small k/L than case B.
Applying the EF rule between 0.5 ::; k/L ::; 1.5, we find that L'/ L = 0.778, and the
inferred thermal conductivity value is ~~F / ~c = 0.972. If we apply the FD rule, the
first-dip in correlation function happens at kdip/ L = 5.786, and the FD estimation
gives ~~D / ~A = 1.123. So in this case both results are better than the power spectrum
estimation. This might be due to the fact the power spectrum in case C happens to
fluctuate less at small frequency numbers (compare inset graphs of Fig. E-13 with
Fig. E-11).
Now we had a glimpse of the subtleties involved in calculating the thermal con-
ductivity from minimal runs, which currently are often the only things one can afford
to do for realistic crystalline solids (N/ K rv 30 or N / L rv 100). On the one hand,
one expects the error to be big, say 50%, and often biased to the positive side. On
the other hand, some minimal runs may happen to hit right on target. In general the
difference from run to run is large. The difficulty is that unlike in this case where
one knows the exact answer, one cannot tell for sure whose error is smaller. It is true
that certain correlation curves "look" better than others, such as Fig. E-14 than Fig.
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Figure E-14: Correlation function gk versus k/L in case C. The solid line is the
numerical result; the dashed line is the theoretical prediction of Eq. (E.34). The
dotted line is the EF fit to numerical result in the region 0.5 ~ k/L ~ 1.5, indicated
by the two stars. The inset graph shows the numerical result on a larger scale.
E-12, so one may assign bigger weights to these results, but it is a complicated issue.
In the case of ,B-SiC, by making the assumption that the correlation function
follows an exponential decay form, or that it never turns negative, we devise the EF
and the FD termination rules. As we said in Section E, those curves which give
similar EF and FD values are often found to be closer to the correct (well-averaged)
result. This is also found to be the case for our simple solvable model (compare case
B and C); and it may also be helpful for other system calculations.
Notice that the EF results in case A, Band C are always better than the FD
results, which we think is because the true correlation function is exponentially de-
caying. In general, we believe that the EF rule is more reliable for the data from a
single minimal run, while the FD rule is better for well-converged or well-averaged
data.
Should people do minimal-run simulations? Sometimes they are forced to: a
minimal run for ,B-SiC at T = 500K is 216 particles running 8 milllion steps under
the Tersoff potential, which takes 50 processor hours on the high-end computer of
SGI Origin 2000. The memory requirement to analyze the data afterwards is also
demanding. But even if one can do very long simulations, he should investigate
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before doing so. As we saw, case A has a much better convergence than case Band
C, but it takes (relatively) 10 times longer to run. We think that if one does 10
minimal runs (N = 221 /10) and average over the correlation functions, he will get
comparable accuracy as case A. In reality one may benefit more from the latter route
because he has taken a better ensemble average, by starting from different initial
conditions (see discussion in Section E).
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Appendix F
Four Heat Currents in a Crystal
Let us consider an isolated system of monoatomic perfect crystal in periodic boundary
conditions, with atoms interacting via a pair-potential,
V(rN ) = L Vij(rij).
pairs
(F.1)
One encounters four different heat current1 expressions for such a system[60]. The
first expression, which we called the canonical form, is
lIN
J 1 = '2 ~ [Fij . (Vi + Vj)rij +Vij(Vi + Vj)] + '2 ?= mlvil2vi, (F.2)
patrs t=1
where ri/s are defined in the sense of (B.50). (F.2) can be derived by nominally
taking the time-derivative of the internal energy "dipole" of this system,
N
D =Leiri,
i=1
using a sensible partition of the total internal energy,
ei = ~mlVil2 + . L Vij/2.
1.Epatrs
(F.3)
(FA)
1Define J to be the total heat current of a system with volume n, and j == J /0., the heat current
density.
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One can check that (F.2) gives the correct heat current macroscopically, since for any
material in steady-state heat conduction, one could identify a small volume element
n and claim that its internal energy dipole,
(F.5)
is a constant of time (in the coarse-grained sense). But, by definition, the outside
world dumps energy to the skin of the sample with rate -j . n, so its contribution to
Dis
Dext = - r (j. n)rdS.Jan (F.6)
Since j varies little in such a small sample, one could treat j as a constant, and the
above integral turns out to be
(F.7)
However because the system is in steady-state heat conduction,
(F.B)
where Dint is the change of D through internal mechanisms operating in the bulk of
n, such as lattice vibrations, which work against any established D. Or put it another
way, internal mechanisms are any ij-interactions that does not cross the surface of n
but contributing to D. From (F.7) and (F.B), it is clear that the "heat current" in
engineers' notion could be
(F.9)
And so comes the canonical definition2 of J, (F.2), which is most frequently used. Be-
cause there is no external heat source in a global equilibrium simulation with periodic
2The development from (F.5) to (F.9) is parallel to the derivation of Virial's theorem for micro-
scopic pressure and stress.
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boundary conditions, we are only observing the internal heat currents (fluctuations,
for that matter) due to Dint.
However, in a solid there is nothing preventing us from defining D to be
D =L eir ?,
r?eo
(F.lO)
where r? is the time-averaged position of atom i, which is time-independent. It is
intuitively obvious that for a material under finite temperature gradient, both (F.5)
and (F.lO) gives the same dipole for a sample n with macroscopical size. Indeed,
it would be more natural to tag atoms inside n at t = 0 and follow them than to
track atoms coming in and out of n, so long as the tagged atoms do not drift away
indefinitely. So, by taking the time-derivative of (F.lO), we arrive at the second heat
current expression,
J2 = ! ~ F·· . (v· + v·)r~.
- 2 'I.) 1. ) 'I.)'
pa1.TS
(F.ll)
. which can be called the simplified canonical form. We use (F.ll) to derive the Green-
Kubo formula in Appendix B, because it is easier for analysis. But using (F.2) and
(F.ll) gives exactly the same", result in the k --t 0 limit, because the material
must have a unique macroscopic thermal conductivity, whose operations do not care
about the exact microscopic definition of the internal energy distribution. On the
other hand, (J 1(r)J 1(0)) and (J2(r)J2 (0)) do have different shapes, and their "finite-
k thermal conductivities" have no reason to be equal. In oth~J\ words, we can use
.J
the discrepancies between the two calculated "thermal conductivities" of a simulation
to estimate the small cell-size error which is mentioned at the end of Appendix B.
Also, (F.2) works for liquids unlike other expressions, since it takes into account the
particle convection contribution to J which is non-existent in solids.
Note that as T --t 0, (F.2) approaches (F.ll) since in a harmonic expansion,
(F.12)
are of linear order (ex: -IT), while constant orders of F ij 's and constant and linear
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orders of Vij's turn out not to contribute in a perfect crystal3• One then finds that
the leading order expansion of (F.2) and (F.II) are quadratic and equal, which we
define to be J3, the harmonic heat current4 ,
(F.13)
where D is the dimensionality of the system, and <P~fJ 's are the specific interactions'
force constants, relating displacement j f3 to the negative force on ia,
and one can easily show from (F.2), (F.II) that
(F.15)
We would like to study the properties of J3 , but it is much more convenient in a
perfect crystal to transform it first to phonon coordinates. Let us remind ourselves
that for a monoatomic perfect crystal of atom mass m, the D x D dynamical matrix
D(k) is
D (k) I ~ ;r.,.ij -ikorl?ofJ = - L..J ':l'ofJe 1),
m j=l
whose eigenvalue problem
for any i, (F.16)
DL DofJ(k)e~(k) = wll(k)2e~(k), wll(k) > 0, J-L = l..D,
fJ=l
(F.17)
produces the phonon mode k with branch number J-L. By the orthogonality and
3The ij interaction repeats itself in a perfect crystal, and E~l Vi == O.
41 suspect that J 3 also works for defected crystals. A defect carries a small "cloud" of energy
surplus with it, so the instantaneous J 1 might be oc v'T. However, one can add and subtract a
constant off the surplus and show that its contribution to f\, is proportional to the defect self-diffusion
coefficient, which is negligible.
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completeness of Hermitian matrix basis, there are
D
L e~*(k)e~(k) = 8p.v,
0=1
DL e~(k)e~*(k) = 8013 ,
p.=1
(F.18)
To calculate the group velocity v~(k) of phonon branch J-L at k, differentiate both
(F.17) and (F.18) with respect to k, and one would arrive at
(F.19)
which is an application of the well-known Hellmann-Feymann theorem. Using (F.16),
one could evaluate the above explicitly as
(F.20)
After obtaining the normal modes, atom displacements can be expressed as
_ 1 D { eik.r?-iw~(k)te~(k) }
Uio - In::: L:E Qp.(k) Vii + C.c. ,
y2m k p.=1 N
within the harmonic approximation, and their velocities are simply
(F.21)
(F.22)
where though Qp.(k) and Qp.(-k) could have coupled in the system Hamiltonian,
N D 2 N D N D <I>ij
11, = L L mvio +L L :E L Uio oIJUjIJ + (,)(T~),
i=1 0=1 2 i=1 0=1 j=1 13=1 2
(F.23)
they turn out not to, and one can show by using (F.21), (F.22) and (F.17), (F.18)
that
D
11, = L L Wp.(k)2IQp.(k) 12 + (,)(T~),
k p.=1
so Qp.(k)'s are slowly varying and nearly independent for all k, J-L.
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(F.24)
Let us convert (F.13), the harmonic heat current, into phonon coordinates. Before
doing it, notice that
mij _ mji _ mji
':J!'afJ - ':J!'afJ - ':J!'/3a , (F.25)
since i ~ j =r ~ -r for a pair potential (see (F.14)). Thus we can rewrite (F.13)
as
(F.26)
But sums involving UiaVifJ and UjaVjfJ go to zero, since a monoatomic perfect crystal
always has inversion symmetry, so <I>~/3UiaVi/3r?j vanishes after summing over all j's.
On the other hand, because UiaVj/3 - UjaVi/3 and r?j are both anti-symmetric with
respect to i ~ j, the harmonic heat current can be further reduced to
(F.27)
We can now plug (F.21) and (F.22) in (F.27), but clearly components other than
±k do not mix after summing over i and j's, so we can save some trouble by feigning
that Uia only comes from J1- = 1..D branches of ±k,
1
u· - --===
'la - J2mN
DL [QJj (k)eik.r?-iwl£(k)te~(k) + Q; (k)e-ikor?+iwl£(k)te~*(k)
Jj=l
+QI' ( - k) e -ikor?-iwv (k)te~'(k) +Q; (- k)eikor?+iwv (k)te~ (k)jv028)
where we invoke the properties e~(-k) = e~*(k), wJj (-k) = wJj(k) > O. Similarly,
Vj/3 = 1 f [- iwv(k)Qv(k)eikorJ-iwv(k)te~(k)
V2mN v=l
+iwv(k)Q:(k)e-ikorJ+iwv(k)te~* (k)
-iwy(k)Qy(_k)e-ikorJ-iwv(k)te~*(k)
+iwv (k)Q~(- k)eikor~+iw. (k)t ee (k)] 0 (F.29)
Apparently, the eikor terms in (F.28) are only going to couple with the e-ikor terms
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in (F.29) and vice versa in (F.27). And two kinds of contributions are going to be
generated from this product: Jt(k) from QJl(k), Qv(k) coupling, and J;(k) from
QJl(k), Qv(-k) coupling,
where
(F.30)
N D D
Jt(k) =LL L
j=lo=l{3=l
and
N D D
J3(k)=LLL
j=lo=l{3=l
where the differential and combined frequencies are
(F.33)
Comparing (F.31) with the group velocity formula (F.20), we see that some sim-
plification is at foot. Let us separate the L,~=1 L,~=1 summation in (F.31) into two
parts, diagonal L,~=v, and off-diagonal L,~1=V'
Jt(k) =Jf(k) + J[(k),
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(F.34)
where it can be easily checked against (F.20) that
Jf(k) =
using the fact that v~(k) is real. And the off-diagonal heat current J[(k), after some
manipulations, is found to be
N D D D n (k)Q* (k)Q (k)eiwllv (k)t-ik.r?j eO *(k)efJ(k) ..JF(k) =~ ~ ~ ~ 1m JLV JL v JL v <I>%} r~.
3 - LJ LJ LJ LJ 2 ofJ ~,
j=lo=lfJ=lJL>V Tn
(F.36)
where we used the inversion symmetry of the crystal.
In the same spirit, J;(k) in (F.32) can be simplified as
where again we used the inversion symmetry of the crystal to make the diagonal terms
vanish and to combine off-diagonal terms.
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The sum of Jf(k) with k's turns out to be the canonical phonon heat current,
D D
J4 =L:Jf(k) = L: L: WIL(k)2IQIL(k)12v~(k)= L: L: EIL(k)v~(k),
k k 1L=1 k 1L=1
(F.38)
where EIL(k) is the total energy of a specific phonon (see (F.24)). It has the intuitive
interpretation of a phonon wave-pack with central frequency wlL(k) and slight t::..w
dispersion, traveling with velocity v~(k) and carrying with it its own energy. Since
Peierls first proposed the (F.38) form in 1929, it is almost always taken as exact at
the start of a phonon-theoretical calculation for "'. Even the most careful textbooks
[52, 54] lack a quantitative derivation of where it comes from, and an estimation of
its range of validity. The potential problems with (F.38), as I see it, are
• It is not clear that the phonon wave-pack picture is literally correct in a con-
ducting lattice, which says that any kw vibration is more or less localized in
space like particles. How does that come about? Do the vibrations have ten-
dency to form wave-packs? How does a wave-pack contain its dispersion - the
increase of t::..w with time? If the above picture is not literally correct, that the
actual lattice is a jiggling web with more or less uniform activities everywhere,
then how should one justify (F.38)?
• In using (F.38) with phonon perturbation theories such as the phonon Boltz-
mann's equation, we can at best do the lowest-order perturbation accurately
since the heat current expression itself is only accurate to the lowest order, as
seen by (F.15), and the fact that harmonic approximation is used ((F.21),(F.22))
in deriving J 4 from J 3 •
(F.38) is a simplified description which does not necessarily give the complete
inventory of heat carriers by atomic vibrations. What might be left out, in a significant
way, are the anharmonic and non-coherent carriers, which we shall call the atomistic
heat carriers, that have lifetimes on the order of vn1 and "mean free paths" on the
order of a few atomic spacing, which should play an increasingly important role at
high T. Their existence is suggested by the atomistic simulation of Ladd et aI, where
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Figure F-1: Normalized (J1(r) .J 1(0)) of solid Ar (500 particles) at 20K, using Woon's
pair potential[66]. The calculated", = 1.56 W/M/K.
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Figure F-2: Normalized (J 1(r)·J 1(0)) of solid Ar (500 particles) at 60K, using Woon's
pair potential. The calculated", = 0.334 W/M/K.
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the "phonon contribution" (J4(r) . J 4 (0)) accounts for only 60% of the material's '"
at half of the melting temperature5 (see their Table I). Associated with this enlarging
discrepancy in '" at high T is a significant "zeroth-stage" in the correlation function
(J2(r) . J 2 (0)) (see their Fig. 1, and our Fig. F-1, F-2), which has a much bigger
r = 0 value than (J4(r) . J 4(0)), but decays fast (rv vjjl) and is then replaced by a
second, much slower (rv rp ) "phonon stage". This two-stage behavior could not be
derived based on (F.38), and was first discovered in the atomistic simulation of Ladd
et al. Is it merely a peculiarity of us choosing to use the atomistic heat currents J 1
or J 2 , or does it suggest that some real physical mechanisms are at work? At this
moment we are not sure yet, but the fact that there is a significant discrepancy in
calculated", at high T seems to suggest the latter. Also, taking the view that there
exists a distinct sort of "atomistic heat carriers" may help us better understand", of
amorphous and other defect-saturated materials, since the phonon picture and the
slow "phonon stage" in (J2(r) . J 2 (0)) are non-existent there, leaving one with only
the non-coherent carriers that have mean free times vjjl and mean free paths of a few
.atomic spacing, and just the "zeroth-stage". It is our hope that through the atomistic
heat currents J 1 and J 2 , one could relate the thermal conductivity of the amorphous
phase to that of the perfect crystal, which is not possible in the picture of coherent
phonon carriers6 •
On the other hand, it is not easy to directly analyze J 1 or J 2 since they are
fully nonlinear expressions. But by empirical evidence (see Fig. 1 in Ladd et al's
paper), it is likely that the zeroth-stage of (J3 (r) . J 3 (0)) closely approximates that
of (J2(r) . J 2(0)), with better r = 0 value and nearly the same decay rate. Thus it
might do us some service by looking at the terms which we drop when going from
J 3 to J 4 , namely, J3" and Jf, which are harmonic (they also come from J 3), but are
also non-coherent, meaning that they are not steady in k and slowly-varying as the
5And this is only by the difference between J 4 and J 2 - the trajectory is still fully atomistic in
evaluating (J4 (r) . J4(O))! It is thus hard to imagine that an accurate phonon theory can afford
to dismiss higher-order nonlinearities, and in that respect using the expression (F.38), without
appropriate justifications.
60r rather, in that paradigm of thought, what I said is like talking from a psychiatric ward.
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Smoother line is Js running average eNerA alps (lla 0.004 ps).
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Figure F-3: length of J1x heat current in an atomistic simulation of solid Ar at 20K
u ing oon pair potential. The smoothed curve will be shown to mainly come from
the phonon heat current J 4 , while the high-frequency "fluctuations" mainly come
from J3" and Jf·
coherent J f, but are instead Langevin-type "random" fluctuations which nonetheless
carr orne heat.
Th reason that J f and J3" behave like fluctuations is that the phonon amplitude
QJ1.(k) is almost7 independent of Qvl (-k) and QV:f;J1.(k)'s, since Q's with different k or J-L
do not couple in the system Hamiltonian (F.24). So as products of nearly independent
variabl s ( ee (F.36), (F.37)), Jf(k) and J3"(k) could either be positive or negative
at a given moment; which happens is completely random. Also, given that Jf (k) has
a certian sign at t, it will be reversed in a matter of 21fw;,; (k) seconds because of the
eiwlJv(k)t factor in (F.36). Same thing happens for J3"(k), defined in (F.37), except
that it is even quicker, in a matter of 21fn;~(k) rv 1/i} seconds. This means that
J3"(k) and Jf(k) vary much more quickly compared to the steadier Jf(k), which also
vari but with time-constant rv Tp , the phonon mean free time, because IQJ1.(k) 12 ,
the phonon occupation number, evolves with that timescale. Thus, correlation in
J 4 decays a rv Tp , while correlation in J3" decays as rv 21fn;~(k)-l and correlation
in Jf decays as rv 21fw;,;(k), slower than J3" but nonetheless fluctuation-like. This
7 lmost because the harmonic approximation is only an approximation, with error'" T 3/ 2 •
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explains the two-stage (or three-stage) behavior of (J3(r)· J 3 (0)), with the estimated
time-constants agreeing with simulation results. For instance, the Debye temperature
of perfect Ar crystal is about 80K, which corresponds to a typical atomic oscillation
period of
-1 h 6.6260755 X 10-34J . S
vD = kBTD = 1.380658 x 10-23J/K x 80K = 0.6 ps,
(F.39)
which compares well with the cease-times of the "zeroth-stage" in Fig. F-1, F-2.
Our last task is to estimate the contribution of Jf and J; to (J3 (0) . J3 (0)). Note
that there is no cross-coupling between Jf, J;, and J4 in (IJ3 12), because a single Q
is always left out inside the contraction, which averages to zero on a complex circle.
Since
D D
J 4 = L L EIL(k)v~(k) = L L 8EIL(k)v~(k),
k 1L=1 k 1L=1
where 8EIL (k) is the instantaneous deviation in phonon occupation,
And, we will later benefit from the following property,
(FAO)
(FA1)
(FA2)
which happens to be exactly correct for the equilibrium Boltzmann distribution,
(FA3)
that enables us to use (IJ4 12) as a benchmark, against which (IJfI2), (IJ;12) are
compared. In the end we simply add everything together to obtain the total harmonic
fluctuation,
(FA4)
We note that the Jf(k) expression (F.36), which has D(D -1)/2 terms, is similar
to Jf(k) in (F.35) before it is simplified, which has D terms, except that nlLv(k)
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now takes the place of wJl(k), and an off-diagonal matrix element constant W JlV now
takes the place of the group velocity v~=W Jllt" Let us assume that, on the average,
nJlv(k) can be taken as 2wJl (k), and the J-LV transition strength on the average is
(F.45)
where the r factor is clearly potential-model dependent8 and could be anywhere
between 1/3 and 1/2. Also, the phase of Q~(k)Qv(k)eiWlJv(k)t is indeterminate, making
IIml2 shrink by a factor of 2 on the time average. We thus expect that on the average,
(F.46)
As for J3, let me assume that IWJlv(k) I can be approximated by AwJl(k), with
a sensible choice9 of A perhaps between 1/4 and 1/3. We also see that the final
expression (F.37) is actually composed of a Qv(k)QJl (-k) part and a Qv(-k)QJl(k)
part with J-L > v, which do not couple with each other in (IJ312). Thus, following the
same arguments for Jf ,
(F.47)
which is actually quite small compared with (IJfI2) contribution.
Thus, the total harmonic fluctuation (IJ3 12) is enhanced from the phonon contri-
bution (IJ412) by a factor of
(F.48)
So if we take reasonable parameters r = 1/2, A = 1/3 at D = 3, F3(T) will be slightly
bigger than 2, which compares well with Ladd et aI's Fig. 1.
8For instance, if one assumes that IV"I » IV'lrl in (F.14), then it can be shown that r = 1/3 if
the orientations of eJl(k), ell(k) are spherically "random", but which of course is not true.
9To evaluate A of an monoatomic crystal, we should calculate the average ILlw(k)1 between one
longitudinal branch and two transverse branches, and between the two transverse branches.
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Formally, one could always define
(F.49)
At low temperature the harmonic approximation is very good, so
(F.50)
At higher temperatures the harmonic approximation starts to break down, so one can
no longer use F3 (T) to track F1(T) and F2 (T) in an accurate manner. In doing so, we
would have made two errors: 1) the nonlinear terms that we drop in going from J 1
or J2 to J3 • 2) in deriving Jf, J3" and Jf, we made use of (F.21) and (F.22), which
come from the harmonic approximation of particle dynamics. One needs a genuine
nonlinear theory to account for F1 (T) and F2 (T), and for that matter, F3 (T) itself,
at higher T, instead of the harmonic analysis above.
From the simulation results of solid Ar we find that F1(T) is quite stationary,
ranging from 2.5 at 10K to about 3.0 at 60K. It might be correct that F1(T) and
F2 (T) are always greater than F3 (T), as suggested by Ladd et al's Fig. 1 (which is
at 1/4 of the melting temperature), due to extra contributions from the nonlinear
terms. It is also an observed property that the transition from the zeroth-stage to
the phonon stage happens at about 1 ps, despite of the quite large temperature and
'" variations. The "extra area" enclosed by the zeroth-stage in (J1(r) .J1(0)) is found
to be about 0.1 - 0.2 W/M/K for Ar.
We also see from (F.36) and (F.37) that a 1D chain with one degree of motion has
Jf(k) = J3(k) = 0, (F.51)
so its (J3 (r) . J 3 (0)) has no zeroth-stage, and the harmonic heat current J 3 , unlike
that of Ar in Fig. F-3, is smooth and slowly-varying. This rather strange behavior
corroborates with the fact that such 1D chain has '" = +00 in the lowest-order phonon
perturbation theory, since in no way can k 1±k2±k3 = 0 and w(k1)±w(k2)±w(k3 ) = 0
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be simultaneously satisfied. So we cannot learn much from ID chain in this regard10 •
I mention it because the ID chain system is the simplest to simulate, and to evaluate
(F.38), which uses FFT in only one dimension. Higher-dimensional systems require
diagonalizing the dynamical matrix and storing all the eigenvectors, but it seems to
be the only way one can proceed to get physically meaningful results.
lODoes this remain true when higher-order nonlinearities or defects are included? I do not know.
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Appendix G
Truncation Schemes for Pair
Potential
Consider the single-element LJ6-12 potential,
(G.1)
Practically we can only carry out the potential summation up to a certain radius
cutoffl . There are many ways to truncate, the simplest of which is to modify the
interaction as
VO(r) =
V(r) - V(rc ), r < rc
(G.2)
0,
However, VO(r) is discontinuous in the 1st derivative at r = rc , which causes large
error in motion integration (especially in high-order algorithms such as the predictor-
corrector method) if an atom crosses r c , and is very detrimental to calculating long
1It is also physically impossible to maintain r-6 asymptote in condensed matter because of
exponential screening.
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W6-12 potential and its truncated forms
2.521.5
- V(r)
_ Vo(r)
_V1(r)
-W(r)
-1 L----.1.:.L- -L-..L- -L.--'-__---L_====:::c.J
1
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Figure G-1: Lennard Jones potential and its modified forms with cutoff r c = 2.37343
a. Black lines indicate positions of neighbors in a single-element fcc crystal at OK.
correlation functions. Another commonly used scheme
{
V(r) - V(rc) - V'(rc)(r - rc),Vi(r) =
0,
r < r c (G.3)
makes the force continuous at r = r c , but also makes the potential well too shallow
(see Fig. G-1), and is more expensive computationally because we have to take the
square root for each neighbor.
I recommend using the following truncation scheme,
r < r cW(r) = { 410 [(;:t - (;:)6 + (2 (;:t - (;:t) (~)6 - 3 (;:)12 + 2 (;:t] ,
0, r > rc
(GA)
W(r), V(r), vo(r) and Vi(r) are all plotted in Fig. G-1 for comparison. rc is chosen
to be 2.37343077641a, which falls exactly at the 2/3 interval between the 4th and 5th
neighbors at equilibrated fcc lattice of OK.
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fcc neighboring shells
. 0
"'~24;42
- .
............. ......
Figure G-2: fcc neighboring shells. For example, label "68; 86" means there are eight
6th-nearest neighbors of the type shown in figure, which adds up to 86 neighbors in
all if included. The ABC stacking planes are also shown in the figure.
There is clearly a tradeoff in picking Te • If Te is large, the effect of the artificial
truncation is small. And since an atom interacts with more neighbors, it supposedly
reflects more physics. On the other hand, maintaining and summing over a large
neighbor list costs more. For a properly implemented O(N) MD code, that neighbor
number VB cost relation is almost linear.
Let us see what is the minimal Te for a fcc solid. Fig. G-2 shows the neighboring
atom shells and their duplicity. Also drawn are the three glide planes. With (GA),
once the number of interacting neighbor shells are determined, we can evaluate the
equilibrium volume and bulk modulus of the crystal in closed form. The potential
energy of the ith atom is
(G.5)
For fcc crystal, we can extract scale-independent coefficients from the above summa-
tion and differentiate with only to the lattice constant a - the minima of which yields
the equilibrium lattice constant ao. If we demand Te to fall into an exact position
between the highest included shell and the lowest excluded shell, we can iterate the
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Table G.1: FCC neighboring shells included in Eqn (GA)
n N rcfO') ao[O') 00[0';.1) eo[e) B[eO' .;.1)
1 12 1.44262944953 1.59871357076 1.02153204121 -2.03039845846 39.39360127902
2 18 1.81318453769 1.57691543349 0.98031403353 -4.95151157088 52.02448553061
3 42 2.11067974132 1.56224291246 0.95320365252 -6.12016548816 58.94148705580
4 54 2.37343077641 1.55584092331 0.94153307381 -6.84316556834 64.19738627468
5 78 2.61027143673 1.55211914976 0.93479241591 -7.27254778301 66.65093979162
6 86 2.82850677530 1.55023249772 0.93138774467 -7.55413237921 68.53093399765
7 134 3.03017270367 1.54842162594 0.92812761235 -7.74344974981 69.33961787572
8 140 3.21969263257 1.54727436382 0.92606612556 -7.88758411490 70.63452119577
9 176 3.39877500485 1.54643096926 0.92455259927 -7.99488847415 71.18713376234
10 200 3.56892997792 1.54577565469 0.92337773387 -8.07848627384 71.76659559499
process until mutual consistency is achieved. We then plug ao into (G.5) to calculate
the binding energy per atom, eo; the atomic volume
(G.6)
and the bulk modulus
B- dP I
- dlogn no
(G.7)
The self-consistent results for r c ratio 2/3 are shown in Table G.l. That is, r c
is exactly at 2/3 the distance between the nth interacting shell and the (n + l)th
non-interacting shell. The reason for 2/3 > 1/2 is that we expect more tension tests
than compression tests, and there is thermal expansion at finite temperature.
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Appendix H
Improving the Efficiency of
Stillinger-Weber Potential
The Stillinger-Weber potential[149, 148] has a three-body site energy of the form,
V3i = AL exp ( 'Y + 'Y ) (cos (Jjik + _31)2, Tij, Tik < a, (H.1)j<k Tij - a Tik - a
that seems to require double looping over neighbors. By converting it to a single
summation in a tensorial EAM type, one can reduce the computational time and
memory requirement to about 1/3 of the original, which is advantageous for large
scale molecular dynamics simulations. Two side benefits are improved numerical
accuracy, and smaller and faster neighborlist, since one can now count pairs instead
of neighbors.
Consider the following re-summations,
L g(Tij)g(Tik)
j<k
~ [~9(Tij)9(Tik) -2;: 9(Tij )2]
J~ J
~ [(~g(rij)) 2 _ ~g(rij)2] ,
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(H.2)
L g(rij)g(rik) COS(()jik)j<k
~ [~g(rij)g(rik) COS(()jik) - ~ g(rij)2]
J~ J
~ [2: g(Tij)g(Tik) t fijf:J. - ~ 9(Tij)2]
J,k 0=1 J
~ [t (~g(rij)fij) 2 - 2: 9(Tij)2] ,
0=1 J J
L g(rij)g(rik) COS2(()jik)j<k
~ [~g(rij)g(rik) COS2(()jik) - ~ g(rij )2]
J,k J
~ [2: g(r;j)9(Tik) t t fijfii.rtfg, - 2: 9(Tij?]
J,k 0=1/3=1 J
~ [t t (~g(rij)fijf~) 2 - 2: 9(Tij)2] .
0=1/3=1 J J
Therefore, in the case of Stillinger-Weber potential,
(H.3)
(H.4)
~g(Tij)g(Tik) (cOS(Ojik) +D2
~ g(Tij)g(Tik) (cOS2(Ojik) + ~ cOS(Ojik) + ~)
~ ([t t (~g(rij)fijf~) 2 - 2: g(r;j)2] +
0=1/3=1 J J
~ [1; (~9(Tij)fijr-~9(Tij)2] + ~ [ (~9(Tij)r - ~9(Tij)2] )
~ t t (~g(rij)fijf~)\ ~ t (~g(rij)fij)2 +
0=1 /3=1 J 0=1 J
118 (~9(Tij)r -~~9(Tij)2. (H.5)
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One can reach (H.5) faster by extending Tij to 4-D. Define vector
(H.B)
with constant fourth component 1/J3. It is easily seen that (H.5) is equivalent to
Both (H.5) and (H.7) indicates that the Stillinger-Weber three-body potential is a
tensorial extension of the embedded atom formalism with embedding exponent 2.
To obtain the force on atom j due to site energy of atom i, let us define 4 x 4
"charge density matrix" at atom i,
M i : MiQIJ = :E g(rij)fijf~, 0'., f3 == 1..4.
j
We then have
1 2 8~ ( )2V3i = 2TrM - 9~g rij .
J
The second part is in ordinary pair potential form with force contributions,
(H.8)
(H.9)
(H.I0)
The first part is more interesting because it must give angular (bond-bending) forces.
If atom j is displaced by dx'j, J-L = 1..3, there would be,
dft = O.
And so there is,
dM,!1J =~
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(H.II)
where we achieve consistency in notation by defining r,& = o.
Plugging (H.II) into (H.9), the force contribution is
(H.12)
We find that the first part of (H.II) still gives a pair potential like contribution, with
for J-L = 1..3, in which be aware of the distinction that rt = 0 but r,& = 1/V3.
The second part of (H.II) gives
for J-L = 1..3, which is the sole contributor to the angular forces. We see that it has a
very simple spatial dependence of the form
despite the fact that before the re-summation it looks quite intractable. One further
notices that the second term is nothing other than a concerted effort to move i to
the weighted center of j's, and the first term has three mutually orthogonal eigen-
directions along which there are only radial forces.
The above derivation can be generalized to any triplet potential of the form
L g(rij)g(rik)f((}jik)
j<k
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as one can always expand f (B) in polynomial of cos B. It is easily seen that if (cos B)n
is included, then the angular force expression would have n - 1 rij's contracting with
a local rank-n tensor. However, computational efficiency suggests that n ~ 2 is the
only worthwhile case for the re-summation technique.
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